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A multi-layered international romance that will keep you on the edge of your seat.A cat and
mouse game between two corporate jet-setters that will take you from Scotland, to Kentucky, to
California and back again.Meredith Montgomery, the owner of a Napa, California winery, is
facing not only another holiday alone but devastating news. Seeking a distraction, she flies to
Scotland to search genealogy records for a brochure advertising her winery’s 150th-anniversary
gala. While in Edinburgh, she meets Elliott Fraser, a Highlander, who is president of MacKlenna
Farm, a world-renowned Thoroughbred breeding operation in Lexington, Kentucky.A dinner
invitation turns into a Christmas Day outing at Elliott’s four-hundred-year-old family castle in the
Scottish Highlands. Following the most perfect day in Meredith’s life, Elliott rushes back to
Kentucky to deal with a crisis on his farm.Not wanting to return to her office in California and the
medical news awaiting her, Meredith stops in Kentucky for a visit. Disaster strikes both Elliott and
his farm, pulling Meredith into a web of mystery and murder at a time when she’s facing trouble
of her own.Can these two wealthy and powerful people find their way through the chaos and
take a chance on their volatile love, or will the obstacles they face be too much to overcome?
Scroll up and grab a copy today.

About the AuthorDr. Paul Richer (1849-1933), a distinguished artist and scientist, was a
professor of creative anatomy at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and a member of the city's
Institute of Medicine.Robern Beverly Hale (1901-1985), who ended his career as curator
emeritus of American painting and sculpture at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City,
was an instructor of anatomy at the Art Students League for 40 years. His famous lectures,
illustrated with life-size drawings that he created on the spot, have been compiled and edited by
Terence Coyle and published in Master Class in Figure Drawing. Hale's other books include
Drawing Lessons from the Great Masters and Anatomy Lessons from the Great Masters.
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AuthorPart IChapter OneMontgomery Winery, Napa Valley, California – December
21MEREDITH MONTGOMERY FLOATED above the ground as she ran. She didn’t bounce. She
glided with perfect form, using her energy to propel herself forward, watching the horizon like a
rock-steady pan-cam in a movie.The worn path snaked through ten thousand acres of
Montgomery Winery’s dormant vines. She tried to push her stress and fear aside to enjoy the
sense of well-being that came with running. Today it wasn’t working for her. There were too many
items on her to-do list. Number one had her stomach tied into triple knots. As soon as she got
home, she’d check off the item, not because she wanted to, but because she had no choice.It
was a matter of life or death.That sounded divaesque. The Lord knew she wasn’t a diva, but she
was a breast cancer survivor. To most women like her, monthly breast self-exam day was a big
deal, and she performed it religiously. She raced forward, trying to suppress her fear.
Unfortunately, that didn’t work for her either.The Italian-style villa where she’d lived for most of
her life came into view. She sprinted the last quarter mile toward the residence that had perched



on top of a private knoll for more than a century. The sun glinted off the copper gutters and the
gold streaks in the Portuguese limestone walls. The estate vineyards that surrounded the villa
showed rows of bare trellising. Wild mustard flowers wouldn’t bloom among the vineyards for
another couple of months. By March, they would awaken and begin to bud. The new growing
season filled her with hope and renewal every year. This year even more so.When she hit the
driveway, she slowed to a walk and checked the time. The unplanned nine-miler put her behind
schedule on a day packed with appointments. If her assistant couldn’t rearrange her
commitments, Meredith’s afternoon flight to Scotland looked dicey.She entered the house
through the kitchen, grabbed her iPhone off the counter, and snatched a bottle of chocolate milk
from the refrigerator. The phone’s home screen listed several text messages marked urgent.“So
what’s new?”The master winemaker needed to meet with her. She wiped sweat from her
forehead and neck, thinking. The results of the field trials were in, and he wanted to start a
vineyard on the south-facing slope. He had yet to get his one-track mind around the fact that
launching Cailean, the winery’s new chardonnay, was too important to be sidetracked by a new
project. What would an expansion mean for the winery? If he could develop a new vineyard
without draining resources, she might agree. But that was a huge might.The breast exam
needed to wait five more minutes while she forced herself to stretch. She hated stretching.
Instead, she took two yoga classes a week. The odds of finding a class in Edinburgh over the
holidays seemed unlikely. So she stretched, hating every minute. She didn’t have time to waste.
Not today.In the bathroom, soaked clothes fell into a pile at her feet. She kicked them aside and
stepped into streams of hot water pulsating from top and side-mounted jets. Her schedule for the
next few hours came into focus. Ask Cate to confirm the reservations at the B&B in Edinburgh
and the National Archives.Meredith lifted her left arm and placed her hand behind her head. The
soapy pads of three fingers rotated up and down her breast, using overlapping dime-sized
circular motions, feeling for lumps in the soft tissue. Get the agenda for the meeting with the web
designer. Her fingers traced the same path they had followed every month since cancer took her
other breast. Call Hank to find an exercise rider for Quiet Dancer while I’m—Her hand froze.
Fear, bitter and fire-hot, coated her tongue.Do it again.She retraced the edges of a lump. An
irregular-shaped one she would never have discovered without being extra sensitive to the feel
of her small breast. Dizzy and tingling, she gulped in lungfuls of air and clutched her chest with a
trembling hand.Do it again.The lump remained—hard and rooted in the breast. The floor buckled
beneath her feet. Her vision blurred. Shampoo and soap bottles became little more than
blotches of white and pink and yellow. The clammy wall slapped her back, and she slumped
against the marble. Snap went the tether to her anchor, sending her sliding down the wall and
into despair.Not again. Please, not again.Time stopped. Nothing existed but heart-racing fear.
The water turned lukewarm, yet she remained in a stupor. When the water turned cold and she
still hadn’t moved, a voice tunneled through the haze. Move your ass. Now. The internal voice
had pushed her through endless training miles, five marathons, and cancer surgery. It had also
kept her company during the bleak days at her late husband’s bedside and the final hours with



her father. She never ignored it, and she never, ever quit.The voice cranked her up the wall,
vertebra by vertebra, until she came to her feet, grabbing the lever handles as if they were
lifelines. She turned off the tepid water.The phone rang, shrill and intruding. Meredith stumbled
out of the shower stall, cupping her breasts. God made one; man made the other. While it wasn’t
a bad imitation, it had scars and a fake nipple.The answering machine picked up, and her
executive assistant left a message. “You’re probably in the shower. I was tracking you on
MapMyRun. Why’d you do a long run today? That’ll put you behind schedule. Let me know if you
want to postpone the ten o’clock media call. That newspaper reporter is still stomping through
the vineyard hoping to be the first to write a review of Cailean. Call me.”Meredith lifted a heated
towel from the warmer and dried off, patting her breast, nice and easy. “The winery is all that
matters,” her father had said. “Put it first and everything else will fall into place.”Will it, Daddy?
When the flow of tears slowed, she squared her shoulders and called her assistant.“Hey, why’d
you run this morning?” Cate asked. “It’s a rest day.”“Jet lag messes with my schedule.” An icy
finger traced Meredith’s spine as she debated whether to tell Cate about the lump. Not this time.
It was more important to keep her assistant focused on the launch than to confide in a
friend.Meredith snugged the warm towel around her, comforted by the heat. “I’ll get there before
the conference call, but I might need to delay my departure a few hours, maybe forty-eight.” She
grimaced, waiting for a barrage of questions.In her trademark clipped voice, Cate asked, “Why?
What happened? Are you hurt? You fell, didn’t you? You reinjured your knee.”Meredith
massaged the lump buried deep in her breast. “No, I didn’t fall, and it’s nothing that can’t be
fixed.”“Are you sure?” Cate asked.Meredith took a shaky breath. A lie, no matter how small, was
still a lie even if it was meant to protect someone. Her hand went to her face, close to her mouth.
“Yes,” she said with a muddled voice. She could be fixed, couldn’t she? The doctors fixed her
last time. Surgery and reconstruction, no chemo or radiation. If she had cancer again, treatment
would go just as smoothly.Chapter TwoNapa Valley Medical Clinic – December 22MEREDITH
SLAMMED THE outer door of the Napa Valley Medical Clinic with one hand and slipped on her
sunglasses with the other. She didn’t need glasses on the overcast day, but the shades hid her
sunken, bruised-looking eyes caused by a crying jag and a sleepless night.The fine needle
aspiration was suspicious but not conclusive. The uncertainty created tension in her neck and an
explosive headache. She had expected to get results before she left the doctor’s office like she
had five years earlier, but this time she had to wait on pathology to issue a report.“You can stay
home and fret over the holidays, Meredith, or you can go to Scotland,” her doctor had said.That’s
what she intended to do. Get the hell out of town. It didn’t matter where in the world she was
when the call came. The news would be the same, and odds were good she’d be alone
regardless.Her cell phone rang, flashing Cate’s name. Meredith pasted a smile on her face,
hoping it’d come through in her voice. “Hello.”“What’d you decide? Are you going or
not?”Meredith opened the car door and tossed her purse to the passenger’s seat. “Heading to
the airport now. Will you contact the B&B and let them know I won’t be there until late?”“I’ll call
before I leave,” Cate said.“I’m not even out of town and you’re taking the day off?”Cate huffed.



“Yeah, right. I’m looking at the stack of work in my in-basket. You cleaned off your desk last night
and put everything on mine.”Meredith climbed into the driver’s seat and fastened her seat belt.
“Not everything.”“Could have fooled me.” Cate shuffled papers. “Oh crap. I spilled coffee.” More
papers shuffled and something hit the floor with a thud. “Okay, I’ve got your itinerary now. Yep.
You’re confirmed for a late arrival. Anything else you need before I go to the meeting?”Meredith
swallowed her second Aleve of the day with a swig from a bottle of water. The pinched nerve in
her neck decided to act up and irritate her. She grabbed an instant cold pack from her purse,
squeezed the sides together, shook it up, and the pack instantly turned cold. She tucked it into
the collar of her sweater, pressing it against her neck. “I hope there aren’t coffee stains on the
letters I signed.”Cate chuckled. “If there are, I’ll white out the stains.”Meredith started the engine
and put the car in gear. “I should be going to that meeting. The latest slicks for the gala and the
new website pages are ready for review. Chances are they’ve screwed them up.”Cate hissed,
shuffling more papers. “That gorgeous picture of you that’s on the cover of Wine Digest will be
on the home page.”Meredith hit the brakes, stopping inches from a car backing up behind her.
“Damn.”“Don’t you want to use that picture?” Cate’s tone fell squarely between disappointment
and confusion.Meredith said, “I’m sorry,” but the driver only glared at her with beady eyes and
flicked his middle finger against the window.“Well, screw you, too,” she said.“What?” Cate
snorted what sounded like a mouthful of coffee.Meredith forced her fingers into a fist so she’d
refrain from returning the driver’s obscene gesture. “Whose idea was it to use that picture?” she
asked.“Are you mad at me?”“I was talking to another driver. Tell me about the picture.”“Your
marketing VP says you’re beautiful and your face sells wine.”“Pshaw. You know what Daddy
would say if he was still president.”“Oh, I can hear him now,” Cate said. “‘A skinny forty-two-year-
old childless widow isn’t the right image for my winery.’ But he’s dead, and your name is on the
door to the president’s office.”The memory of her father’s thunderous voice and sharp-edged
words sent a shiver in a death spiral down her spine. “I’ll make the decision after I see the web
pages. Email copies as soon as you get them.”“I will, but only if you relax. Take a few days off.
Work twenty-two/six instead of twenty-four/seven. And quit worrying about what’s happening
here.”“I might as well stop breathing.”“At least then you’d rest. Your stomach is in more knots now
than that Chinese butterfly knot work hanging on your wall.”“As soon as the launch is over, I
promise to take a vacation.”“I’m marking out the last two weeks in February as we speak,” Cate
said.“Well, I’m not on vacation yet.” And I’ll probably spend those two weeks in the hospital.
Meredith pulled out of the parking lot and headed toward the highway. “Call Hank and tell him I’ll
be gone a few days. If I call him now, he’ll be between lessons and will keep me on the phone.
Ask him to find someone to ride Quiet Dancer. Also, call the florist. I ordered flowers for Daddy
and Jonathan’s graves. I want to be sure they’re delivered to the cemetery before
Christmas.”“Did that. Now, go to Edinburgh. And while you’re there find a handsome, smooth-
talking Scotsman and have fun.”“I haven’t had time for fun in two years. Besides, there’s an event
to plan.” And a lump in my breast.Meredith dropped the phone into the console. Maybe after she
completed the genealogy research at the archives in Edinburgh and drafted the Montgomery



family history, she’d relax for a few hours and drive up to the Highlands. If she didn’t get the
material to the printer by deadline, the brochure would print without the winery’s history. The
160th celebration deserved the best from her, even if she did have cancer.She fished a rumpled
to-do list from her pocket. The Springsteen contract and addendum were numbers one through
five. As soon as she boarded the plane, she’d send the agent an email reminder to return the
original signed documents. Panic could easily top her tension if she thought about all that could
go wrong. The event had to be perfect in every detail.Cailean wouldn’t have a second chance to
make a great first impression.Chapter ThreeTeterboro Airport, New Jersey – December 22THE
CHAUFFEUR DROVE the Lincoln Town Car onto the tarmac at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey
and parked alongside MacKlenna Farm’s Gulfstream. The driver stepped from the vehicle and
opened the rear passenger door just as a cell phone beeped. Elliott connected the Bluetooth
and answered, “Fraser.”“Galahad’s still not on the ground,” Harrison Roberts, the Thoroughbred
farm’s chief financial officer, declared in the nasal voice of one mired in the throes of a winter
cold.Elliott checked the time. “Where the hell’s the plane? That stallion’s been in the air over
eighteen hours.”“I talked to the equine transportation manager at Prestige International. Air traffic
control rerouted the plane due to weather.”Elliott’s heart rate shot up as if he’d been sprinting. “To
where? The South Pole? If the horse stays on that plane much longer, he’ll get
dehydrated.”“Galahad’s made the trip before without side effects,” Harrison said.“New South
Wales is too far to shuttle him.” The harder Elliott’s heart pumped the louder he spoke. “I don’t
give a damn if those bastards at Hazy Mountain Stud have Galahad covering a full book of
mares. This is the last trip.”“There will be a battle over that.” Harrison sneezed into the phone
before continuing. “If you want the horse to be commercial, the stallion has to ship to the
southern hemisphere.”The limo driver handed Elliott a pair of crutches. With a grimace, he put
his left foot down on the rain-soaked tarmac and stood, bringing the right leg around slowly. Six
narrow steps leading to the cabin door presented a challenge. The rain had stopped, thank God.
Negotiating the stairs on crutches was difficult. The slippery surface made it even more so.“We’ll
deal with the travel issue at the next shareholders’ meeting. For now, keep heat on the people at
Prestige. They’re agents for both the Breeders’ Cup and the Dubai World Cup. If anything
happens to Galahad, I’ll see that the company loses both contracts. If the pilot doesn’t land that
plane, we’ll own shares in a sick horse or a dead one.”Elliott climbed the first step with his left
foot, held the injured leg steady, and gave more than a little groan when pain lanced through his
right side from toe to hip.“You okay?” Another sneeze punctuated Harrison’s question. “Sounds
like those New York doctors are cutting you open without anesthesia.” He laughed. “Should have
stayed in Kentucky.”“Hell no, I’m not okay. I’m trying to get up the stairs. And I would have stayed
if my doctor hadn’t refused to operate again.”“Maybe you’ll listen to your medical team this
time.”“Shush.” Elliott halted on the third step to readjust the crutches. The release instructions
from New York-Presbyterian Hospital, folded up in his pocket, said to keep the leg immobile for
four weeks. He hadn’t lasted forty minutes. “Call Jim Manning. Tell him what’s happening. I
haven’t reviewed Prestige’s contract in a year. Get his opinion. I want to be clear on



liability.”Harrison blew his nose. “Get on the plane. I’ll call back after I talk to him.”Elliott ended the
call, wondering if he should spray the device with a disinfectant.His personal assistant/
paramedic/flight attendant stood poised at the cabin door. “You need help, Boss?”Elliott reached
the last step. “Move aside.” Kevin Allen made room in the passageway but still hovered. “Tell the
captain I’m ready to depart.” Elliott negotiated the narrow aisle toward the sofa where he sat
back and elevated his leg.The limo driver handed up a laptop case that Kevin stowed before
giving a wave to the ground crew. He then secured the cabin door. “Want coffee?”Elliott nodded,
powered down the Bluetooth, and slipped the device into his shirt pocket. “What’s the flight
time?”“We’ll be in Edinburgh in eight hours.” Kevin set a cup on the table next to the sofa. “This is
the good stuff. Not like that weak hospital brew you’ve been drinking.”Elliott slipped his fingers
around a mug sporting the new MacKlenna logo that incorporated Galahad’s features. “Ye’ve
made the last five days bearable.”“After four surgeries, I know the routine.”“Five.” Elliott sipped
the coffee. “If ye think I’m a bastard now, ye should’ve been around for the first one.”Kevin
laughed. “I heard about the catheter incident.”“Whatever ye heard was not true.”“The story I got
was that you woke up to find a twenty-year-old nurse about to insert a tube into your dick and
you pissed yourself.”Elliott groaned. “That bloody hospital is an incubator for rumors.”Kevin
headed toward the front of the plane to secure the aircraft for takeoff. “My source is reliable,
Boss.”To be twenty-eight again. Although at fifty, Elliott kept a very active social life, but the
stress of running a multimillion-dollar Thoroughbred breeding operation was hell on his blood
pressure. His satellite phone rang, yanking him from his reverie. “Fraser.”“Manning’s in court,”
Harrison said. “I left a message with his paralegal.”“If I need to return to Lexington, tell me now.”
Elliott didn’t want to be in town for the holidays and the first anniversary of the deaths of Sean
and Mary MacKlenna. They were not only the owners of the Thoroughbred farm, but Sean had
been a lifelong friend.“No reason to come back. There’s nothing you can do to get your horse on
the ground any sooner,” Harrison said.“What’s the weather doing there?”“They’re predicting ice
storms from Texas to Maine. If Kentucky’s in the bull’s-eye, our airport could close.”“Damn.” Elliott
glanced out the window. The plane was pushing back from the gate. “Call me as soon as ye
learn anything.” His gut told him to go home. The CFO was a jerk and overly critical with the staff.
He’d made two costly mistakes recently. Leaving him in charge inspired Elliott with little to no
confidence. Unfortunately, Harrison still had the support of the board of directors. Until that
changed he’d keep the position.Elliott tapped his fist on the sofa arm. If anything happened to
his twenty-five-million-dollar Thoroughbred that insurance didn’t cover, the farm could end up on
the auction block.Kevin picked up the half-empty coffee cup. “We’re next in line. You’ll need to
buckle up.” Elliott pulled the belt tight across his lap, and ten minutes after boarding, the plane
lifted off. When the aircraft reached cruising altitude, Kevin returned with another cup of hot
coffee and Elliott’s briefcase. “Do you want to finish the syndication agreement we were working
on in the hospital?”“Why don’t ye finish it? Ye know as much about it as I do,” Elliott said. The lad
was an equestrian and the son of an equine lawyer. He had an aptitude for grasping legal issues
that on occasion surpassed Elliott’s.“The lawyers added stipulations that weren’t in the last draft.



I’ve marked them for your review.”Elliott blew out a long breath. There weren’t enough hours in
his day to get the work done even with a top-notch staff working their asses off. He opened the
briefcase. Beneath the agreement was his goddaughter’s journal. His fingertips brushed the
smooth, brown leather binding. She had left it for him to read, but he hadn’t and wasn’t sure he
ever would.“You know, Boss, you should spend more time in the ICU. You get a break from
work.”“But the work doesn’t go away, and I detest hospitals.” The ICU smells permeated his skin,
and he couldn’t rid himself of the fear of a tube stuck in his dick. He withdrew the agreement
then snapped the briefcase closed and handed it back to Kevin. “Stash this in a closet.” Elliott
turned to page four of the contract.Now, where was I?Chapter FourEn Route to Louise’s B&B,
Edinburgh, Scotland – December 22HOURS LATER, as the aircraft neared Edinburgh, Kevin
interrupted Elliott. “We’re forty-five minutes from landing. You want a drink?”“No. Pain meds,”
Elliott said.“Pull down your pants.” A needle filled with pain medication appeared in Kevin’s
hand.Elliott hissed as the needle punctured the skin. “Ye always know what’s needed.”Kevin
shrugged. “You pay me to know.” He disposed of the needle. “You’ve got just enough time to
wash up. A shaving kit and a change of clothes are in the lavatory, and a shower sleeve for your
leg is hanging on a hook by the door.”Elliott scratched his whiskers. “Definitely need a wee
shave.”“Buzz if you need help.”He hobbled to the lavatory at the rear of the plane for a hot
shower and shave. Thirty minutes later, he dressed in a kilt and a navy cashmere V-neck
sweater. There were pressed khakis hanging in the closet. Several had the right leg cut off to
accommodate his post-surgery boot. But when he was home, like other Highlanders, he
preferred to wear a kilt, regardless of the occasion.As he clipped the iPhone on the waistband,
he noticed an addition to the photomontage hanging on the wall—a glossy eight-by-ten of
Wynonna Judd and his goddaughter, Kit MacKlenna. The photographer had snapped the
picture during last year’s Kentucky Derby breakfast held at the mansion. The day had been
stellar, especially the eleventh race when the farm’s three-year-old, Regal Now, won the first
jewel of the Triple Crown.God, he missed them—Kit, her parents Sean and Mary, and his da.
Elliott’s shoulders sagged a wee bit, then he stiffened. Seasons of grief don’t conform to
expectations and automatically end after a certain length of time. How many times had he heard
his father say something similar? Too many to count.“Want a whisky?” Kevin asked as Elliott
exited the lavatory.He shook his head. “Will ye get a bottle of the Bussiador from the cabinet? I
want to give the wine to Louise.”Kevin lifted his eyebrow, slow and easy, shaking his head. “She
loves that chardonnay. If she ever decides to branch out, I’d recommend a Montgomery wine
from Napa or a Barolo wine from Northern Italy.”Elliott ran his tongue across his bottom lip in
anticipation of opening the 1951 bottle of Macallan waiting for him in Louise’s library. His father
had paid an exorbitant amount for the bottle in 2010. Earlier in the year, he had given the whisky
to Louise and asked her to save it for Elliott’s fiftieth birthday. With Christmas three days away, it
seemed appropriate to break the seal now.“Louise will never accept that single malt, not wine, is
created by God’s kiss,” he said.“That’s an argument you’ll never win with her,” Kevin agreed.“I’ve
never won that argument with any woman. If I ever find one who loves Scotland, horses, and a



wee half when she’s thirsty, I’ll rearrange a corner of my life and squeeze her in.” Elliott’s phone
rang, wiping the anticipated taste of whisky from his lips. “Fraser.”“It’s Allie.”He heard a smile in
his executive assistant’s voice, and he breathed easy.“Galahad’s at the quarantine facility at
LAX. Doc talked to the groom who traveled with him. He said Galahad passed manure and
drank plenty of water during the flight. And he appeared fine when he got off the plane.”Relief
welled inside Elliott. “Good. I’ll send Doc an email.” Elliott blew out a long thankful breath. “Call
Tex’s Charters to transport Galahad to Kentucky when he’s released.”“That’s the next call. I’ll
send a text as soon as he’s home.”Elliott disconnected and stared out into the clear night sky.
The flight path took the plane low over the Firth of Forth. Edinburgh stretched out from the
northwest coast at Leith all the way to the castle in the city center and south of the city beyond.
Scattered lights twinkled on the ground. The familiar punch of excitement hit low and deep and
warmed his heart. Home and the offer of sweet refreshment lay ahead. Over the years, he’d
flown into capital cities all around the world, but none compared to the beauty of the small
capital of Scotland. Now that Galahad was safe, Elliott could put the stress of high-stakes
Thoroughbred breeding and racing aside for a few days and relax. Aye, I’m home.The aircraft
shuddered as the pilot extended the landing gear and it locked in place.“When are ye driving up
to Fraser House?” Elliott asked Kevin.“Since you don’t need me tonight, I’ll stay at the hotel with
the rest of the crew and drive up tomorrow. But I’d like to return for the Hogmanay events.”“That’s
a New Year’s celebration not to be missed. We’ll work it out.”Wheels bumped against the runway.
The engines roared as the captain reversed thrust and applied the brakes, slowing the plane.
Then the pilot taxied the aircraft to a private hangar.Kevin gazed out the window. “There’s
David’s limo. He’s got someone with him.”“His sister?”“I’ve never met his sisters.” Kevin’s voice
carried a note of disappointment. “I heard what David did in Afghanistan. He’s a hero.”“Aye, but
don’t tell him.” Elliott unbuckled the seat belt and glanced out the window. “That’s the customs
officer in the car.” Elliott stuck his head into the flight deck. “Merry Christmas, lads.”“Merry
Christmas, Dr. Fraser,” the captain said. “The crew is staying in Edinburgh. We can leave within
an hour or two if you need to change plans.”“Let’s hope there’s no emergency. See ye on the
first.”Elliott cleared customs and thirty minutes later, David McBain drove the limo under the
porte cochere of Louise’s B&B. Elliott smiled when he spotted her at the door. “Did ye call Lou?
She’s usually not up this late.”“She wanted to know when the plane landed,” David said.Elliott
crossed the cobbled drive, gritting his teeth with each swing of the crutches. He tightened his
grip as he approached the three steps leading to the door. Thank God, the house had a lift or
he’d never make it to his second-floor suite.Louise welcomed him with a big smile and a kiss on
the cheek. “Ye’re a handsome devil, Elliott Fraser.” She held him at arm’s length and gave him a
once-over. “The boot looks fetching with a kilt. Maybe yer tailor will make a cover using the
Fraser tartan.”David entered the house with luggage under each arm. “Ye got him in the same
room, Louise?”“Aye, and the door’s unlatched.” She glanced outside. “Where’s Kevin?”“Staying
at the hotel with the crew,” Elliott said.David disappeared up the wide, sweeping stairs instead of
taking the elevator and returned a couple of minutes later. “If ye need me, send a text. I’m staying



at my sister’s.”Elliott patted his mate on the shoulder. “Ye’ve got one in every city in
Scotland.”David slipped his phone out of his jacket pocket and glanced at his messages. “My
sister in Edinburgh is wondering where I am.” He put away his phone and donned his cap. “What
time do ye want to leave for Inverness tomorrow?”“I’ll let ye know in the morning. I think Kevin is
renting a car. He’s going sightseeing. Ye’d think he’d never been across the pond before.”David’s
square-jawed face tightened; a telling gesture from a man who rarely telegraphed feelings
through body language. “While ye were meeting with the customs inspector, the lad told me he
was going for a pint with the university lassie he met last time he was on holiday.”Elliott shook his
head, sighing. “Watch over him.”“If ye dinna,” Louise said, poking David in the arm with her
finger, “he’ll get lifted by the police again.”David kissed Louise’s cheek. “I’ll go to the pub from
here, m’lovely. But don’t be surprised if I have to box his ears.”Her pinched brow showed
concern. “Dinna hurt his face.”David opened the door and stepped out, saying over his shoulder,
“It’d take more than a boxing to hurt Kevin.”Louise closed the door, but left it unlocked. “Come
with me. The fire’s blazing, yer malt is waiting, and Handel is playing on our new home theater
system.”“What? Ye weren’t supposed to open my present until after I arrived.”If she had a
smidgeon of remorse, she hid it behind a bulging grin. “Have ye ever known me to wait?”“No, but
I was hoping the Do Not Open Until Christmas label on the box might act as a deterrent.”“Ye’re
joking.”Elliott grimaced. She’d ruined his one and only Christmas surprise. “Do I look like I
am?”She patted his arm. “Suck it up. Ye’re not a wee laddie.”They entered the library, a room
lined with bookshelves and crammed with leather-bound classics. “Ye painted the shelves,”
Elliott said.“Evelyn insisted on painting them white.” Louise’s tone held self-doubt. “She has an
eye for color, but I wasna sure I’d care for it.”He noticed the placement of the speakers: center,
right, and left. Each produced sharp, clear sounds. “Yer installer has a good ear.” Elliott’s
disappointment eased. At least he wouldn’t have to spend several hours installing the system,
and if he were honest, he wouldn’t have placed the speakers in the same positions, which could
have reduced the sound quality.“Look.” She patted her hand against the tufted detail on the back
of a brown bonded-leather chair. “I got it just for ye.”“Shite, Louise. Have ye changed everything?
Ye know I liked the old one.”She shoved him into the chair. “Sit.”The pitch of the chair put him in a
comfortable position, and he sank into the supple leather cushions. Louise helped arrange his
injured leg on the matching ottoman. “Not bad,” he said. He closed his eyes and let his breath go
in a long, heavy sigh. The music and memories of his da and Sean MacKlenna ensnared him.In
this room, he would always hear the echo of their voices rising to a clamor over the merits of
beautiful horses and fast women—bloodlines and lovers. Although as volatile as the other two,
Elliott rarely joined the ruffle. He much preferred to toss kindling onto their disagreements, which
continued until they drained a bottle or two of whisky and their cigars died in peace.Louise gave
him a drink along with a pointed look. “Dinna get maudlin on me.”Elliott took the glass and stared
at the golden-hued liquid, praying it would placate the pain. “Is this the Macallan?”She slapped
her hand against her chest, emitting a sharp gasp. “Ye told me that’s what ye wanted. Dinna ye
trust me to give it to ye?”He covered the top of the glass with his hand and swirled the liquid.



“With the changes ye’ve made, I thought ye might forget.” The swirling agitated the dark amber
with a golden hue and released more of the honey and caramel scent. Slowly, he brought the
crystal to his lips and kissed the whisky. “Ah.” His tongue picked up the honey with a hint of peat
taste, and he sighed again. “Slainte.”The rocking chair creaked as Louise nestled into the seat
and raised her glass. “Slainte.” She sipped her wine. “Speaking of health, what’d yer doctor say
about yer surgery? Is this the last one?”“Possibly,”“If ye’d listen to yer medical team and go to
counseling, ye might heal this time.”He pointed his glass at her. “Damn, Lou. Don’t start in on
me.”She narrowed her eyes and tapped her fingers against the crystal goblet. “It’s been six years
since that bastard butchered your leg.”“Stop.” He gulped his drink. After a moment, he said, “Tell
me about Evelyn.”Her eyes widened, and the same girlish smile he’d first noticed so many years
earlier inched across her face. “We just celebrated twenty-five years together.”He raised his
glass. “Congratulations. And ye thought it wouldn’t last.”“I wish ye’d find someone ye could be
happy with for longer than six weeks. Ye’re not a young man now.”“That’s yer second reference to
my age, and I’ve only been here”—he glanced at the clock on the chimneypiece—“fifteen
minutes.”“I worry about ye, especially now that the MacKlennas and your da are gone. I dinna
want ye growing old alone.”Elliott sipped the whisky. The liquid slid down his throat, warming him
like a twill-weave plaid of fire. “I’ve got a hundred people on the farm. I’m never alone.”“There’s a
difference between being alone and lonely. And, at the end of the day, those people go back to
their safe, wee houses—to their families.” She cocked her head and studied him with troubled
eyes. “Who’s at MacKlenna Mansion waiting for ye?”He gave a tight shrug, or was it a flinch?
“Tate and Tabor.”She set her glass on the table, folded her arms across her chest, and settled
them comfortably beneath her large breasts. “They’re wonderful pets. Very devoted. But I’m
talking about a companion ye can have a conversation with, not a golden retriever or a long-
haired, tabby Maine Coon cat.”Her concerned gaze spilled over him, and he glanced
away.“Sean married a lass who understood the farm and its demands. So can ye.”“He was a
young lad when he met Mary,” Elliott said.“Ye need to be open to love. I’m not sure ye are. Ye’re
too strong-willed and private. Ye rarely let anyone see yer sensitive side.”“Shush.”She pointed
her finger at him. “Ye can shush yer mates, but don’t ye dare shush me.”As if on cue, a log
snapped in the fireplace. Louise irritated the hell out of him. She could be bitchy and possessive
where his well-being was concerned, but he loved her as a sister and had for thirty years. She
had stood by him when he’d screwed up with that married woman during college. So, he
tolerated her idiosyncrasies. Elliott had plenty of his own. Even Jesus would have a hard time
loving him.Louise cupped her cheek in her hand. “I dinna ken what I’m going to do with ye. I’m
talking about love, not sex, and not one of yer Thursday or Saturday night dates either. Those
women come with six-week expirations tattooed on their arses. Ye need a woman who’s a
priority in yer life, not just an option.”“Ye’re being a wee crabbit tonight. Go to bed.”“The truth
hurts, doesna it? Ye’re too self-oriented, but I love ye in spite of it.”“What the hell are ye talking
about?” Elliott said. “Are ye taking a psychology course now? Shite. Go back to astrology.”The
stereo remote sat on the table between them. He pushed the volume up arrow. The room filled



with sounds of a string quartet playing a Haydn composition. He didn’t know which one and
didn’t really care.Louise turned the volume down and moved the remote out of his reach.
“Turning the music up a bit, eh? Trying to tune me out?”“Don’t know why I thought I’d find any
peace here.”She handed over the remote. “Ye can be such an arsehole. How does yer staff
tolerate yer moods? Oh, pish.” She held out her hand as if that would stop him from answering.
“I’m the only beneficiary of yer black moods, aren’t I? Ye save up your shitey attitude just for
me.”She stepped over to the cupboard, poured another glass of wine, then busied herself at the
bar. He rested his head against the cool leather and closed his eyes again.“It’s going to be a
quiet holiday. I have one guest staying through the Hogmanay—a woman from America.”He
chuckled at the nonsequitur. Louise had long ago perfected the conversational device to redirect
uncomfortable discussions. “She must have family here.”“The travel agent who booked the room
said she was coming to do genealogy research.”He opened his eyes to finish his drink, but
instead frowned at the empty glass. Louise refilled his glass. “I bet she wears granny shoes, has
gray helmet-hair, and a bit of wobbly skin below her chin.”“Ye’re incorrigible. Please be civil to my
guest.”He had tolerated more than one noisy, obnoxious guest while visiting Louise. The way he
felt right now, he’d be a jerk to the granny-shoe woman. “Thank God I’ll be gone by the time she
gets here.”Louise glanced at her watch as she headed back to her chair. “Not unless ye’re
leaving within the hour.”“C’est la vie.”“Ye could go to the archives with her and solve that
eighteenth-century family mystery about the lad born on the wrong side of the sheets.”“I always
thought Grandda Fraser knew more than he let on when he told that story.”Louise settled once
again into the rocker. “Ye’re leaving tomorrow. Ye dinna have time to do research on this trip.
Maybe when ye come back after the February sales.”“The mystery’s likely buried so far under
old dusty books it’ll never see the blinding light of a winter afternoon.” A sharp pain shot down his
leg. He squirmed in discomfort. The whisky wasn’t working for him tonight. He slipped his thumb
and forefinger into his shirt pocket and snatched two pills he’d squirreled away, popping the
painkillers into his mouth.“I wonder why she’s traveling alone,” Louise said.He chased the pills
with a swig of whisky. “Holidays are a time for family.”Louise leaned forward, choking on her
drink.Elliott patted her back as she coughed. He watched until the high color faded from her
face. “Ye okay?”“Did ye hear what ye just said?”The rhetorical question lingered in the air where
it could stay for all he cared. He withdrew his hand from her back.“That’s why ye’re going to
Fraser House, so ye can celebrate by yerself?” She puffed up, looking rather put out. “Ye’ll be
wallowing in whisky all alone in that ancestral castle of yers.”“I wasn’t talking about me.”“So
what? Ye dinna deserve to be with people ye love and who love ye.”“It’s too late for me. I’m an old
—”She slapped her hand over his mouth. “Stop talking about age.”“Then get me another drink.
I’ll need it”—her hand muffled his voice—“if I’m going to be nice to yer granny-shoe-wearing
guest.”Chapter FiveLouise’s B&B, Edinburgh, Scotland – December 22MEREDITH’S PLANE
PREPARED to land at Edinburgh airport close to midnight. An easy smile came to her face when
the wheels touched down. No matter what else was going on in her life, when she stepped onto
Scottish soil, she experienced the same welcome home sensation. Scottish blood flowed in her



veins and Scotland filled her heart.Shortly before one o’clock, her driver pulled under the porte
cochere at Louise’s B&B on Great King Street in the city’s New Town section. She stifled a yawn
as she crossed the cobbled drive, hoping for a well-kept establishment, a quick welcome, and
the key to her room. That plan changed when she entered through the front door and draped her
coat across the arm of a Chippendale claw-and-ball settee.A crystal chandelier hung above a
family crest medallion set in the middle of the marble floor. The fixture showered the room with
golden light. Gorgeous. The restoration photographs she’d seen on the website hadn’t reflected
the true elegance of the eighteenth-century Georgian home. Her discerning eye perused the
oversized foyer’s woodwork, flocked wallpaper, and antique furniture that had convinced her to
book the room. At least I’ll be comfortable while I pace and wait for the pathology report.The
chauffeur entered behind her. “I’ll leave your bags next to the lift, Ms. Montgomery.” On his way
out, he handed her a business card. “If ye need a driver during yer stay, here’s my number.”She
examined the card before slipping it into her pocket.Laughter spilled from a room at the end of a
narrow hallway. She applied lip balm before crossing the threshold into a library painted a dark
brick red. Dozens of votive candles made lonely pools of light in shadowed corners.“Excuse me,”
she said to a woman. “Are you Louise?”A younger version of Golden Girl Betty White welcomed
Meredith with endearing blue eyes and a dimpled smile. Her toes pointed inward when she
walked, giving a bounce to each step. A multicolored sweater hung loose across her shoulders.
When she waved, inviting Meredith into the room, the empty sleeves danced like fluttering
butterflies, and a half dozen rings in different colors and styles jingled on her fingers.“Yes. And
you must be Meredith Montgomery?”The proprietress appeared too fun and flighty to live in a
stately room where soft white woodwork splashed against deep, red walls lined with
bookshelves filled with books by classic poets and Scottish artifacts.In Meredith’s periphery, she
saw a man dressed in a kilt and wearing a black walking boot push aside an ottoman and stand
with the aid of crutches.“I’m sorry to arrive so late. I hope I’m not interrupting,” she said.“Not at all.
Come in, dearie.” Louise’s lyrical brogue blended with the quartet playing on the audio system.
“Would ye like wine or tea?”Meredith wasn’t in the mood for a cup of tea or the B&B’s house
wine. She stepped to the hearth, to the brightly burning blaze, noticing three things. The man
had the most pleasing fragrance—fresh, spicy, woodsy, and reminiscent of a hike through a
Christmas tree farm. He held a crystal glass that contained neither wine nor tea. Also, a bottle of
Macallan sat on the bar. She nodded in his direction. “I’ll have what he’s having.”He smiled as if
she’d picked the right door on Let’s Make a Deal. “I’ll be yer barman, Lou.”The man’s melodic
and hypnotizing voice radiated sensuality and fluttered over her like a soft breeze of pure silk.
Meredith inhaled with her eyes. The tall, graying haired Scotsman with a runner’s lean body had
fine lines on his clean-shaven face. There was an irresistible and handsome quality about him.
When he offered her a cut crystal glass, his fingertips brushed her palm.“Louise forgot her
manners,” he said. “I’m Elliott Fraser.” He tilted his head a bit and glanced at the side of her head.
“Ye picked up a wee leaf.” He put his fingers in her hair and, after a couple of soft swipes, the
strands released the dried leaf. The two brief touches seemed unintentional, but a whetting of



interest shimmered in his rich-as-Belgian-chocolate eyes. She dropped her gaze, surprised that
she’d lost her infamous ‘cold and hardy’ grapevine composure. As a result, she found herself
staring at an enticing patch of dark brown chest hair in the triangle of his open-collared shirt
instead of his eyes.“Thank you,” she said, hoping she didn’t sound as breathy to him as she did
to herself.“Ye’re welcome to join us,” Louise said. “Or maybe ye’d rather take yer wee draft to yer
room? Elliott arrived a bit ago. We’ve been having a good blether.”A bit flustered, Meredith’s
brain flipped through the memorized dog-eared pages of her childhood English-Scottish
dictionary until she came to the definition of the word blether. “I don’t want to interrupt your chat,”
she said.“Ye’re a welcome distraction. I was starting to bore him,” Louise said, her eyes
twinkling.“Well, if you’re sure.” A few minutes earlier, Meredith had only wanted to find her bed,
but the warm, cozy room wrapped her in a toasty blanket, and she didn’t want to leave.“Ye
should stay,” Elliott said. “It’s warmer here than in yer guest room.”Louise propped her hands on
her hips. “Elliott Fraser.”He sent an air kiss in her direction. “I’m teasing, hen.” He turned toward
Meredith. “Since the renovations—”She waved away his explanation. “I’ve been in my share of
old houses with drafty rooms. That’s part of their charm.” She lowered herself to the overstuffed
sofa, and after sipping her drink asked, “How far did you travel, Mr. Fraser?”“I flew in from New
York City.” He braced the crutches against the table, turned his back to the chair, and gripped the
arms. His face neither tightened nor turned red as he held himself aloft and resettled his leg onto
the ottoman. When he sat, the kilt fell neatly over his thighs.“Those rolling Rs don’t sound like
Manhattan,” she said, pulling her gaze from the long leg stretched across the stool.“I was in New
York for a few days. I’m originally from the Highlands. What about ye? Have ye spent much time
here?”She traced the deep etching of the monogram on the tumbler with her fingertips. “Annual
trips since I was five, but I never picked up the accent.”“Ye don’t sound like a New Yorker either,”
he said.“San Francisco,” she said.He lifted his eyebrow in a curious arch, as if he were trying to
grasp a memory hanging out of reach.A text message beeped. Meredith reached for her phone
but came up with a blank screen. Elliott unclipped his phone. “Pardon me. I need to answer
this.”Louise picked at the doily-covered chair arm. The fire crackled, and a log snapped as it
gave way and turned to ash. Meredith sank into the deep cushions, curious about the man
texting on his cell phone with ringless fingers. She turned up her glass and chugged her
drink.Elliott finished his message and reclipped his phone to the kilt’s waistband just as Louise
nodded off, wineglass in hand. He snatched the glass. “Careful.”Her eyes shot open, and she
straightened. “What? Why’d ye take my drink?”“Ye were going to spill it.”“Oh.” She yawned her
way to her feet. “It’s time to find my bed, then. Come along, Meredith. I’ll show ye to yer room.
Elliott, please bank the fire? I’ll blow out the candles.”He stood, chuckling. “Good night,
Lou.”Although he reached for Meredith’s empty glass, she dodged him with an easy sidestep
and set the crystal on the mantel. “Thank you for playing barman, Mr. Fraser.”“Elliott,” he said,
nodding for emphasis. “My pleasure.”SEVERAL MINUTES LATER, Meredith closed the door to
the Robertson Clan Room and glanced around the suite decorated in green and red clan colors.
Nice. The rooms in the B&B were named after clans. Louise didn’t have a Montgomery suite so



Meredith settled on Robertson for no particular reason other than she liked the colors in the
picture on the website.She leaned her shoulder against the door, thinking. For once, her
thoughts didn’t zero in on her wine or the lump in her breast. The bull’s-eye was Elliott’s gaze—a
slow once-over filled with male appreciation. Normally, she found that sort of male appreciation
annoying, but she saw something behind his brown-eyed gaze that spoke of a kindred spirit.
That, she couldn’t ignore.Find a smooth-talking Scotsman.“Oh, Cate. This isn’t the time or
place.”Meredith kicked off her shoes and dug her toes into the thick, wool carpet, grounding
herself in something tangible.Even though she had to confess Elliott was hot, she knew a
confirmed bachelor when she saw one. Handsome, sexy, emotionally unavailable. A trail of
broken hearts probably extended from Scotland to New York and beyond. She didn’t intend to
add her heart to a trail of tears. Not even if a distraction was what she needed.FROM THE
MOMENT Meredith had entered the library, Elliott’s eyes stayed fixed on her, and he had to
touch her. First her hand, then her hair. He had lied about the leaf. With horses, he could touch
and pat and rub when he met them, but with women, he had to be more casual, nonthreatening.
And she had responded with a breathy voice.The skinny black jeans stretched over slim, toned
legs and ass had turned him on. Bet she’s a runner. The contours of sculpted arms and
shoulders were visible beneath a white fitted sweater. She was a classical beauty with a ring on
her left hand that spoke in a blurry whisper, “Married.” It didn’t stop him from looking,
though.Small breasts didn’t appeal to him, but her other assets—he whistled—particularly her
full, glossy lips, held him spellbound. His hands twitched, feeling an urge to run his fingers
deeper into the silky strands of black hair that fell in waves to just below her collarbone. He was
a sucker for long, silky hair and shapely legs.Elliott leaned on his crutches and swallowed the
last of his drink. Silky hair, shapely legs.He set the crystal on the mantel next to Meredith’s glass.
With his index finger, he rubbed the rim where her glossy mouth had touched. Lip balm was a
staple carried with runner’s gear to keep lips soft and moist. Kissable lips. The taste of honey
was his favorite.Now that his heart rate resumed its normal rhythm, he reflected on Doc’s text
message.“If Galahad’s blood work comes back negative,” the vet had said, “he’ll be released
from quarantine and allowed to go home.”Home was where the horse belonged. Elliott couldn’t
relax until the Thoroughbred stood in his stall on the farm.He grabbed the shovel from the
fireside tools and buried the flame beneath a heavy layer of ashes. A shovelful of the fire’s
residue dampened the flames, but left a sexual spark for a leggy Californian with eyes the color
of Scotland’s deep blue water at sunrise. It might be worth delaying his departure from
Edinburgh a day or two to squeeze in a bit of romance.“Aye, a bit of romance.” He turned out the
lights and hobbled down the hallway, quoting Robbie as he shuffled, “O my Luve’s like a red, red
rose that’s newly sprung in June…”Chapter SixEdinburgh, Scotland – December 23ELLIOTT’S
CELL PHONE RANG, sending the god-awful Brady Bunch ringtone throughout the darkened
guest room. He knew every inch of the Fraser Clan Room. Louise had decorated the suite to
resemble his red, blue, and green tartan, and he had never slept in any of the other B&B guest
rooms. When she remodeled, she had updated the furniture but kept the same color scheme;



otherwise, he wouldn’t have come back. He didn’t like change.On the second ring, he shook the
damn phone as if that would restore its original programming, but the nauseating sound couldn’t
be blamed on the device. The fault fell solely on his goddaughter’s dry sense of humor.The
illuminated hands on his wristwatch pointed to seven o’clock. When he rolled over, he put
pressure on his wound. A rush of air hissed through his front teeth. “Damn.” He jabbed the
answer button on the phone. “Fraser.”A gasp, and then: “This is Alice.”Elliott scratched his head,
hoping that would peel away the confusion and pain. Why the hell is she calling me now? The
Highlands housekeeper never called unless there was a bloody problem. He sat straight up in
the king-sized bed. Another hot stream of pain surged through his leg.“I’m sorry to bother you.
Yer email didna tell me what time ye planned to leave for Fraser House. The water pipe we fixed
in the fall sprung another leak,” she said without pausing for a breath. “The plumber’s on his way.
I wanted ye to know before ye left Edinburgh.”The throbbing in his leg jumped to his head with
the vigor of a damn flea. “What kind of damage are ye talking about?”“Ye might need a new floor
in the kitchen.”He puffed up his cheeks then let his breath out in a burst of frustration.“That’s all I
can tell ye until the workmen get here.”“Ye didn’t mention the wine cellar.” The value of the
priceless wine collection could exceed the cost of repairing the entire six-hundred-year-old
estate. He shuddered, feeling his da rolling over in his urn.“We found the leak before it damaged
those old dusty bottles.”The din of money slipping through his fingers quieted. A chain of
unrelated events crept along the edges of his foul mood, threatening to destroy his holiday. First
Galahad. Now the castle. “Do what has to be done.” He grumbled as if he were a Scrooge-like,
miserly hoarder who hated to spend a pence to save a pound. The grumbling sounded like his
father. The pain in his leg inched up into his chest, sharp and heavy. “I’ll drive up
later.”Exasperated, he slumped against the headboard, considering his options. How in hell
could he have a peaceful holiday with a rattling jackhammer digging up the floor? Visions of
horses, construction workers, and leggy researchers jogged around the track in his brain. A wee
bit of romance might be more conducive to healing than dealing with those bastard contractors
Alice usually hired at a rate more than they were worth for the services they performed.Decision
made, he called Kevin. “We’re staying.”“What? Where?” Kevin asked, groggy with sleep.“Bring
my bags to the B&B. I’ll explain.”A muffled female voice said, “You don’t have to leave?”Elliott
held the phone away from his ear and glared at the instrument—the enemy, the bearer of bad
news. He tossed it across the bed.AFTER CHECKING EMAIL and showering, Elliott went in
search of Louise. He entered the Sinclair Clan Dining Room, calling her name, “Louise, where
are ye? Louise.”Meredith poked her head up over the end of a long table dominating the green
and light blue room. “She’s in the kitchen.”He stretched his neck, glancing beyond the tabletop
and the tacky orange and white chairs. “Do ye need help?”“I dropped my notebook and the clips
came undone.” Her voice held a steely thread of tension. “I’m trying to pick up the pages so they
stay in order.” Dozens of documents in plastic sleeves spread across the Oriental rug like fully
extended accordion bellows. “Shoot.” She swept the loose pages into the notebook and
slammed it shut. “He’s changed the slicks anyway.”Her cell phone rang, and she yanked the



phone off the table. With the notebook in one hand and the phone in the other, she hurried into
the front sitting room. Her voice trailed behind her. “I want to review them now, Gregory, not in a
half hour. I don’t care that they’re not the final slicks. I want to see the artistic direction. Email
them now.”Elliott eavesdropped as he poured a cup of coffee from the silver service on the
buffet. Although he still drank tea, Lou always had coffee ready. While Meredith’s call continued,
he glanced at the front page of The Edinburgh Evening News spread open on the table.
Hogmanay tickets? Attending the Concert in the Gardens would be a nice diversion, and maybe
even The Keilidh events. He’d see what plans Louise had made.Meredith returned to the dining
room with her cheeks wearing a lovely shade of pink. “I’m sorry. That was rude.” She glanced at
her phone as if considering whether she needed to make another apology. “I’m usually onsite
when there’s a big project in the development stage.”“I hope the problem’s resolved.”“Not yet.”
She returned to her seat and took a sip of coffee. “What do you do, Elliott?”He placed the coffee
cup on the table and sat across from her. “Manage a Thoroughbred operation in Lexington,
Kentucky.”She tilted her head, scrunched her eyebrows. “I thought you were from New York.”“No,
I flew in from New York.”She lined up the phone, pen, ChapStick, and highlighter in height order
on top of the binder.Elliott pinched his lips together, intrigued by her idiosyncrasies.“Lexington
claims to be the horse capital of the world. The city must have more horses than people,” she
said.“The claim’s based on economic impact of the industry, not on horse population.”She
regarded him while she fiddled with a spoon. Something glimmered behind her carefully veiled
eyes. “Do you race your horses?”“Yes.”“Do you win?”He threw her a crooked grin. “I always
intend to. Occasionally I don’t, but that doesn’t happen often. What about ye?” He nodded
toward her binder. “Do ye usually win?”“Like you, I always intend to.”Charlie’s Welcome blared
from his phone. He pulled the device from his shirt pocket. “My goddaughter and I accidentally
switched phones a few months ago. She downloaded ringtones for several of my contacts. The
music is always a surprise.”“Teenagers love those, don’t they?”“Teenagers, yes, but Kit’s twenty-
five. Excuse me. I need to take this call.” He pushed the answer button, “Fraser.” After telling the
caller to hold, he tucked the crutches under his arm and hobbled into the front sitting room
where he closed the door behind him. Experience told him that having a short conversation with
his father’s solicitor was impossible.Thirty minutes later, sitting in front of the narrow window
overlooking Great King Street, he stared off into the distance, seeing nothing in particular. He
circled his finger in the air. The lawyer couldn’t see Elliott give the wrap-up signal and, even if he
had, he’d continue to drone on. That was the kind of man he was, and he flunked Elliott’s
patience test.Since his father’s heart attack a few months earlier, Elliott had learned all he
needed to know about probate in Scotland. He was his father’s only child, only heir. Bottom line:
at its end, a man’s life should amount to more than a catalog of assets.He barged in on the
man’s soliloquy. “I’ll be there at two o’clock to review the documents.” He disconnected before
the long-winded solicitor had a chance to take a breath. With that stomach-churning business
disposed of, Elliott returned to the dining room to find Meredith gone.“Damn.”Louise’s familiar
clogs clomped across the hallway’s marble floor. “I heard that.” She kissed his cheek. “So what’s



put ye in such a dreadful mood?”“Da’s solicitor.”“Egads. If that’s how yer morning started, ye
better go back to bed. The day willna get any better.”“It had a god-awful start, then a delightful
reprieve.”She patted his belly. “Ye need breakfast. An empty stomach makes ye grumpy.”“If
anything can improve my day, breakfast carries the best odds.”“Sit. I’ll get yer plate.” She hurried
into the kitchen. “Did ye talk to Meredith earlier?”He braced the crutches against the wall and
returned to the chair he’d vacated. “Did ye see her go out?”“Which time? When she went for a
run before dawn, or when she left to go to the National Archives?”He grimaced, rubbing his
thigh. “I figured her for a runner.” He’d run several marathons, and he’d even done an Ironman
while in his thirties. Now he only competed in his dreams, or—more appropriately—nightmares.
He gave his thigh a final squeeze, then reached for the coffee cup.“What’d ye say?” Louise
asked.“Nothing,” he said in a voice that had lost its power. After a few sips of coffee, he asked,
“Why do ye think a beautiful woman would spend the holidays alone in a foreign country?”Louise
set a fresh pot of coffee and a plate loaded with bacon, sausages, mushrooms, tomatoes, fried
eggs, homemade scones, and haggis on the table. “Ask her.”He shook his head. “I might not like
the answer.”Louise sat and poured a cup of tea. “What’s the matter? Ye’re distracted.”He pushed
food around the plate. “It’s just the holidays.”Her discerning eyes studied him over the rim of her
cup. “Ye want to escape. That’s not easy for ye. Ye’d have to find a way through those
impenetrable walls ye constructed. Ye sure as hell canna go over them. Ye’re stuck, old boy. Ye
canna get out any easier than ye can let someone in.”He rubbed his chest, pretending to nurse
his wounds. “If ye weren’t a lesbian, I’d ask ye to marry me. Then I wouldn’t have to worry about
any damn walls.”She stuck a fork into his eggs and snatched a bite from his plate. “If I didna love
ye, I wouldna put up with yer black moods.”“Ye have to. Ye’re sleeping with my sister.”“Evelyn’s
not yer sister.”He gave a slight shrug. “Stepsister, sort of. And where the hell is she? I thought
she was coming in from London this morning.”“She’s delayed until late afternoon. She’ll be sick
she missed ye.”He drilled into the sausage. “I decided to stay through Christmas.”Louise pointed
toward Meredith’s empty plate.He wiggled his left-hand ring finger. “Didn’t ye notice what she
was wearing?”Louise waved him off. “She’s not yer type.”“This should be good. What’s my type?
I want to hear this.”“Petite, blue-eyed, blond-haired women with larger bust measurements than
IQs.” She elbowed him in the arm. “Tall, skinny, small-busted women have never turned ye on,
and ye know it.”He stopped eating and considered her observation before announcing, “Ye don’t
know what ye’re talking about. I’ve dated tall brunettes, even a couple of redheads.”Louse stuck
out her chest and shimmied. “And they’ve all had big boobs.”He rolled his eyes then tucked into
his breakfast again. “I’m not going to apologize for enjoying well-endowed women.”Louise’s
schoolgirl laughter twittered through the room. “Why aren’t ye leaving today?”“Last night ye told
me to spend the holidays with family.”“I didna think you were listening.” Her eyes brightened.
“That means ye’ll be here for the Hogmanay? Kevin will be here, too. He can have the room on
the other side of ye. If I’d known, he could have had the adjoining room instead of
Meredith.”Elliott wagged his brow. Louise swatted his hand with the backs of her fingers. “The
door’s double bolted.”“I’m bogged down with misfortune, and ye don’t care.”“Care?” she



squeaked. “Here’s a dose of reality. Meredith is married. That makes her off limits. And ye canna
even talk to yer father’s solicitor without tearing up. How the hell do ye think ye can stay at Fraser
House over the holidays?”“Kevin’s with me.”“He’s yer mini-me. He’ll be crying in his whisky right
along with ye.”Elliott took the last bite of haggis and pushed the plate away. “The lad’s gone back
to wine.”She threw up her hands. “Finish yer breakfast and go to work.”“What time does Evelyn
get back? Do ye want to go to Number One for dinner?”“How can ye think of dinner after eating
enough calories for an entire week?”He tossed his napkin onto the table. “I was in the hospital
for five days. I don’t eat that food.”“Because Kevin brings ye gourmet meals. If ye’re buying, I’d
love to go to dinner.”He scowled. “Don’t I always?”Louise pulled her phone out of her pocket. “I’ll
text Evelyn and call Gary at the restaurant. What time? Seven?”“Whenever he can seat us.”“I’ll
make a reservation for four. Meredith might join us.”“Oh, I’m sure she’d find two lesbians and a
broken down old Highlander very entertaining.”Louise shot to her feet, grabbing a dirty dish in
each hand. “The next time ye refer to yer age, I’m going to smack ye. Now get out of here so I
can clean up.”Elliott pushed away from the table. “I’ll be working in the library.”She clopped into
the kitchen. “Whatever makes ye happy.”Chapter SevenSolicitor’s Office, Edinburgh, Scotland –
December 23ELLIOTT MET WITH the solicitor in his law office on Dublin Street. The fixtures
and furnishings in the stuffy, dark office dated back to the beginning of the twentieth century.
Stacks of books and legal documents covered every dusty surface in the cluttered two-room
office suite. The dust made Elliott sneeze. The obtuse lawyer continued his earlier probate
recitation and never once inquired about Elliott’s health. Not that Elliott cared, but the lack of
social graces confirmed for Elliott that his father had hired the solicitor because of a low hourly
rate and not for legal competence or social skills.During the two-hour conference, Elliott missed
a dose of pain medication that soured an already bitter mood.He had loved his tight-fisted father,
but after reading through the estate documents, years of built-up resentment settled in Elliott’s
gut. He had known the extensive wine collection that dated back two hundred years was worth a
few million, but he hadn’t known the extent of his father’s stock portfolio. The man had been a
multimillionaire several times over yet had lived a pauper’s life. Elliott had had dozens of
arguments with the old man trying to convince him to sell a few bottles of wine to pay for the
annual upkeep on the castle, but his father always refused, saying it wasn’t his wine to sell. He
had inherited and added to the collection, and the cellar would remain intact for the next
generation. Now that Elliott owned the wine, he’d sell off every last bottle.The lawyer regaled
Elliott with stories of his father that he had heard dozens of time. So he tuned out the solicitor.
Instead of listening, he mentally drafted an outline of conditions for an estate sale at Christie’s.
The collection had caused too much dissention in the family. He’d call the auction house in
London to start working out the details.With a plan in place and an opening in the conversation,
Elliott escaped, leaving behind the solicitor with his ill-fitting toupee and droning voice.Elliott’s
leg burned with the heat of an iron poker sizzling in the fire. At his urging, David sped through
town, rushing back to the B&B. As soon as they entered the library, Elliott grabbed a small
medical kit from his briefcase and withdrew a syringe.David snatched the syringe from Elliott’s



hand. “Give that to me.”He set his teeth. “I can do it.”“Ye’ll stick the needle in yer dick.”He didn’t
have the energy to argue, so he lifted his kilt. When the needle punctured his skin, he flinched.
There was nothing gentle about David’s touch.David took a measure of the amount of
medication left in the bottle. He nodded as if putting the demarcation line to memory. “Do not do
this yerself.”Elliott knew how many syringes the remaining medication would fill. If he took the
drug as prescribed, the bottle could last a few days.David put the medical kit away. “Where’s
Kevin? The lad said he’d be here when we got back.”“He had lunch plans.”“He needs to get his
sorry ass back here.”Elliott snarled. “I don’t need a damn babysitter. Louise’s hovering is enough
to send me to the whisky bottle.”“So that’s yer excuse now?”Elliott rounded on his friend. “Don’t
ye have a crime to solve?”“No.”“Then go visit yer sister.”“She’s working.”“Then go write yer
memoir.”David clamped his jaw and gave Elliott a steely-eyed glare.Elliott’s lips twisted into a sly
smile. “Alice told me.”David’s chest rose as he took a deep breath. “If a lad can’t trust his mother
—”“She’s proud of what ye did in battle. Not many have earned the Victoria Cross. That’s an
honor unlike any other.”“Pride can get a man killed.” David’s voice went from brusque to
edgy.“Ye’re not on the battlefield now,” Elliott said.“Life’s a battlefield. Those who forget get hurt.”
David walked toward the door, saying over his shoulder, “I’ll be back to take ye to dinner. Get
some sleep. It’d be good for yer blood pressure.”Elliott waved David away. “Get out of here.” He
eased into the desk chair, booted up his laptop, and started through a long list of emails. In the
middle of a reply to one of the shareholders, his cell phone rang. “Fraser.”“You need to sit down,”
Doc said in a shaky voice.Stomach acid gathered at the back of Elliott’s throat. “What the hell’s
going on there?”“No easy way to say this.” Doc cleared his throat. “Galahad’s dead.”Sean and
Mary MacKlenna are dead. Your father’s dead. Galahad’s dead. A tsunami-like wall of shock
roared through his body, and his fist hit the desk. “We’re fooked. What the hell happened?”“I
don’t know yet.”“Maybe ye don’t, but somebody does. I want a conference call with everyone
who saw Galahad from the moment he got off the plane. Include the management staff. Work
with Allie to set up the call. Ye’ve got fifteen minutes.”He punched the end-call button and stared
at the phone gripped in his callused hand with its protruding blue veins. Hands like his father.
When had that happened? He dropped the phone, hating what he saw, but his hands itched to
lob his pain into the stratosphere.A Churchill Downs snow globe sat in the center of the desktop,
a visual reminder that he had lost his beloved Kentucky Derby winner.It’s my fault. I shouldn’t
have let Galahad leave the farm. He picked up the globe and tossed the glass ball back and forth
between his hands. Strike three. Ye’re out, laddie. Elliott drew back his arm and hurled the globe
toward the fireplace.The sound of shattering glass brought Louise rushing into the room. “What
the hell?” First, she glared at Elliott, then she glared at the fireplace where glycerin water sizzled
in the flame. Twin spires lay broken on the hearth.“Ye broke my globe? How could ye?” Tears
welled in her eyes. “I’ve had that snow globe for twenty-five years.” She picked up the twin spires
and silver-plated label, and clutched the pieces to her breasts. “Never,” she said, her voice
quivering, “have I known ye to throw a damn thing. Why this? Why now?”He set his elbows on
the desk and rested his forehead in the heels of his hands.She sniffed back her tears. “The way



ye’ve acted today is so unlike ye. What in God’s name has happened?”Silence lengthened as he
lowered the flame heating his temper until only a fine blue light remained. It wouldn’t take much
to turn up the heat again. He grabbed his crutches and joined her at the fireplace. Using the
broom hanging with the fireside tools, he began to sweep up the glass. “Galahad died in his
stall.”“What?”“My horse is dead. And I don’t know why.”She snatched the broom out of his hand.
“I’ll do that.”He took the spires and label from her, rolled the pieces over in his palm, checked for
damage, then slipped them into his shirt pocket. “I need a drink.” He splashed whisky into a
glass and tossed the drink back in a single swallow. “I’ve got a conference call in a few minutes.”
He hobbled back to the desk with a powerful swell of grief expanding inside his chest, building
pressure that wasn’t healthy for his heart or his stomach. “Galahad’s dead. I smashed one of yer
treasures. What else can happen?”His phone beeped with an incoming text message. With
heightened intuition, he knew he was about to find out.Doc sent a text message with an attached
picture of the horse lying flat out in his stall. Elliott gripped the phone in his hand, afraid he’d
throw it across the room, too. Later, after the call, he’d smash the messenger against the wall.
But what good would that do? A branding iron had seared the image of his dead horse into his
brain. Short of a lobotomy, the haunting picture would remain embedded in his memory.Why’d
Doc send this? I didn’t need to see a picture to believe Galahad’s dead.The phone rang. Elliott
glowered with distaste. The device had become evil incarnate, and he didn’t want to touch
it.Louise headed toward the door. “Take yer call, but please dinna break anything else.”He picked
up the phone with the tips of two fingers and stepped away from the other breakables on the
desk. “Fraser.”“It’s Doc. I’ve got Harrison, Peter, Jake, Allie, and Sandy here with me. We’re on
speakerphone.”Elliott had no time for niceties. “Were ye in the van with him from the airport,
Peter?”“Yes, sir,” the groom said. “I wouldn’t let nobody else go pick him up. He’s my horse.”“Tell
me what happened from the moment he got off the plane—” Elliott paused, scratching his
forehead. “Where’d he fly into? Lexington or Cincinnati?”“Lexington,” Peter said. “He was just like
always. Ears up, frisky. The groom on the plane said he cleaned up his feed. Didn’t see nothing
to be concerned about. Once he got home, he settled in just fine. I went in and out of the barn,
but I watched him real good. I was gone fifteen minutes. When I came back, he was down. I
sounded the alarm. Doc got there and said he’s dead.”“I was there when they put him in the stall,”
Doc said. “Drew some blood. But I told you that in my text.”“Where’s he now?” Elliott asked.“In his
stall. We’re waiting on the horse hearse to take him to the diagnostic lab for the autopsy,” Doc
said.“The shareholders will want to know what happened, and ye’re telling me he showed no
signs of being sick. He just up and died.”“That’s what we’re telling you,” Doc said. “They’ll run
more tests at the diagnostic center. We’ll get something more definitive.”A pause infiltrated the
conversation. Elliott pictured his team sitting around the conference room table with downcast
eyes. They’d been through worse. The last time he’d been at the table with them, grieving the
loss of Sean and Mary MacKlenna. Elliott took a deep breath. His staff needed direction. They
needed him focused on the farm, not on the burn in his leg, the ache in his heart, or the weight of
frustration.“I want a complete toxicology workup, Doc. And Harrison, notify the insurance



company. Sandy, I need a press release. Short and sweet. But don’t let it out until I’ve notified the
ten shareholders that their horse is dead. I’ll send an email and copy ye on it.”The marketing
director’s nails clicked against a keyboard as she typed.“Officially,” Elliott continued, “the
statement will read that Galahad arrived in good order from standing his second southern
hemisphere season in New South Wales. The morning of his death, he showed no signs of
illness or injury. He died in his stall at ten o’clock a.m. Necropsy results are unavailable at this
time.“Then, Sandy, say something about the brilliance of his best offspring ranking him as one of
the most important contemporary stallions. Close with we’re very saddened to lose him and that
he’ll be buried at MacKlenna Farm.”The clicking nails stopped. “Got it.”“Allie, send me a list of the
shareholders’ email addresses.”“It’s on its way,” his executive assistant said.“Peter, bulldoze a
trail from the barn to the center. We’ve got to get those test results.”“I’ll do what I can.”“I want
more than what ye can do.”“Yes, sir.”“Jake, I want a twenty-four-hour security guard posted at all
the barns. If that means we hire more guards, do it.”“Are you thinking—”“We’ll take that off-call.
Anything else?” When no one spoke up, Elliott disconnected.It took Jake, director of MacKlenna
Farm security, thirty seconds to call him back. “What’s on your mind?”“If someone wanted to hurt
the farm, killing Galahad would accomplish that.”“You think someone killed him?” The normally
unflappable security officer’s voice leapt half an octave.“Galahad was a sound horse. I’m
paranoid—”“And cynical—”“—enough to believe a wee bastard could have killed him,” Elliott
continued, ignoring Jake’s comment. “We’ll wait for the lab results, but prepare for the possibility
there’ll be another attack.”“Do you have somebody in mind?”“Yes—”“Not Gates. He’s been dead
for years.”“Maybe a family member or a cellmate. The police never recovered the fifty thousand
dollars he stole.” Elliott fell silent, his heart pounding. He’d never wanted to hurt anyone in his life
until Wayne Gates butchered his leg and came close to killing him and Kit. Elliott picked up the
letter opener sitting on the desk blotter but dropped it, afraid of the damage it could do if he lost
control again.“I’ll double the guards,” Jake said.“We should have a preliminary report in a couple
of days. If they find a genetic problem…” Elliott grew quiet as worry catapulted through him,
leaving him too shaken to stand. He collapsed in the chair. “If Galahad passed a defect to his
offspring, we might have a bigger problem.”“I’ll stay in contact with Doc and call you if I get any
news,” Jake said.Elliott tossed his phone on the desk and stared out the window. The last flicker
of sunlight retired beyond the horizon, leaving the holiday lights twinkling behind the falling snow.
Staying in Scotland seemed pointless. He removed the spires and the label from his pocket. The
crash had blunted the tips, but there were no cracks or breaks. The silver label engraved with the
104th Run for the Roses had a few scratches. A jeweler could buff them out. He slipped them
back into the pocket. For now, the pieces would remain there—a physical reminder of his
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OneMontgomery Winery, Napa Valley, California – December 21MEREDITH MONTGOMERY
FLOATED above the ground as she ran. She didn’t bounce. She glided with perfect form, using
her energy to propel herself forward, watching the horizon like a rock-steady pan-cam in a
movie.The worn path snaked through ten thousand acres of Montgomery Winery’s dormant
vines. She tried to push her stress and fear aside to enjoy the sense of well-being that came with
running. Today it wasn’t working for her. There were too many items on her to-do list. Number
one had her stomach tied into triple knots. As soon as she got home, she’d check off the item,
not because she wanted to, but because she had no choice.It was a matter of life or death.That
sounded divaesque. The Lord knew she wasn’t a diva, but she was a breast cancer survivor. To
most women like her, monthly breast self-exam day was a big deal, and she performed it
religiously. She raced forward, trying to suppress her fear. Unfortunately, that didn’t work for her
either.The Italian-style villa where she’d lived for most of her life came into view. She sprinted the
last quarter mile toward the residence that had perched on top of a private knoll for more than a
century. The sun glinted off the copper gutters and the gold streaks in the Portuguese limestone
walls. The estate vineyards that surrounded the villa showed rows of bare trellising. Wild mustard
flowers wouldn’t bloom among the vineyards for another couple of months. By March, they would
awaken and begin to bud. The new growing season filled her with hope and renewal every year.
This year even more so.When she hit the driveway, she slowed to a walk and checked the time.
The unplanned nine-miler put her behind schedule on a day packed with appointments. If her
assistant couldn’t rearrange her commitments, Meredith’s afternoon flight to Scotland looked
dicey.She entered the house through the kitchen, grabbed her iPhone off the counter, and
snatched a bottle of chocolate milk from the refrigerator. The phone’s home screen listed several
text messages marked urgent.“So what’s new?”The master winemaker needed to meet with her.
She wiped sweat from her forehead and neck, thinking. The results of the field trials were in, and
he wanted to start a vineyard on the south-facing slope. He had yet to get his one-track mind
around the fact that launching Cailean, the winery’s new chardonnay, was too important to be
sidetracked by a new project. What would an expansion mean for the winery? If he could
develop a new vineyard without draining resources, she might agree. But that was a huge
might.The breast exam needed to wait five more minutes while she forced herself to stretch. She
hated stretching. Instead, she took two yoga classes a week. The odds of finding a class in
Edinburgh over the holidays seemed unlikely. So she stretched, hating every minute. She didn’t
have time to waste. Not today.In the bathroom, soaked clothes fell into a pile at her feet. She
kicked them aside and stepped into streams of hot water pulsating from top and side-mounted
jets. Her schedule for the next few hours came into focus. Ask Cate to confirm the reservations at
the B&B in Edinburgh and the National Archives.Meredith lifted her left arm and placed her hand



behind her head. The soapy pads of three fingers rotated up and down her breast, using
overlapping dime-sized circular motions, feeling for lumps in the soft tissue. Get the agenda for
the meeting with the web designer. Her fingers traced the same path they had followed every
month since cancer took her other breast. Call Hank to find an exercise rider for Quiet Dancer
while I’m—Her hand froze. Fear, bitter and fire-hot, coated her tongue.Do it again.She retraced
the edges of a lump. An irregular-shaped one she would never have discovered without being
extra sensitive to the feel of her small breast. Dizzy and tingling, she gulped in lungfuls of air and
clutched her chest with a trembling hand.Do it again.The lump remained—hard and rooted in
the breast. The floor buckled beneath her feet. Her vision blurred. Shampoo and soap bottles
became little more than blotches of white and pink and yellow. The clammy wall slapped her
back, and she slumped against the marble. Snap went the tether to her anchor, sending her
sliding down the wall and into despair.Not again. Please, not again.Time stopped. Nothing
existed but heart-racing fear. The water turned lukewarm, yet she remained in a stupor. When
the water turned cold and she still hadn’t moved, a voice tunneled through the haze. Move your
ass. Now. The internal voice had pushed her through endless training miles, five marathons, and
cancer surgery. It had also kept her company during the bleak days at her late husband’s
bedside and the final hours with her father. She never ignored it, and she never, ever quit.The
voice cranked her up the wall, vertebra by vertebra, until she came to her feet, grabbing the lever
handles as if they were lifelines. She turned off the tepid water.The phone rang, shrill and
intruding. Meredith stumbled out of the shower stall, cupping her breasts. God made one; man
made the other. While it wasn’t a bad imitation, it had scars and a fake nipple.The answering
machine picked up, and her executive assistant left a message. “You’re probably in the shower. I
was tracking you on MapMyRun. Why’d you do a long run today? That’ll put you behind
schedule. Let me know if you want to postpone the ten o’clock media call. That newspaper
reporter is still stomping through the vineyard hoping to be the first to write a review of Cailean.
Call me.”Meredith lifted a heated towel from the warmer and dried off, patting her breast, nice
and easy. “The winery is all that matters,” her father had said. “Put it first and everything else will
fall into place.”Will it, Daddy?When the flow of tears slowed, she squared her shoulders and
called her assistant.“Hey, why’d you run this morning?” Cate asked. “It’s a rest day.”“Jet lag
messes with my schedule.” An icy finger traced Meredith’s spine as she debated whether to tell
Cate about the lump. Not this time. It was more important to keep her assistant focused on the
launch than to confide in a friend.Meredith snugged the warm towel around her, comforted by
the heat. “I’ll get there before the conference call, but I might need to delay my departure a few
hours, maybe forty-eight.” She grimaced, waiting for a barrage of questions.In her trademark
clipped voice, Cate asked, “Why? What happened? Are you hurt? You fell, didn’t you? You
reinjured your knee.”Meredith massaged the lump buried deep in her breast. “No, I didn’t fall,
and it’s nothing that can’t be fixed.”“Are you sure?” Cate asked.Meredith took a shaky breath. A
lie, no matter how small, was still a lie even if it was meant to protect someone. Her hand went to
her face, close to her mouth. “Yes,” she said with a muddled voice. She could be fixed, couldn’t



she? The doctors fixed her last time. Surgery and reconstruction, no chemo or radiation. If she
had cancer again, treatment would go just as smoothly.Chapter OneChapter OneMontgomery
Winery, Napa Valley, California – December 21MEREDITH MONTGOMERY FLOATED above
the ground as she ran. She didn’t bounce. She glided with perfect form, using her energy to
propel herself forward, watching the horizon like a rock-steady pan-cam in a movie.The worn
path snaked through ten thousand acres of Montgomery Winery’s dormant vines. She tried to
push her stress and fear aside to enjoy the sense of well-being that came with running. Today it
wasn’t working for her. There were too many items on her to-do list. Number one had her
stomach tied into triple knots. As soon as she got home, she’d check off the item, not because
she wanted to, but because she had no choice.It was a matter of life or death.That sounded
divaesque. The Lord knew she wasn’t a diva, but she was a breast cancer survivor. To most
women like her, monthly breast self-exam day was a big deal, and she performed it religiously.
She raced forward, trying to suppress her fear. Unfortunately, that didn’t work for her either.The
Italian-style villa where she’d lived for most of her life came into view. She sprinted the last
quarter mile toward the residence that had perched on top of a private knoll for more than a
century. The sun glinted off the copper gutters and the gold streaks in the Portuguese limestone
walls. The estate vineyards that surrounded the villa showed rows of bare trellising. Wild mustard
flowers wouldn’t bloom among the vineyards for another couple of months. By March, they would
awaken and begin to bud. The new growing season filled her with hope and renewal every year.
This year even more so.When she hit the driveway, she slowed to a walk and checked the time.
The unplanned nine-miler put her behind schedule on a day packed with appointments. If her
assistant couldn’t rearrange her commitments, Meredith’s afternoon flight to Scotland looked
dicey.She entered the house through the kitchen, grabbed her iPhone off the counter, and
snatched a bottle of chocolate milk from the refrigerator. The phone’s home screen listed several
text messages marked urgent.“So what’s new?”The master winemaker needed to meet with her.
She wiped sweat from her forehead and neck, thinking. The results of the field trials were in, and
he wanted to start a vineyard on the south-facing slope. He had yet to get his one-track mind
around the fact that launching Cailean, the winery’s new chardonnay, was too important to be
sidetracked by a new project. What would an expansion mean for the winery? If he could
develop a new vineyard without draining resources, she might agree. But that was a huge
might.The breast exam needed to wait five more minutes while she forced herself to stretch. She
hated stretching. Instead, she took two yoga classes a week. The odds of finding a class in
Edinburgh over the holidays seemed unlikely. So she stretched, hating every minute. She didn’t
have time to waste. Not today.In the bathroom, soaked clothes fell into a pile at her feet. She
kicked them aside and stepped into streams of hot water pulsating from top and side-mounted
jets. Her schedule for the next few hours came into focus. Ask Cate to confirm the reservations at
the B&B in Edinburgh and the National Archives.Meredith lifted her left arm and placed her hand
behind her head. The soapy pads of three fingers rotated up and down her breast, using
overlapping dime-sized circular motions, feeling for lumps in the soft tissue. Get the agenda for



the meeting with the web designer. Her fingers traced the same path they had followed every
month since cancer took her other breast. Call Hank to find an exercise rider for Quiet Dancer
while I’m—Her hand froze. Fear, bitter and fire-hot, coated her tongue.Do it again.She retraced
the edges of a lump. An irregular-shaped one she would never have discovered without being
extra sensitive to the feel of her small breast. Dizzy and tingling, she gulped in lungfuls of air and
clutched her chest with a trembling hand.Do it again.The lump remained—hard and rooted in
the breast. The floor buckled beneath her feet. Her vision blurred. Shampoo and soap bottles
became little more than blotches of white and pink and yellow. The clammy wall slapped her
back, and she slumped against the marble. Snap went the tether to her anchor, sending her
sliding down the wall and into despair.Not again. Please, not again.Time stopped. Nothing
existed but heart-racing fear. The water turned lukewarm, yet she remained in a stupor. When
the water turned cold and she still hadn’t moved, a voice tunneled through the haze. Move your
ass. Now. The internal voice had pushed her through endless training miles, five marathons, and
cancer surgery. It had also kept her company during the bleak days at her late husband’s
bedside and the final hours with her father. She never ignored it, and she never, ever quit.The
voice cranked her up the wall, vertebra by vertebra, until she came to her feet, grabbing the lever
handles as if they were lifelines. She turned off the tepid water.The phone rang, shrill and
intruding. Meredith stumbled out of the shower stall, cupping her breasts. God made one; man
made the other. While it wasn’t a bad imitation, it had scars and a fake nipple.The answering
machine picked up, and her executive assistant left a message. “You’re probably in the shower. I
was tracking you on MapMyRun. Why’d you do a long run today? That’ll put you behind
schedule. Let me know if you want to postpone the ten o’clock media call. That newspaper
reporter is still stomping through the vineyard hoping to be the first to write a review of Cailean.
Call me.”Meredith lifted a heated towel from the warmer and dried off, patting her breast, nice
and easy. “The winery is all that matters,” her father had said. “Put it first and everything else will
fall into place.”Will it, Daddy?When the flow of tears slowed, she squared her shoulders and
called her assistant.“Hey, why’d you run this morning?” Cate asked. “It’s a rest day.”“Jet lag
messes with my schedule.” An icy finger traced Meredith’s spine as she debated whether to tell
Cate about the lump. Not this time. It was more important to keep her assistant focused on the
launch than to confide in a friend.Meredith snugged the warm towel around her, comforted by
the heat. “I’ll get there before the conference call, but I might need to delay my departure a few
hours, maybe forty-eight.” She grimaced, waiting for a barrage of questions.In her trademark
clipped voice, Cate asked, “Why? What happened? Are you hurt? You fell, didn’t you? You
reinjured your knee.”Meredith massaged the lump buried deep in her breast. “No, I didn’t fall,
and it’s nothing that can’t be fixed.”“Are you sure?” Cate asked.Meredith took a shaky breath. A
lie, no matter how small, was still a lie even if it was meant to protect someone. Her hand went to
her face, close to her mouth. “Yes,” she said with a muddled voice. She could be fixed, couldn’t
she? The doctors fixed her last time. Surgery and reconstruction, no chemo or radiation. If she
had cancer again, treatment would go just as smoothly.Chapter TwoNapa Valley Medical Clinic –



December 22MEREDITH SLAMMED THE outer door of the Napa Valley Medical Clinic with one
hand and slipped on her sunglasses with the other. She didn’t need glasses on the overcast day,
but the shades hid her sunken, bruised-looking eyes caused by a crying jag and a sleepless
night.The fine needle aspiration was suspicious but not conclusive. The uncertainty created
tension in her neck and an explosive headache. She had expected to get results before she left
the doctor’s office like she had five years earlier, but this time she had to wait on pathology to
issue a report.“You can stay home and fret over the holidays, Meredith, or you can go to
Scotland,” her doctor had said.That’s what she intended to do. Get the hell out of town. It didn’t
matter where in the world she was when the call came. The news would be the same, and odds
were good she’d be alone regardless.Her cell phone rang, flashing Cate’s name. Meredith
pasted a smile on her face, hoping it’d come through in her voice. “Hello.”“What’d you decide?
Are you going or not?”Meredith opened the car door and tossed her purse to the passenger’s
seat. “Heading to the airport now. Will you contact the B&B and let them know I won’t be there
until late?”“I’ll call before I leave,” Cate said.“I’m not even out of town and you’re taking the day
off?”Cate huffed. “Yeah, right. I’m looking at the stack of work in my in-basket. You cleaned off
your desk last night and put everything on mine.”Meredith climbed into the driver’s seat and
fastened her seat belt. “Not everything.”“Could have fooled me.” Cate shuffled papers. “Oh crap. I
spilled coffee.” More papers shuffled and something hit the floor with a thud. “Okay, I’ve got your
itinerary now. Yep. You’re confirmed for a late arrival. Anything else you need before I go to the
meeting?”Meredith swallowed her second Aleve of the day with a swig from a bottle of water.
The pinched nerve in her neck decided to act up and irritate her. She grabbed an instant cold
pack from her purse, squeezed the sides together, shook it up, and the pack instantly turned
cold. She tucked it into the collar of her sweater, pressing it against her neck. “I hope there aren’t
coffee stains on the letters I signed.”Cate chuckled. “If there are, I’ll white out the stains.”Meredith
started the engine and put the car in gear. “I should be going to that meeting. The latest slicks for
the gala and the new website pages are ready for review. Chances are they’ve screwed them
up.”Cate hissed, shuffling more papers. “That gorgeous picture of you that’s on the cover of Wine
Digest will be on the home page.”Meredith hit the brakes, stopping inches from a car backing up
behind her. “Damn.”“Don’t you want to use that picture?” Cate’s tone fell squarely between
disappointment and confusion.Meredith said, “I’m sorry,” but the driver only glared at her with
beady eyes and flicked his middle finger against the window.“Well, screw you, too,” she
said.“What?” Cate snorted what sounded like a mouthful of coffee.Meredith forced her fingers
into a fist so she’d refrain from returning the driver’s obscene gesture. “Whose idea was it to use
that picture?” she asked.“Are you mad at me?”“I was talking to another driver. Tell me about the
picture.”“Your marketing VP says you’re beautiful and your face sells wine.”“Pshaw. You know
what Daddy would say if he was still president.”“Oh, I can hear him now,” Cate said. “‘A skinny
forty-two-year-old childless widow isn’t the right image for my winery.’ But he’s dead, and your
name is on the door to the president’s office.”The memory of her father’s thunderous voice and
sharp-edged words sent a shiver in a death spiral down her spine. “I’ll make the decision after I



see the web pages. Email copies as soon as you get them.”“I will, but only if you relax. Take a few
days off. Work twenty-two/six instead of twenty-four/seven. And quit worrying about what’s
happening here.”“I might as well stop breathing.”“At least then you’d rest. Your stomach is in
more knots now than that Chinese butterfly knot work hanging on your wall.”“As soon as the
launch is over, I promise to take a vacation.”“I’m marking out the last two weeks in February as
we speak,” Cate said.“Well, I’m not on vacation yet.” And I’ll probably spend those two weeks in
the hospital. Meredith pulled out of the parking lot and headed toward the highway. “Call Hank
and tell him I’ll be gone a few days. If I call him now, he’ll be between lessons and will keep me
on the phone. Ask him to find someone to ride Quiet Dancer. Also, call the florist. I ordered
flowers for Daddy and Jonathan’s graves. I want to be sure they’re delivered to the cemetery
before Christmas.”“Did that. Now, go to Edinburgh. And while you’re there find a handsome,
smooth-talking Scotsman and have fun.”“I haven’t had time for fun in two years. Besides, there’s
an event to plan.” And a lump in my breast.Meredith dropped the phone into the console. Maybe
after she completed the genealogy research at the archives in Edinburgh and drafted the
Montgomery family history, she’d relax for a few hours and drive up to the Highlands. If she didn’t
get the material to the printer by deadline, the brochure would print without the winery’s history.
The 160th celebration deserved the best from her, even if she did have cancer.She fished a
rumpled to-do list from her pocket. The Springsteen contract and addendum were numbers one
through five. As soon as she boarded the plane, she’d send the agent an email reminder to
return the original signed documents. Panic could easily top her tension if she thought about all
that could go wrong. The event had to be perfect in every detail.Cailean wouldn’t have a second
chance to make a great first impression.Chapter TwoChapter TwoNapa Valley Medical Clinic –
December 22MEREDITH SLAMMED THE outer door of the Napa Valley Medical Clinic with one
hand and slipped on her sunglasses with the other. She didn’t need glasses on the overcast day,
but the shades hid her sunken, bruised-looking eyes caused by a crying jag and a sleepless
night.The fine needle aspiration was suspicious but not conclusive. The uncertainty created
tension in her neck and an explosive headache. She had expected to get results before she left
the doctor’s office like she had five years earlier, but this time she had to wait on pathology to
issue a report.“You can stay home and fret over the holidays, Meredith, or you can go to
Scotland,” her doctor had said.That’s what she intended to do. Get the hell out of town. It didn’t
matter where in the world she was when the call came. The news would be the same, and odds
were good she’d be alone regardless.Her cell phone rang, flashing Cate’s name. Meredith
pasted a smile on her face, hoping it’d come through in her voice. “Hello.”“What’d you decide?
Are you going or not?”Meredith opened the car door and tossed her purse to the passenger’s
seat. “Heading to the airport now. Will you contact the B&B and let them know I won’t be there
until late?”“I’ll call before I leave,” Cate said.“I’m not even out of town and you’re taking the day
off?”Cate huffed. “Yeah, right. I’m looking at the stack of work in my in-basket. You cleaned off
your desk last night and put everything on mine.”Meredith climbed into the driver’s seat and
fastened her seat belt. “Not everything.”“Could have fooled me.” Cate shuffled papers. “Oh crap. I



spilled coffee.” More papers shuffled and something hit the floor with a thud. “Okay, I’ve got your
itinerary now. Yep. You’re confirmed for a late arrival. Anything else you need before I go to the
meeting?”Meredith swallowed her second Aleve of the day with a swig from a bottle of water.
The pinched nerve in her neck decided to act up and irritate her. She grabbed an instant cold
pack from her purse, squeezed the sides together, shook it up, and the pack instantly turned
cold. She tucked it into the collar of her sweater, pressing it against her neck. “I hope there aren’t
coffee stains on the letters I signed.”Cate chuckled. “If there are, I’ll white out the stains.”Meredith
started the engine and put the car in gear. “I should be going to that meeting. The latest slicks for
the gala and the new website pages are ready for review. Chances are they’ve screwed them
up.”Cate hissed, shuffling more papers. “That gorgeous picture of you that’s on the cover of Wine
Digest will be on the home page.”Meredith hit the brakes, stopping inches from a car backing up
behind her. “Damn.”“Don’t you want to use that picture?” Cate’s tone fell squarely between
disappointment and confusion.Meredith said, “I’m sorry,” but the driver only glared at her with
beady eyes and flicked his middle finger against the window.“Well, screw you, too,” she
said.“What?” Cate snorted what sounded like a mouthful of coffee.Meredith forced her fingers
into a fist so she’d refrain from returning the driver’s obscene gesture. “Whose idea was it to use
that picture?” she asked.“Are you mad at me?”“I was talking to another driver. Tell me about the
picture.”“Your marketing VP says you’re beautiful and your face sells wine.”“Pshaw. You know
what Daddy would say if he was still president.”“Oh, I can hear him now,” Cate said. “‘A skinny
forty-two-year-old childless widow isn’t the right image for my winery.’ But he’s dead, and your
name is on the door to the president’s office.”The memory of her father’s thunderous voice and
sharp-edged words sent a shiver in a death spiral down her spine. “I’ll make the decision after I
see the web pages. Email copies as soon as you get them.”“I will, but only if you relax. Take a few
days off. Work twenty-two/six instead of twenty-four/seven. And quit worrying about what’s
happening here.”“I might as well stop breathing.”“At least then you’d rest. Your stomach is in
more knots now than that Chinese butterfly knot work hanging on your wall.”“As soon as the
launch is over, I promise to take a vacation.”“I’m marking out the last two weeks in February as
we speak,” Cate said.“Well, I’m not on vacation yet.” And I’ll probably spend those two weeks in
the hospital. Meredith pulled out of the parking lot and headed toward the highway. “Call Hank
and tell him I’ll be gone a few days. If I call him now, he’ll be between lessons and will keep me
on the phone. Ask him to find someone to ride Quiet Dancer. Also, call the florist. I ordered
flowers for Daddy and Jonathan’s graves. I want to be sure they’re delivered to the cemetery
before Christmas.”“Did that. Now, go to Edinburgh. And while you’re there find a handsome,
smooth-talking Scotsman and have fun.”“I haven’t had time for fun in two years. Besides, there’s
an event to plan.” And a lump in my breast.Meredith dropped the phone into the console. Maybe
after she completed the genealogy research at the archives in Edinburgh and drafted the
Montgomery family history, she’d relax for a few hours and drive up to the Highlands. If she didn’t
get the material to the printer by deadline, the brochure would print without the winery’s history.
The 160th celebration deserved the best from her, even if she did have cancer.She fished a



rumpled to-do list from her pocket. The Springsteen contract and addendum were numbers one
through five. As soon as she boarded the plane, she’d send the agent an email reminder to
return the original signed documents. Panic could easily top her tension if she thought about all
that could go wrong. The event had to be perfect in every detail.Cailean wouldn’t have a second
chance to make a great first impression.Chapter ThreeTeterboro Airport, New Jersey –
December 22THE CHAUFFEUR DROVE the Lincoln Town Car onto the tarmac at Teterboro
Airport in New Jersey and parked alongside MacKlenna Farm’s Gulfstream. The driver stepped
from the vehicle and opened the rear passenger door just as a cell phone beeped. Elliott
connected the Bluetooth and answered, “Fraser.”“Galahad’s still not on the ground,” Harrison
Roberts, the Thoroughbred farm’s chief financial officer, declared in the nasal voice of one mired
in the throes of a winter cold.Elliott checked the time. “Where the hell’s the plane? That stallion’s
been in the air over eighteen hours.”“I talked to the equine transportation manager at Prestige
International. Air traffic control rerouted the plane due to weather.”Elliott’s heart rate shot up as if
he’d been sprinting. “To where? The South Pole? If the horse stays on that plane much longer,
he’ll get dehydrated.”“Galahad’s made the trip before without side effects,” Harrison said.“New
South Wales is too far to shuttle him.” The harder Elliott’s heart pumped the louder he spoke. “I
don’t give a damn if those bastards at Hazy Mountain Stud have Galahad covering a full book of
mares. This is the last trip.”“There will be a battle over that.” Harrison sneezed into the phone
before continuing. “If you want the horse to be commercial, the stallion has to ship to the
southern hemisphere.”The limo driver handed Elliott a pair of crutches. With a grimace, he put
his left foot down on the rain-soaked tarmac and stood, bringing the right leg around slowly. Six
narrow steps leading to the cabin door presented a challenge. The rain had stopped, thank God.
Negotiating the stairs on crutches was difficult. The slippery surface made it even more so.“We’ll
deal with the travel issue at the next shareholders’ meeting. For now, keep heat on the people at
Prestige. They’re agents for both the Breeders’ Cup and the Dubai World Cup. If anything
happens to Galahad, I’ll see that the company loses both contracts. If the pilot doesn’t land that
plane, we’ll own shares in a sick horse or a dead one.”Elliott climbed the first step with his left
foot, held the injured leg steady, and gave more than a little groan when pain lanced through his
right side from toe to hip.“You okay?” Another sneeze punctuated Harrison’s question. “Sounds
like those New York doctors are cutting you open without anesthesia.” He laughed. “Should have
stayed in Kentucky.”“Hell no, I’m not okay. I’m trying to get up the stairs. And I would have stayed
if my doctor hadn’t refused to operate again.”“Maybe you’ll listen to your medical team this
time.”“Shush.” Elliott halted on the third step to readjust the crutches. The release instructions
from New York-Presbyterian Hospital, folded up in his pocket, said to keep the leg immobile for
four weeks. He hadn’t lasted forty minutes. “Call Jim Manning. Tell him what’s happening. I
haven’t reviewed Prestige’s contract in a year. Get his opinion. I want to be clear on
liability.”Harrison blew his nose. “Get on the plane. I’ll call back after I talk to him.”Elliott ended the
call, wondering if he should spray the device with a disinfectant.His personal assistant/
paramedic/flight attendant stood poised at the cabin door. “You need help, Boss?”Elliott reached



the last step. “Move aside.” Kevin Allen made room in the passageway but still hovered. “Tell the
captain I’m ready to depart.” Elliott negotiated the narrow aisle toward the sofa where he sat
back and elevated his leg.The limo driver handed up a laptop case that Kevin stowed before
giving a wave to the ground crew. He then secured the cabin door. “Want coffee?”Elliott nodded,
powered down the Bluetooth, and slipped the device into his shirt pocket. “What’s the flight
time?”“We’ll be in Edinburgh in eight hours.” Kevin set a cup on the table next to the sofa. “This is
the good stuff. Not like that weak hospital brew you’ve been drinking.”Elliott slipped his fingers
around a mug sporting the new MacKlenna logo that incorporated Galahad’s features. “Ye’ve
made the last five days bearable.”“After four surgeries, I know the routine.”“Five.” Elliott sipped
the coffee. “If ye think I’m a bastard now, ye should’ve been around for the first one.”Kevin
laughed. “I heard about the catheter incident.”“Whatever ye heard was not true.”“The story I got
was that you woke up to find a twenty-year-old nurse about to insert a tube into your dick and
you pissed yourself.”Elliott groaned. “That bloody hospital is an incubator for rumors.”Kevin
headed toward the front of the plane to secure the aircraft for takeoff. “My source is reliable,
Boss.”To be twenty-eight again. Although at fifty, Elliott kept a very active social life, but the
stress of running a multimillion-dollar Thoroughbred breeding operation was hell on his blood
pressure. His satellite phone rang, yanking him from his reverie. “Fraser.”“Manning’s in court,”
Harrison said. “I left a message with his paralegal.”“If I need to return to Lexington, tell me now.”
Elliott didn’t want to be in town for the holidays and the first anniversary of the deaths of Sean
and Mary MacKlenna. They were not only the owners of the Thoroughbred farm, but Sean had
been a lifelong friend.“No reason to come back. There’s nothing you can do to get your horse on
the ground any sooner,” Harrison said.“What’s the weather doing there?”“They’re predicting ice
storms from Texas to Maine. If Kentucky’s in the bull’s-eye, our airport could close.”“Damn.” Elliott
glanced out the window. The plane was pushing back from the gate. “Call me as soon as ye
learn anything.” His gut told him to go home. The CFO was a jerk and overly critical with the staff.
He’d made two costly mistakes recently. Leaving him in charge inspired Elliott with little to no
confidence. Unfortunately, Harrison still had the support of the board of directors. Until that
changed he’d keep the position.Elliott tapped his fist on the sofa arm. If anything happened to
his twenty-five-million-dollar Thoroughbred that insurance didn’t cover, the farm could end up on
the auction block.Kevin picked up the half-empty coffee cup. “We’re next in line. You’ll need to
buckle up.” Elliott pulled the belt tight across his lap, and ten minutes after boarding, the plane
lifted off. When the aircraft reached cruising altitude, Kevin returned with another cup of hot
coffee and Elliott’s briefcase. “Do you want to finish the syndication agreement we were working
on in the hospital?”“Why don’t ye finish it? Ye know as much about it as I do,” Elliott said. The lad
was an equestrian and the son of an equine lawyer. He had an aptitude for grasping legal issues
that on occasion surpassed Elliott’s.“The lawyers added stipulations that weren’t in the last draft.
I’ve marked them for your review.”Elliott blew out a long breath. There weren’t enough hours in
his day to get the work done even with a top-notch staff working their asses off. He opened the
briefcase. Beneath the agreement was his goddaughter’s journal. His fingertips brushed the



smooth, brown leather binding. She had left it for him to read, but he hadn’t and wasn’t sure he
ever would.“You know, Boss, you should spend more time in the ICU. You get a break from
work.”“But the work doesn’t go away, and I detest hospitals.” The ICU smells permeated his skin,
and he couldn’t rid himself of the fear of a tube stuck in his dick. He withdrew the agreement
then snapped the briefcase closed and handed it back to Kevin. “Stash this in a closet.” Elliott
turned to page four of the contract.Now, where was I?Chapter ThreeChapter ThreeTeterboro
Airport, New Jersey – December 22THE CHAUFFEUR DROVE the Lincoln Town Car onto the
tarmac at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey and parked alongside MacKlenna Farm’s Gulfstream.
The driver stepped from the vehicle and opened the rear passenger door just as a cell phone
beeped. Elliott connected the Bluetooth and answered, “Fraser.”“Galahad’s still not on the
ground,” Harrison Roberts, the Thoroughbred farm’s chief financial officer, declared in the nasal
voice of one mired in the throes of a winter cold.Elliott checked the time. “Where the hell’s the
plane? That stallion’s been in the air over eighteen hours.”“I talked to the equine transportation
manager at Prestige International. Air traffic control rerouted the plane due to weather.”Elliott’s
heart rate shot up as if he’d been sprinting. “To where? The South Pole? If the horse stays on
that plane much longer, he’ll get dehydrated.”“Galahad’s made the trip before without side
effects,” Harrison said.“New South Wales is too far to shuttle him.” The harder Elliott’s heart
pumped the louder he spoke. “I don’t give a damn if those bastards at Hazy Mountain Stud have
Galahad covering a full book of mares. This is the last trip.”“There will be a battle over that.”
Harrison sneezed into the phone before continuing. “If you want the horse to be commercial, the
stallion has to ship to the southern hemisphere.”The limo driver handed Elliott a pair of crutches.
With a grimace, he put his left foot down on the rain-soaked tarmac and stood, bringing the right
leg around slowly. Six narrow steps leading to the cabin door presented a challenge. The rain
had stopped, thank God. Negotiating the stairs on crutches was difficult. The slippery surface
made it even more so.“We’ll deal with the travel issue at the next shareholders’ meeting. For
now, keep heat on the people at Prestige. They’re agents for both the Breeders’ Cup and the
Dubai World Cup. If anything happens to Galahad, I’ll see that the company loses both contracts.
If the pilot doesn’t land that plane, we’ll own shares in a sick horse or a dead one.”Elliott climbed
the first step with his left foot, held the injured leg steady, and gave more than a little groan when
pain lanced through his right side from toe to hip.“You okay?” Another sneeze punctuated
Harrison’s question. “Sounds like those New York doctors are cutting you open without
anesthesia.” He laughed. “Should have stayed in Kentucky.”“Hell no, I’m not okay. I’m trying to get
up the stairs. And I would have stayed if my doctor hadn’t refused to operate again.”“Maybe you’ll
listen to your medical team this time.”“Shush.” Elliott halted on the third step to readjust the
crutches. The release instructions from New York-Presbyterian Hospital, folded up in his pocket,
said to keep the leg immobile for four weeks. He hadn’t lasted forty minutes. “Call Jim Manning.
Tell him what’s happening. I haven’t reviewed Prestige’s contract in a year. Get his opinion. I want
to be clear on liability.”Harrison blew his nose. “Get on the plane. I’ll call back after I talk to
him.”Elliott ended the call, wondering if he should spray the device with a disinfectant.His



personal assistant/paramedic/flight attendant stood poised at the cabin door. “You need help,
Boss?”Elliott reached the last step. “Move aside.” Kevin Allen made room in the passageway but
still hovered. “Tell the captain I’m ready to depart.” Elliott negotiated the narrow aisle toward the
sofa where he sat back and elevated his leg.The limo driver handed up a laptop case that Kevin
stowed before giving a wave to the ground crew. He then secured the cabin door. “Want
coffee?”Elliott nodded, powered down the Bluetooth, and slipped the device into his shirt pocket.
“What’s the flight time?”“We’ll be in Edinburgh in eight hours.” Kevin set a cup on the table next
to the sofa. “This is the good stuff. Not like that weak hospital brew you’ve been drinking.”Elliott
slipped his fingers around a mug sporting the new MacKlenna logo that incorporated Galahad’s
features. “Ye’ve made the last five days bearable.”“After four surgeries, I know the routine.”“Five.”
Elliott sipped the coffee. “If ye think I’m a bastard now, ye should’ve been around for the first
one.”Kevin laughed. “I heard about the catheter incident.”“Whatever ye heard was not true.”“The
story I got was that you woke up to find a twenty-year-old nurse about to insert a tube into your
dick and you pissed yourself.”Elliott groaned. “That bloody hospital is an incubator for
rumors.”Kevin headed toward the front of the plane to secure the aircraft for takeoff. “My source
is reliable, Boss.”To be twenty-eight again. Although at fifty, Elliott kept a very active social life,
but the stress of running a multimillion-dollar Thoroughbred breeding operation was hell on his
blood pressure. His satellite phone rang, yanking him from his reverie. “Fraser.”“Manning’s in
court,” Harrison said. “I left a message with his paralegal.”“If I need to return to Lexington, tell me
now.” Elliott didn’t want to be in town for the holidays and the first anniversary of the deaths of
Sean and Mary MacKlenna. They were not only the owners of the Thoroughbred farm, but Sean
had been a lifelong friend.“No reason to come back. There’s nothing you can do to get your
horse on the ground any sooner,” Harrison said.“What’s the weather doing there?”“They’re
predicting ice storms from Texas to Maine. If Kentucky’s in the bull’s-eye, our airport could
close.”“Damn.” Elliott glanced out the window. The plane was pushing back from the gate. “Call
me as soon as ye learn anything.” His gut told him to go home. The CFO was a jerk and overly
critical with the staff. He’d made two costly mistakes recently. Leaving him in charge inspired
Elliott with little to no confidence. Unfortunately, Harrison still had the support of the board of
directors. Until that changed he’d keep the position.Elliott tapped his fist on the sofa arm. If
anything happened to his twenty-five-million-dollar Thoroughbred that insurance didn’t cover,
the farm could end up on the auction block.Kevin picked up the half-empty coffee cup. “We’re
next in line. You’ll need to buckle up.” Elliott pulled the belt tight across his lap, and ten minutes
after boarding, the plane lifted off. When the aircraft reached cruising altitude, Kevin returned
with another cup of hot coffee and Elliott’s briefcase. “Do you want to finish the syndication
agreement we were working on in the hospital?”“Why don’t ye finish it? Ye know as much about
it as I do,” Elliott said. The lad was an equestrian and the son of an equine lawyer. He had an
aptitude for grasping legal issues that on occasion surpassed Elliott’s.“The lawyers added
stipulations that weren’t in the last draft. I’ve marked them for your review.”Elliott blew out a long
breath. There weren’t enough hours in his day to get the work done even with a top-notch staff



working their asses off. He opened the briefcase. Beneath the agreement was his goddaughter’s
journal. His fingertips brushed the smooth, brown leather binding. She had left it for him to read,
but he hadn’t and wasn’t sure he ever would.“You know, Boss, you should spend more time in
the ICU. You get a break from work.”“But the work doesn’t go away, and I detest hospitals.” The
ICU smells permeated his skin, and he couldn’t rid himself of the fear of a tube stuck in his dick.
He withdrew the agreement then snapped the briefcase closed and handed it back to Kevin.
“Stash this in a closet.” Elliott turned to page four of the contract.Now, where was I?Chapter
FourEn Route to Louise’s B&B, Edinburgh, Scotland – December 22HOURS LATER, as the
aircraft neared Edinburgh, Kevin interrupted Elliott. “We’re forty-five minutes from landing. You
want a drink?”“No. Pain meds,” Elliott said.“Pull down your pants.” A needle filled with pain
medication appeared in Kevin’s hand.Elliott hissed as the needle punctured the skin. “Ye always
know what’s needed.”Kevin shrugged. “You pay me to know.” He disposed of the needle. “You’ve
got just enough time to wash up. A shaving kit and a change of clothes are in the lavatory, and a
shower sleeve for your leg is hanging on a hook by the door.”Elliott scratched his whiskers.
“Definitely need a wee shave.”“Buzz if you need help.”He hobbled to the lavatory at the rear of
the plane for a hot shower and shave. Thirty minutes later, he dressed in a kilt and a navy
cashmere V-neck sweater. There were pressed khakis hanging in the closet. Several had the
right leg cut off to accommodate his post-surgery boot. But when he was home, like other
Highlanders, he preferred to wear a kilt, regardless of the occasion.As he clipped the iPhone on
the waistband, he noticed an addition to the photomontage hanging on the wall—a glossy eight-
by-ten of Wynonna Judd and his goddaughter, Kit MacKlenna. The photographer had snapped
the picture during last year’s Kentucky Derby breakfast held at the mansion. The day had been
stellar, especially the eleventh race when the farm’s three-year-old, Regal Now, won the first
jewel of the Triple Crown.God, he missed them—Kit, her parents Sean and Mary, and his da.
Elliott’s shoulders sagged a wee bit, then he stiffened. Seasons of grief don’t conform to
expectations and automatically end after a certain length of time. How many times had he heard
his father say something similar? Too many to count.“Want a whisky?” Kevin asked as Elliott
exited the lavatory.He shook his head. “Will ye get a bottle of the Bussiador from the cabinet? I
want to give the wine to Louise.”Kevin lifted his eyebrow, slow and easy, shaking his head. “She
loves that chardonnay. If she ever decides to branch out, I’d recommend a Montgomery wine
from Napa or a Barolo wine from Northern Italy.”Elliott ran his tongue across his bottom lip in
anticipation of opening the 1951 bottle of Macallan waiting for him in Louise’s library. His father
had paid an exorbitant amount for the bottle in 2010. Earlier in the year, he had given the whisky
to Louise and asked her to save it for Elliott’s fiftieth birthday. With Christmas three days away, it
seemed appropriate to break the seal now.“Louise will never accept that single malt, not wine, is
created by God’s kiss,” he said.“That’s an argument you’ll never win with her,” Kevin agreed.“I’ve
never won that argument with any woman. If I ever find one who loves Scotland, horses, and a
wee half when she’s thirsty, I’ll rearrange a corner of my life and squeeze her in.” Elliott’s phone
rang, wiping the anticipated taste of whisky from his lips. “Fraser.”“It’s Allie.”He heard a smile in



his executive assistant’s voice, and he breathed easy.“Galahad’s at the quarantine facility at
LAX. Doc talked to the groom who traveled with him. He said Galahad passed manure and
drank plenty of water during the flight. And he appeared fine when he got off the plane.”Relief
welled inside Elliott. “Good. I’ll send Doc an email.” Elliott blew out a long thankful breath. “Call
Tex’s Charters to transport Galahad to Kentucky when he’s released.”“That’s the next call. I’ll
send a text as soon as he’s home.”Elliott disconnected and stared out into the clear night sky.
The flight path took the plane low over the Firth of Forth. Edinburgh stretched out from the
northwest coast at Leith all the way to the castle in the city center and south of the city beyond.
Scattered lights twinkled on the ground. The familiar punch of excitement hit low and deep and
warmed his heart. Home and the offer of sweet refreshment lay ahead. Over the years, he’d
flown into capital cities all around the world, but none compared to the beauty of the small
capital of Scotland. Now that Galahad was safe, Elliott could put the stress of high-stakes
Thoroughbred breeding and racing aside for a few days and relax. Aye, I’m home.The aircraft
shuddered as the pilot extended the landing gear and it locked in place.“When are ye driving up
to Fraser House?” Elliott asked Kevin.“Since you don’t need me tonight, I’ll stay at the hotel with
the rest of the crew and drive up tomorrow. But I’d like to return for the Hogmanay events.”“That’s
a New Year’s celebration not to be missed. We’ll work it out.”Wheels bumped against the runway.
The engines roared as the captain reversed thrust and applied the brakes, slowing the plane.
Then the pilot taxied the aircraft to a private hangar.Kevin gazed out the window. “There’s
David’s limo. He’s got someone with him.”“His sister?”“I’ve never met his sisters.” Kevin’s voice
carried a note of disappointment. “I heard what David did in Afghanistan. He’s a hero.”“Aye, but
don’t tell him.” Elliott unbuckled the seat belt and glanced out the window. “That’s the customs
officer in the car.” Elliott stuck his head into the flight deck. “Merry Christmas, lads.”“Merry
Christmas, Dr. Fraser,” the captain said. “The crew is staying in Edinburgh. We can leave within
an hour or two if you need to change plans.”“Let’s hope there’s no emergency. See ye on the
first.”Elliott cleared customs and thirty minutes later, David McBain drove the limo under the
porte cochere of Louise’s B&B. Elliott smiled when he spotted her at the door. “Did ye call Lou?
She’s usually not up this late.”“She wanted to know when the plane landed,” David said.Elliott
crossed the cobbled drive, gritting his teeth with each swing of the crutches. He tightened his
grip as he approached the three steps leading to the door. Thank God, the house had a lift or
he’d never make it to his second-floor suite.Louise welcomed him with a big smile and a kiss on
the cheek. “Ye’re a handsome devil, Elliott Fraser.” She held him at arm’s length and gave him a
once-over. “The boot looks fetching with a kilt. Maybe yer tailor will make a cover using the
Fraser tartan.”David entered the house with luggage under each arm. “Ye got him in the same
room, Louise?”“Aye, and the door’s unlatched.” She glanced outside. “Where’s Kevin?”“Staying
at the hotel with the crew,” Elliott said.David disappeared up the wide, sweeping stairs instead of
taking the elevator and returned a couple of minutes later. “If ye need me, send a text. I’m staying
at my sister’s.”Elliott patted his mate on the shoulder. “Ye’ve got one in every city in
Scotland.”David slipped his phone out of his jacket pocket and glanced at his messages. “My



sister in Edinburgh is wondering where I am.” He put away his phone and donned his cap. “What
time do ye want to leave for Inverness tomorrow?”“I’ll let ye know in the morning. I think Kevin is
renting a car. He’s going sightseeing. Ye’d think he’d never been across the pond before.”David’s
square-jawed face tightened; a telling gesture from a man who rarely telegraphed feelings
through body language. “While ye were meeting with the customs inspector, the lad told me he
was going for a pint with the university lassie he met last time he was on holiday.”Elliott shook his
head, sighing. “Watch over him.”“If ye dinna,” Louise said, poking David in the arm with her
finger, “he’ll get lifted by the police again.”David kissed Louise’s cheek. “I’ll go to the pub from
here, m’lovely. But don’t be surprised if I have to box his ears.”Her pinched brow showed
concern. “Dinna hurt his face.”David opened the door and stepped out, saying over his shoulder,
“It’d take more than a boxing to hurt Kevin.”Louise closed the door, but left it unlocked. “Come
with me. The fire’s blazing, yer malt is waiting, and Handel is playing on our new home theater
system.”“What? Ye weren’t supposed to open my present until after I arrived.”If she had a
smidgeon of remorse, she hid it behind a bulging grin. “Have ye ever known me to wait?”“No, but
I was hoping the Do Not Open Until Christmas label on the box might act as a deterrent.”“Ye’re
joking.”Elliott grimaced. She’d ruined his one and only Christmas surprise. “Do I look like I
am?”She patted his arm. “Suck it up. Ye’re not a wee laddie.”They entered the library, a room
lined with bookshelves and crammed with leather-bound classics. “Ye painted the shelves,”
Elliott said.“Evelyn insisted on painting them white.” Louise’s tone held self-doubt. “She has an
eye for color, but I wasna sure I’d care for it.”He noticed the placement of the speakers: center,
right, and left. Each produced sharp, clear sounds. “Yer installer has a good ear.” Elliott’s
disappointment eased. At least he wouldn’t have to spend several hours installing the system,
and if he were honest, he wouldn’t have placed the speakers in the same positions, which could
have reduced the sound quality.“Look.” She patted her hand against the tufted detail on the back
of a brown bonded-leather chair. “I got it just for ye.”“Shite, Louise. Have ye changed everything?
Ye know I liked the old one.”She shoved him into the chair. “Sit.”The pitch of the chair put him in a
comfortable position, and he sank into the supple leather cushions. Louise helped arrange his
injured leg on the matching ottoman. “Not bad,” he said. He closed his eyes and let his breath go
in a long, heavy sigh. The music and memories of his da and Sean MacKlenna ensnared him.In
this room, he would always hear the echo of their voices rising to a clamor over the merits of
beautiful horses and fast women—bloodlines and lovers. Although as volatile as the other two,
Elliott rarely joined the ruffle. He much preferred to toss kindling onto their disagreements, which
continued until they drained a bottle or two of whisky and their cigars died in peace.Louise gave
him a drink along with a pointed look. “Dinna get maudlin on me.”Elliott took the glass and stared
at the golden-hued liquid, praying it would placate the pain. “Is this the Macallan?”She slapped
her hand against her chest, emitting a sharp gasp. “Ye told me that’s what ye wanted. Dinna ye
trust me to give it to ye?”He covered the top of the glass with his hand and swirled the liquid.
“With the changes ye’ve made, I thought ye might forget.” The swirling agitated the dark amber
with a golden hue and released more of the honey and caramel scent. Slowly, he brought the



crystal to his lips and kissed the whisky. “Ah.” His tongue picked up the honey with a hint of peat
taste, and he sighed again. “Slainte.”The rocking chair creaked as Louise nestled into the seat
and raised her glass. “Slainte.” She sipped her wine. “Speaking of health, what’d yer doctor say
about yer surgery? Is this the last one?”“Possibly,”“If ye’d listen to yer medical team and go to
counseling, ye might heal this time.”He pointed his glass at her. “Damn, Lou. Don’t start in on
me.”She narrowed her eyes and tapped her fingers against the crystal goblet. “It’s been six years
since that bastard butchered your leg.”“Stop.” He gulped his drink. After a moment, he said, “Tell
me about Evelyn.”Her eyes widened, and the same girlish smile he’d first noticed so many years
earlier inched across her face. “We just celebrated twenty-five years together.”He raised his
glass. “Congratulations. And ye thought it wouldn’t last.”“I wish ye’d find someone ye could be
happy with for longer than six weeks. Ye’re not a young man now.”“That’s yer second reference to
my age, and I’ve only been here”—he glanced at the clock on the chimneypiece—“fifteen
minutes.”“I worry about ye, especially now that the MacKlennas and your da are gone. I dinna
want ye growing old alone.”Elliott sipped the whisky. The liquid slid down his throat, warming him
like a twill-weave plaid of fire. “I’ve got a hundred people on the farm. I’m never alone.”“There’s a
difference between being alone and lonely. And, at the end of the day, those people go back to
their safe, wee houses—to their families.” She cocked her head and studied him with troubled
eyes. “Who’s at MacKlenna Mansion waiting for ye?”He gave a tight shrug, or was it a flinch?
“Tate and Tabor.”She set her glass on the table, folded her arms across her chest, and settled
them comfortably beneath her large breasts. “They’re wonderful pets. Very devoted. But I’m
talking about a companion ye can have a conversation with, not a golden retriever or a long-
haired, tabby Maine Coon cat.”Her concerned gaze spilled over him, and he glanced
away.“Sean married a lass who understood the farm and its demands. So can ye.”“He was a
young lad when he met Mary,” Elliott said.“Ye need to be open to love. I’m not sure ye are. Ye’re
too strong-willed and private. Ye rarely let anyone see yer sensitive side.”“Shush.”She pointed
her finger at him. “Ye can shush yer mates, but don’t ye dare shush me.”As if on cue, a log
snapped in the fireplace. Louise irritated the hell out of him. She could be bitchy and possessive
where his well-being was concerned, but he loved her as a sister and had for thirty years. She
had stood by him when he’d screwed up with that married woman during college. So, he
tolerated her idiosyncrasies. Elliott had plenty of his own. Even Jesus would have a hard time
loving him.Louise cupped her cheek in her hand. “I dinna ken what I’m going to do with ye. I’m
talking about love, not sex, and not one of yer Thursday or Saturday night dates either. Those
women come with six-week expirations tattooed on their arses. Ye need a woman who’s a
priority in yer life, not just an option.”“Ye’re being a wee crabbit tonight. Go to bed.”“The truth
hurts, doesna it? Ye’re too self-oriented, but I love ye in spite of it.”“What the hell are ye talking
about?” Elliott said. “Are ye taking a psychology course now? Shite. Go back to astrology.”The
stereo remote sat on the table between them. He pushed the volume up arrow. The room filled
with sounds of a string quartet playing a Haydn composition. He didn’t know which one and
didn’t really care.Louise turned the volume down and moved the remote out of his reach.



“Turning the music up a bit, eh? Trying to tune me out?”“Don’t know why I thought I’d find any
peace here.”She handed over the remote. “Ye can be such an arsehole. How does yer staff
tolerate yer moods? Oh, pish.” She held out her hand as if that would stop him from answering.
“I’m the only beneficiary of yer black moods, aren’t I? Ye save up your shitey attitude just for
me.”She stepped over to the cupboard, poured another glass of wine, then busied herself at the
bar. He rested his head against the cool leather and closed his eyes again.“It’s going to be a
quiet holiday. I have one guest staying through the Hogmanay—a woman from America.”He
chuckled at the nonsequitur. Louise had long ago perfected the conversational device to redirect
uncomfortable discussions. “She must have family here.”“The travel agent who booked the room
said she was coming to do genealogy research.”He opened his eyes to finish his drink, but
instead frowned at the empty glass. Louise refilled his glass. “I bet she wears granny shoes, has
gray helmet-hair, and a bit of wobbly skin below her chin.”“Ye’re incorrigible. Please be civil to my
guest.”He had tolerated more than one noisy, obnoxious guest while visiting Louise. The way he
felt right now, he’d be a jerk to the granny-shoe woman. “Thank God I’ll be gone by the time she
gets here.”Louise glanced at her watch as she headed back to her chair. “Not unless ye’re
leaving within the hour.”“C’est la vie.”“Ye could go to the archives with her and solve that
eighteenth-century family mystery about the lad born on the wrong side of the sheets.”“I always
thought Grandda Fraser knew more than he let on when he told that story.”Louise settled once
again into the rocker. “Ye’re leaving tomorrow. Ye dinna have time to do research on this trip.
Maybe when ye come back after the February sales.”“The mystery’s likely buried so far under
old dusty books it’ll never see the blinding light of a winter afternoon.” A sharp pain shot down his
leg. He squirmed in discomfort. The whisky wasn’t working for him tonight. He slipped his thumb
and forefinger into his shirt pocket and snatched two pills he’d squirreled away, popping the
painkillers into his mouth.“I wonder why she’s traveling alone,” Louise said.He chased the pills
with a swig of whisky. “Holidays are a time for family.”Louise leaned forward, choking on her
drink.Elliott patted her back as she coughed. He watched until the high color faded from her
face. “Ye okay?”“Did ye hear what ye just said?”The rhetorical question lingered in the air where
it could stay for all he cared. He withdrew his hand from her back.“That’s why ye’re going to
Fraser House, so ye can celebrate by yerself?” She puffed up, looking rather put out. “Ye’ll be
wallowing in whisky all alone in that ancestral castle of yers.”“I wasn’t talking about me.”“So
what? Ye dinna deserve to be with people ye love and who love ye.”“It’s too late for me. I’m an old
—”She slapped her hand over his mouth. “Stop talking about age.”“Then get me another drink.
I’ll need it”—her hand muffled his voice—“if I’m going to be nice to yer granny-shoe-wearing
guest.”Chapter FourChapter FourEn Route to Louise’s B&B, Edinburgh, Scotland – December
22HOURS LATER, as the aircraft neared Edinburgh, Kevin interrupted Elliott. “We’re forty-five
minutes from landing. You want a drink?”“No. Pain meds,” Elliott said.“Pull down your pants.” A
needle filled with pain medication appeared in Kevin’s hand.Elliott hissed as the needle
punctured the skin. “Ye always know what’s needed.”Kevin shrugged. “You pay me to know.” He
disposed of the needle. “You’ve got just enough time to wash up. A shaving kit and a change of



clothes are in the lavatory, and a shower sleeve for your leg is hanging on a hook by the
door.”Elliott scratched his whiskers. “Definitely need a wee shave.”“Buzz if you need help.”He
hobbled to the lavatory at the rear of the plane for a hot shower and shave. Thirty minutes later,
he dressed in a kilt and a navy cashmere V-neck sweater. There were pressed khakis hanging in
the closet. Several had the right leg cut off to accommodate his post-surgery boot. But when he
was home, like other Highlanders, he preferred to wear a kilt, regardless of the occasion.As he
clipped the iPhone on the waistband, he noticed an addition to the photomontage hanging on
the wall—a glossy eight-by-ten of Wynonna Judd and his goddaughter, Kit MacKlenna. The
photographer had snapped the picture during last year’s Kentucky Derby breakfast held at the
mansion. The day had been stellar, especially the eleventh race when the farm’s three-year-old,
Regal Now, won the first jewel of the Triple Crown.God, he missed them—Kit, her parents Sean
and Mary, and his da. Elliott’s shoulders sagged a wee bit, then he stiffened. Seasons of grief
don’t conform to expectations and automatically end after a certain length of time. How many
times had he heard his father say something similar? Too many to count.“Want a whisky?” Kevin
asked as Elliott exited the lavatory.He shook his head. “Will ye get a bottle of the Bussiador from
the cabinet? I want to give the wine to Louise.”Kevin lifted his eyebrow, slow and easy, shaking
his head. “She loves that chardonnay. If she ever decides to branch out, I’d recommend a
Montgomery wine from Napa or a Barolo wine from Northern Italy.”Elliott ran his tongue across
his bottom lip in anticipation of opening the 1951 bottle of Macallan waiting for him in Louise’s
library. His father had paid an exorbitant amount for the bottle in 2010. Earlier in the year, he had
given the whisky to Louise and asked her to save it for Elliott’s fiftieth birthday. With Christmas
three days away, it seemed appropriate to break the seal now.“Louise will never accept that
single malt, not wine, is created by God’s kiss,” he said.“That’s an argument you’ll never win with
her,” Kevin agreed.“I’ve never won that argument with any woman. If I ever find one who loves
Scotland, horses, and a wee half when she’s thirsty, I’ll rearrange a corner of my life and
squeeze her in.” Elliott’s phone rang, wiping the anticipated taste of whisky from his lips.
“Fraser.”“It’s Allie.”He heard a smile in his executive assistant’s voice, and he breathed
easy.“Galahad’s at the quarantine facility at LAX. Doc talked to the groom who traveled with him.
He said Galahad passed manure and drank plenty of water during the flight. And he appeared
fine when he got off the plane.”Relief welled inside Elliott. “Good. I’ll send Doc an email.” Elliott
blew out a long thankful breath. “Call Tex’s Charters to transport Galahad to Kentucky when he’s
released.”“That’s the next call. I’ll send a text as soon as he’s home.”Elliott disconnected and
stared out into the clear night sky. The flight path took the plane low over the Firth of Forth.
Edinburgh stretched out from the northwest coast at Leith all the way to the castle in the city
center and south of the city beyond. Scattered lights twinkled on the ground. The familiar punch
of excitement hit low and deep and warmed his heart. Home and the offer of sweet refreshment
lay ahead. Over the years, he’d flown into capital cities all around the world, but none compared
to the beauty of the small capital of Scotland. Now that Galahad was safe, Elliott could put the
stress of high-stakes Thoroughbred breeding and racing aside for a few days and relax. Aye, I’m



home.The aircraft shuddered as the pilot extended the landing gear and it locked in
place.“When are ye driving up to Fraser House?” Elliott asked Kevin.“Since you don’t need me
tonight, I’ll stay at the hotel with the rest of the crew and drive up tomorrow. But I’d like to return
for the Hogmanay events.”“That’s a New Year’s celebration not to be missed. We’ll work it
out.”Wheels bumped against the runway. The engines roared as the captain reversed thrust and
applied the brakes, slowing the plane. Then the pilot taxied the aircraft to a private hangar.Kevin
gazed out the window. “There’s David’s limo. He’s got someone with him.”“His sister?”“I’ve never
met his sisters.” Kevin’s voice carried a note of disappointment. “I heard what David did in
Afghanistan. He’s a hero.”“Aye, but don’t tell him.” Elliott unbuckled the seat belt and glanced out
the window. “That’s the customs officer in the car.” Elliott stuck his head into the flight deck.
“Merry Christmas, lads.”“Merry Christmas, Dr. Fraser,” the captain said. “The crew is staying in
Edinburgh. We can leave within an hour or two if you need to change plans.”“Let’s hope there’s
no emergency. See ye on the first.”Elliott cleared customs and thirty minutes later, David McBain
drove the limo under the porte cochere of Louise’s B&B. Elliott smiled when he spotted her at the
door. “Did ye call Lou? She’s usually not up this late.”“She wanted to know when the plane
landed,” David said.Elliott crossed the cobbled drive, gritting his teeth with each swing of the
crutches. He tightened his grip as he approached the three steps leading to the door. Thank
God, the house had a lift or he’d never make it to his second-floor suite.Louise welcomed him
with a big smile and a kiss on the cheek. “Ye’re a handsome devil, Elliott Fraser.” She held him at
arm’s length and gave him a once-over. “The boot looks fetching with a kilt. Maybe yer tailor will
make a cover using the Fraser tartan.”David entered the house with luggage under each arm.
“Ye got him in the same room, Louise?”“Aye, and the door’s unlatched.” She glanced outside.
“Where’s Kevin?”“Staying at the hotel with the crew,” Elliott said.David disappeared up the wide,
sweeping stairs instead of taking the elevator and returned a couple of minutes later. “If ye need
me, send a text. I’m staying at my sister’s.”Elliott patted his mate on the shoulder. “Ye’ve got one
in every city in Scotland.”David slipped his phone out of his jacket pocket and glanced at his
messages. “My sister in Edinburgh is wondering where I am.” He put away his phone and
donned his cap. “What time do ye want to leave for Inverness tomorrow?”“I’ll let ye know in the
morning. I think Kevin is renting a car. He’s going sightseeing. Ye’d think he’d never been across
the pond before.”David’s square-jawed face tightened; a telling gesture from a man who rarely
telegraphed feelings through body language. “While ye were meeting with the customs
inspector, the lad told me he was going for a pint with the university lassie he met last time he
was on holiday.”Elliott shook his head, sighing. “Watch over him.”“If ye dinna,” Louise said, poking
David in the arm with her finger, “he’ll get lifted by the police again.”David kissed Louise’s cheek.
“I’ll go to the pub from here, m’lovely. But don’t be surprised if I have to box his ears.”Her pinched
brow showed concern. “Dinna hurt his face.”David opened the door and stepped out, saying over
his shoulder, “It’d take more than a boxing to hurt Kevin.”Louise closed the door, but left it
unlocked. “Come with me. The fire’s blazing, yer malt is waiting, and Handel is playing on our
new home theater system.”“What? Ye weren’t supposed to open my present until after I



arrived.”If she had a smidgeon of remorse, she hid it behind a bulging grin. “Have ye ever known
me to wait?”“No, but I was hoping the Do Not Open Until Christmas label on the box might act as
a deterrent.”“Ye’re joking.”Elliott grimaced. She’d ruined his one and only Christmas surprise. “Do
I look like I am?”She patted his arm. “Suck it up. Ye’re not a wee laddie.”They entered the library,
a room lined with bookshelves and crammed with leather-bound classics. “Ye painted the
shelves,” Elliott said.“Evelyn insisted on painting them white.” Louise’s tone held self-doubt. “She
has an eye for color, but I wasna sure I’d care for it.”He noticed the placement of the speakers:
center, right, and left. Each produced sharp, clear sounds. “Yer installer has a good ear.” Elliott’s
disappointment eased. At least he wouldn’t have to spend several hours installing the system,
and if he were honest, he wouldn’t have placed the speakers in the same positions, which could
have reduced the sound quality.“Look.” She patted her hand against the tufted detail on the back
of a brown bonded-leather chair. “I got it just for ye.”“Shite, Louise. Have ye changed everything?
Ye know I liked the old one.”She shoved him into the chair. “Sit.”The pitch of the chair put him in a
comfortable position, and he sank into the supple leather cushions. Louise helped arrange his
injured leg on the matching ottoman. “Not bad,” he said. He closed his eyes and let his breath go
in a long, heavy sigh. The music and memories of his da and Sean MacKlenna ensnared him.In
this room, he would always hear the echo of their voices rising to a clamor over the merits of
beautiful horses and fast women—bloodlines and lovers. Although as volatile as the other two,
Elliott rarely joined the ruffle. He much preferred to toss kindling onto their disagreements, which
continued until they drained a bottle or two of whisky and their cigars died in peace.Louise gave
him a drink along with a pointed look. “Dinna get maudlin on me.”Elliott took the glass and stared
at the golden-hued liquid, praying it would placate the pain. “Is this the Macallan?”She slapped
her hand against her chest, emitting a sharp gasp. “Ye told me that’s what ye wanted. Dinna ye
trust me to give it to ye?”He covered the top of the glass with his hand and swirled the liquid.
“With the changes ye’ve made, I thought ye might forget.” The swirling agitated the dark amber
with a golden hue and released more of the honey and caramel scent. Slowly, he brought the
crystal to his lips and kissed the whisky. “Ah.” His tongue picked up the honey with a hint of peat
taste, and he sighed again. “Slainte.”The rocking chair creaked as Louise nestled into the seat
and raised her glass. “Slainte.” She sipped her wine. “Speaking of health, what’d yer doctor say
about yer surgery? Is this the last one?”“Possibly,”“If ye’d listen to yer medical team and go to
counseling, ye might heal this time.”He pointed his glass at her. “Damn, Lou. Don’t start in on
me.”She narrowed her eyes and tapped her fingers against the crystal goblet. “It’s been six years
since that bastard butchered your leg.”“Stop.” He gulped his drink. After a moment, he said, “Tell
me about Evelyn.”Her eyes widened, and the same girlish smile he’d first noticed so many years
earlier inched across her face. “We just celebrated twenty-five years together.”He raised his
glass. “Congratulations. And ye thought it wouldn’t last.”“I wish ye’d find someone ye could be
happy with for longer than six weeks. Ye’re not a young man now.”“That’s yer second reference to
my age, and I’ve only been here”—he glanced at the clock on the chimneypiece—“fifteen
minutes.”“I worry about ye, especially now that the MacKlennas and your da are gone. I dinna



want ye growing old alone.”Elliott sipped the whisky. The liquid slid down his throat, warming him
like a twill-weave plaid of fire. “I’ve got a hundred people on the farm. I’m never alone.”“There’s a
difference between being alone and lonely. And, at the end of the day, those people go back to
their safe, wee houses—to their families.” She cocked her head and studied him with troubled
eyes. “Who’s at MacKlenna Mansion waiting for ye?”He gave a tight shrug, or was it a flinch?
“Tate and Tabor.”She set her glass on the table, folded her arms across her chest, and settled
them comfortably beneath her large breasts. “They’re wonderful pets. Very devoted. But I’m
talking about a companion ye can have a conversation with, not a golden retriever or a long-
haired, tabby Maine Coon cat.”Her concerned gaze spilled over him, and he glanced
away.“Sean married a lass who understood the farm and its demands. So can ye.”“He was a
young lad when he met Mary,” Elliott said.“Ye need to be open to love. I’m not sure ye are. Ye’re
too strong-willed and private. Ye rarely let anyone see yer sensitive side.”“Shush.”She pointed
her finger at him. “Ye can shush yer mates, but don’t ye dare shush me.”As if on cue, a log
snapped in the fireplace. Louise irritated the hell out of him. She could be bitchy and possessive
where his well-being was concerned, but he loved her as a sister and had for thirty years. She
had stood by him when he’d screwed up with that married woman during college. So, he
tolerated her idiosyncrasies. Elliott had plenty of his own. Even Jesus would have a hard time
loving him.Louise cupped her cheek in her hand. “I dinna ken what I’m going to do with ye. I’m
talking about love, not sex, and not one of yer Thursday or Saturday night dates either. Those
women come with six-week expirations tattooed on their arses. Ye need a woman who’s a
priority in yer life, not just an option.”“Ye’re being a wee crabbit tonight. Go to bed.”“The truth
hurts, doesna it? Ye’re too self-oriented, but I love ye in spite of it.”“What the hell are ye talking
about?” Elliott said. “Are ye taking a psychology course now? Shite. Go back to astrology.”The
stereo remote sat on the table between them. He pushed the volume up arrow. The room filled
with sounds of a string quartet playing a Haydn composition. He didn’t know which one and
didn’t really care.Louise turned the volume down and moved the remote out of his reach.
“Turning the music up a bit, eh? Trying to tune me out?”“Don’t know why I thought I’d find any
peace here.”She handed over the remote. “Ye can be such an arsehole. How does yer staff
tolerate yer moods? Oh, pish.” She held out her hand as if that would stop him from answering.
“I’m the only beneficiary of yer black moods, aren’t I? Ye save up your shitey attitude just for
me.”She stepped over to the cupboard, poured another glass of wine, then busied herself at the
bar. He rested his head against the cool leather and closed his eyes again.“It’s going to be a
quiet holiday. I have one guest staying through the Hogmanay—a woman from America.”He
chuckled at the nonsequitur. Louise had long ago perfected the conversational device to redirect
uncomfortable discussions. “She must have family here.”“The travel agent who booked the room
said she was coming to do genealogy research.”He opened his eyes to finish his drink, but
instead frowned at the empty glass. Louise refilled his glass. “I bet she wears granny shoes, has
gray helmet-hair, and a bit of wobbly skin below her chin.”“Ye’re incorrigible. Please be civil to my
guest.”He had tolerated more than one noisy, obnoxious guest while visiting Louise. The way he



felt right now, he’d be a jerk to the granny-shoe woman. “Thank God I’ll be gone by the time she
gets here.”Louise glanced at her watch as she headed back to her chair. “Not unless ye’re
leaving within the hour.”“C’est la vie.”“Ye could go to the archives with her and solve that
eighteenth-century family mystery about the lad born on the wrong side of the sheets.”“I always
thought Grandda Fraser knew more than he let on when he told that story.”Louise settled once
again into the rocker. “Ye’re leaving tomorrow. Ye dinna have time to do research on this trip.
Maybe when ye come back after the February sales.”“The mystery’s likely buried so far under
old dusty books it’ll never see the blinding light of a winter afternoon.” A sharp pain shot down his
leg. He squirmed in discomfort. The whisky wasn’t working for him tonight. He slipped his thumb
and forefinger into his shirt pocket and snatched two pills he’d squirreled away, popping the
painkillers into his mouth.“I wonder why she’s traveling alone,” Louise said.He chased the pills
with a swig of whisky. “Holidays are a time for family.”Louise leaned forward, choking on her
drink.Elliott patted her back as she coughed. He watched until the high color faded from her
face. “Ye okay?”“Did ye hear what ye just said?”The rhetorical question lingered in the air where
it could stay for all he cared. He withdrew his hand from her back.“That’s why ye’re going to
Fraser House, so ye can celebrate by yerself?” She puffed up, looking rather put out. “Ye’ll be
wallowing in whisky all alone in that ancestral castle of yers.”“I wasn’t talking about me.”“So
what? Ye dinna deserve to be with people ye love and who love ye.”“It’s too late for me. I’m an old
—”She slapped her hand over his mouth. “Stop talking about age.”“Then get me another drink.
I’ll need it”—her hand muffled his voice—“if I’m going to be nice to yer granny-shoe-wearing
guest.”Chapter FiveLouise’s B&B, Edinburgh, Scotland – December 22MEREDITH’S PLANE
PREPARED to land at Edinburgh airport close to midnight. An easy smile came to her face when
the wheels touched down. No matter what else was going on in her life, when she stepped onto
Scottish soil, she experienced the same welcome home sensation. Scottish blood flowed in her
veins and Scotland filled her heart.Shortly before one o’clock, her driver pulled under the porte
cochere at Louise’s B&B on Great King Street in the city’s New Town section. She stifled a yawn
as she crossed the cobbled drive, hoping for a well-kept establishment, a quick welcome, and
the key to her room. That plan changed when she entered through the front door and draped her
coat across the arm of a Chippendale claw-and-ball settee.A crystal chandelier hung above a
family crest medallion set in the middle of the marble floor. The fixture showered the room with
golden light. Gorgeous. The restoration photographs she’d seen on the website hadn’t reflected
the true elegance of the eighteenth-century Georgian home. Her discerning eye perused the
oversized foyer’s woodwork, flocked wallpaper, and antique furniture that had convinced her to
book the room. At least I’ll be comfortable while I pace and wait for the pathology report.The
chauffeur entered behind her. “I’ll leave your bags next to the lift, Ms. Montgomery.” On his way
out, he handed her a business card. “If ye need a driver during yer stay, here’s my number.”She
examined the card before slipping it into her pocket.Laughter spilled from a room at the end of a
narrow hallway. She applied lip balm before crossing the threshold into a library painted a dark
brick red. Dozens of votive candles made lonely pools of light in shadowed corners.“Excuse me,”



she said to a woman. “Are you Louise?”A younger version of Golden Girl Betty White welcomed
Meredith with endearing blue eyes and a dimpled smile. Her toes pointed inward when she
walked, giving a bounce to each step. A multicolored sweater hung loose across her shoulders.
When she waved, inviting Meredith into the room, the empty sleeves danced like fluttering
butterflies, and a half dozen rings in different colors and styles jingled on her fingers.“Yes. And
you must be Meredith Montgomery?”The proprietress appeared too fun and flighty to live in a
stately room where soft white woodwork splashed against deep, red walls lined with
bookshelves filled with books by classic poets and Scottish artifacts.In Meredith’s periphery, she
saw a man dressed in a kilt and wearing a black walking boot push aside an ottoman and stand
with the aid of crutches.“I’m sorry to arrive so late. I hope I’m not interrupting,” she said.“Not at all.
Come in, dearie.” Louise’s lyrical brogue blended with the quartet playing on the audio system.
“Would ye like wine or tea?”Meredith wasn’t in the mood for a cup of tea or the B&B’s house
wine. She stepped to the hearth, to the brightly burning blaze, noticing three things. The man
had the most pleasing fragrance—fresh, spicy, woodsy, and reminiscent of a hike through a
Christmas tree farm. He held a crystal glass that contained neither wine nor tea. Also, a bottle of
Macallan sat on the bar. She nodded in his direction. “I’ll have what he’s having.”He smiled as if
she’d picked the right door on Let’s Make a Deal. “I’ll be yer barman, Lou.”The man’s melodic
and hypnotizing voice radiated sensuality and fluttered over her like a soft breeze of pure silk.
Meredith inhaled with her eyes. The tall, graying haired Scotsman with a runner’s lean body had
fine lines on his clean-shaven face. There was an irresistible and handsome quality about him.
When he offered her a cut crystal glass, his fingertips brushed her palm.“Louise forgot her
manners,” he said. “I’m Elliott Fraser.” He tilted his head a bit and glanced at the side of her head.
“Ye picked up a wee leaf.” He put his fingers in her hair and, after a couple of soft swipes, the
strands released the dried leaf. The two brief touches seemed unintentional, but a whetting of
interest shimmered in his rich-as-Belgian-chocolate eyes. She dropped her gaze, surprised that
she’d lost her infamous ‘cold and hardy’ grapevine composure. As a result, she found herself
staring at an enticing patch of dark brown chest hair in the triangle of his open-collared shirt
instead of his eyes.“Thank you,” she said, hoping she didn’t sound as breathy to him as she did
to herself.“Ye’re welcome to join us,” Louise said. “Or maybe ye’d rather take yer wee draft to yer
room? Elliott arrived a bit ago. We’ve been having a good blether.”A bit flustered, Meredith’s
brain flipped through the memorized dog-eared pages of her childhood English-Scottish
dictionary until she came to the definition of the word blether. “I don’t want to interrupt your chat,”
she said.“Ye’re a welcome distraction. I was starting to bore him,” Louise said, her eyes
twinkling.“Well, if you’re sure.” A few minutes earlier, Meredith had only wanted to find her bed,
but the warm, cozy room wrapped her in a toasty blanket, and she didn’t want to leave.“Ye
should stay,” Elliott said. “It’s warmer here than in yer guest room.”Louise propped her hands on
her hips. “Elliott Fraser.”He sent an air kiss in her direction. “I’m teasing, hen.” He turned toward
Meredith. “Since the renovations—”She waved away his explanation. “I’ve been in my share of
old houses with drafty rooms. That’s part of their charm.” She lowered herself to the overstuffed



sofa, and after sipping her drink asked, “How far did you travel, Mr. Fraser?”“I flew in from New
York City.” He braced the crutches against the table, turned his back to the chair, and gripped the
arms. His face neither tightened nor turned red as he held himself aloft and resettled his leg onto
the ottoman. When he sat, the kilt fell neatly over his thighs.“Those rolling Rs don’t sound like
Manhattan,” she said, pulling her gaze from the long leg stretched across the stool.“I was in New
York for a few days. I’m originally from the Highlands. What about ye? Have ye spent much time
here?”She traced the deep etching of the monogram on the tumbler with her fingertips. “Annual
trips since I was five, but I never picked up the accent.”“Ye don’t sound like a New Yorker either,”
he said.“San Francisco,” she said.He lifted his eyebrow in a curious arch, as if he were trying to
grasp a memory hanging out of reach.A text message beeped. Meredith reached for her phone
but came up with a blank screen. Elliott unclipped his phone. “Pardon me. I need to answer
this.”Louise picked at the doily-covered chair arm. The fire crackled, and a log snapped as it
gave way and turned to ash. Meredith sank into the deep cushions, curious about the man
texting on his cell phone with ringless fingers. She turned up her glass and chugged her
drink.Elliott finished his message and reclipped his phone to the kilt’s waistband just as Louise
nodded off, wineglass in hand. He snatched the glass. “Careful.”Her eyes shot open, and she
straightened. “What? Why’d ye take my drink?”“Ye were going to spill it.”“Oh.” She yawned her
way to her feet. “It’s time to find my bed, then. Come along, Meredith. I’ll show ye to yer room.
Elliott, please bank the fire? I’ll blow out the candles.”He stood, chuckling. “Good night,
Lou.”Although he reached for Meredith’s empty glass, she dodged him with an easy sidestep
and set the crystal on the mantel. “Thank you for playing barman, Mr. Fraser.”“Elliott,” he said,
nodding for emphasis. “My pleasure.”SEVERAL MINUTES LATER, Meredith closed the door to
the Robertson Clan Room and glanced around the suite decorated in green and red clan colors.
Nice. The rooms in the B&B were named after clans. Louise didn’t have a Montgomery suite so
Meredith settled on Robertson for no particular reason other than she liked the colors in the
picture on the website.She leaned her shoulder against the door, thinking. For once, her
thoughts didn’t zero in on her wine or the lump in her breast. The bull’s-eye was Elliott’s gaze—a
slow once-over filled with male appreciation. Normally, she found that sort of male appreciation
annoying, but she saw something behind his brown-eyed gaze that spoke of a kindred spirit.
That, she couldn’t ignore.Find a smooth-talking Scotsman.“Oh, Cate. This isn’t the time or
place.”Meredith kicked off her shoes and dug her toes into the thick, wool carpet, grounding
herself in something tangible.Even though she had to confess Elliott was hot, she knew a
confirmed bachelor when she saw one. Handsome, sexy, emotionally unavailable. A trail of
broken hearts probably extended from Scotland to New York and beyond. She didn’t intend to
add her heart to a trail of tears. Not even if a distraction was what she needed.FROM THE
MOMENT Meredith had entered the library, Elliott’s eyes stayed fixed on her, and he had to
touch her. First her hand, then her hair. He had lied about the leaf. With horses, he could touch
and pat and rub when he met them, but with women, he had to be more casual, nonthreatening.
And she had responded with a breathy voice.The skinny black jeans stretched over slim, toned



legs and ass had turned him on. Bet she’s a runner. The contours of sculpted arms and
shoulders were visible beneath a white fitted sweater. She was a classical beauty with a ring on
her left hand that spoke in a blurry whisper, “Married.” It didn’t stop him from looking,
though.Small breasts didn’t appeal to him, but her other assets—he whistled—particularly her
full, glossy lips, held him spellbound. His hands twitched, feeling an urge to run his fingers
deeper into the silky strands of black hair that fell in waves to just below her collarbone. He was
a sucker for long, silky hair and shapely legs.Elliott leaned on his crutches and swallowed the
last of his drink. Silky hair, shapely legs.He set the crystal on the mantel next to Meredith’s glass.
With his index finger, he rubbed the rim where her glossy mouth had touched. Lip balm was a
staple carried with runner’s gear to keep lips soft and moist. Kissable lips. The taste of honey
was his favorite.Now that his heart rate resumed its normal rhythm, he reflected on Doc’s text
message.“If Galahad’s blood work comes back negative,” the vet had said, “he’ll be released
from quarantine and allowed to go home.”Home was where the horse belonged. Elliott couldn’t
relax until the Thoroughbred stood in his stall on the farm.He grabbed the shovel from the
fireside tools and buried the flame beneath a heavy layer of ashes. A shovelful of the fire’s
residue dampened the flames, but left a sexual spark for a leggy Californian with eyes the color
of Scotland’s deep blue water at sunrise. It might be worth delaying his departure from
Edinburgh a day or two to squeeze in a bit of romance.“Aye, a bit of romance.” He turned out the
lights and hobbled down the hallway, quoting Robbie as he shuffled, “O my Luve’s like a red, red
rose that’s newly sprung in June…”Chapter FiveChapter FiveLouise’s B&B, Edinburgh,
Scotland – December 22MEREDITH’S PLANE PREPARED to land at Edinburgh airport close to
midnight. An easy smile came to her face when the wheels touched down. No matter what else
was going on in her life, when she stepped onto Scottish soil, she experienced the same
welcome home sensation. Scottish blood flowed in her veins and Scotland filled her
heart.Shortly before one o’clock, her driver pulled under the porte cochere at Louise’s B&B on
Great King Street in the city’s New Town section. She stifled a yawn as she crossed the cobbled
drive, hoping for a well-kept establishment, a quick welcome, and the key to her room. That plan
changed when she entered through the front door and draped her coat across the arm of a
Chippendale claw-and-ball settee.A crystal chandelier hung above a family crest medallion set
in the middle of the marble floor. The fixture showered the room with golden light. Gorgeous. The
restoration photographs she’d seen on the website hadn’t reflected the true elegance of the
eighteenth-century Georgian home. Her discerning eye perused the oversized foyer’s
woodwork, flocked wallpaper, and antique furniture that had convinced her to book the room. At
least I’ll be comfortable while I pace and wait for the pathology report.The chauffeur entered
behind her. “I’ll leave your bags next to the lift, Ms. Montgomery.” On his way out, he handed her
a business card. “If ye need a driver during yer stay, here’s my number.”She examined the card
before slipping it into her pocket.Laughter spilled from a room at the end of a narrow hallway.
She applied lip balm before crossing the threshold into a library painted a dark brick red. Dozens
of votive candles made lonely pools of light in shadowed corners.“Excuse me,” she said to a



woman. “Are you Louise?”A younger version of Golden Girl Betty White welcomed Meredith with
endearing blue eyes and a dimpled smile. Her toes pointed inward when she walked, giving a
bounce to each step. A multicolored sweater hung loose across her shoulders. When she
waved, inviting Meredith into the room, the empty sleeves danced like fluttering butterflies, and a
half dozen rings in different colors and styles jingled on her fingers.“Yes. And you must be
Meredith Montgomery?”The proprietress appeared too fun and flighty to live in a stately room
where soft white woodwork splashed against deep, red walls lined with bookshelves filled with
books by classic poets and Scottish artifacts.In Meredith’s periphery, she saw a man dressed in
a kilt and wearing a black walking boot push aside an ottoman and stand with the aid of
crutches.“I’m sorry to arrive so late. I hope I’m not interrupting,” she said.“Not at all. Come in,
dearie.” Louise’s lyrical brogue blended with the quartet playing on the audio system. “Would ye
like wine or tea?”Meredith wasn’t in the mood for a cup of tea or the B&B’s house wine. She
stepped to the hearth, to the brightly burning blaze, noticing three things. The man had the most
pleasing fragrance—fresh, spicy, woodsy, and reminiscent of a hike through a Christmas tree
farm. He held a crystal glass that contained neither wine nor tea. Also, a bottle of Macallan sat
on the bar. She nodded in his direction. “I’ll have what he’s having.”He smiled as if she’d picked
the right door on Let’s Make a Deal. “I’ll be yer barman, Lou.”The man’s melodic and hypnotizing
voice radiated sensuality and fluttered over her like a soft breeze of pure silk. Meredith inhaled
with her eyes. The tall, graying haired Scotsman with a runner’s lean body had fine lines on his
clean-shaven face. There was an irresistible and handsome quality about him. When he offered
her a cut crystal glass, his fingertips brushed her palm.“Louise forgot her manners,” he said. “I’m
Elliott Fraser.” He tilted his head a bit and glanced at the side of her head. “Ye picked up a wee
leaf.” He put his fingers in her hair and, after a couple of soft swipes, the strands released the
dried leaf. The two brief touches seemed unintentional, but a whetting of interest shimmered in
his rich-as-Belgian-chocolate eyes. She dropped her gaze, surprised that she’d lost her
infamous ‘cold and hardy’ grapevine composure. As a result, she found herself staring at an
enticing patch of dark brown chest hair in the triangle of his open-collared shirt instead of his
eyes.“Thank you,” she said, hoping she didn’t sound as breathy to him as she did to
herself.“Ye’re welcome to join us,” Louise said. “Or maybe ye’d rather take yer wee draft to yer
room? Elliott arrived a bit ago. We’ve been having a good blether.”A bit flustered, Meredith’s
brain flipped through the memorized dog-eared pages of her childhood English-Scottish
dictionary until she came to the definition of the word blether. “I don’t want to interrupt your chat,”
she said.“Ye’re a welcome distraction. I was starting to bore him,” Louise said, her eyes
twinkling.“Well, if you’re sure.” A few minutes earlier, Meredith had only wanted to find her bed,
but the warm, cozy room wrapped her in a toasty blanket, and she didn’t want to leave.“Ye
should stay,” Elliott said. “It’s warmer here than in yer guest room.”Louise propped her hands on
her hips. “Elliott Fraser.”He sent an air kiss in her direction. “I’m teasing, hen.” He turned toward
Meredith. “Since the renovations—”She waved away his explanation. “I’ve been in my share of
old houses with drafty rooms. That’s part of their charm.” She lowered herself to the overstuffed



sofa, and after sipping her drink asked, “How far did you travel, Mr. Fraser?”“I flew in from New
York City.” He braced the crutches against the table, turned his back to the chair, and gripped the
arms. His face neither tightened nor turned red as he held himself aloft and resettled his leg onto
the ottoman. When he sat, the kilt fell neatly over his thighs.“Those rolling Rs don’t sound like
Manhattan,” she said, pulling her gaze from the long leg stretched across the stool.“I was in New
York for a few days. I’m originally from the Highlands. What about ye? Have ye spent much time
here?”She traced the deep etching of the monogram on the tumbler with her fingertips. “Annual
trips since I was five, but I never picked up the accent.”“Ye don’t sound like a New Yorker either,”
he said.“San Francisco,” she said.He lifted his eyebrow in a curious arch, as if he were trying to
grasp a memory hanging out of reach.A text message beeped. Meredith reached for her phone
but came up with a blank screen. Elliott unclipped his phone. “Pardon me. I need to answer
this.”Louise picked at the doily-covered chair arm. The fire crackled, and a log snapped as it
gave way and turned to ash. Meredith sank into the deep cushions, curious about the man
texting on his cell phone with ringless fingers. She turned up her glass and chugged her
drink.Elliott finished his message and reclipped his phone to the kilt’s waistband just as Louise
nodded off, wineglass in hand. He snatched the glass. “Careful.”Her eyes shot open, and she
straightened. “What? Why’d ye take my drink?”“Ye were going to spill it.”“Oh.” She yawned her
way to her feet. “It’s time to find my bed, then. Come along, Meredith. I’ll show ye to yer room.
Elliott, please bank the fire? I’ll blow out the candles.”He stood, chuckling. “Good night,
Lou.”Although he reached for Meredith’s empty glass, she dodged him with an easy sidestep
and set the crystal on the mantel. “Thank you for playing barman, Mr. Fraser.”“Elliott,” he said,
nodding for emphasis. “My pleasure.”SEVERAL MINUTES LATER, Meredith closed the door to
the Robertson Clan Room and glanced around the suite decorated in green and red clan colors.
Nice. The rooms in the B&B were named after clans. Louise didn’t have a Montgomery suite so
Meredith settled on Robertson for no particular reason other than she liked the colors in the
picture on the website.She leaned her shoulder against the door, thinking. For once, her
thoughts didn’t zero in on her wine or the lump in her breast. The bull’s-eye was Elliott’s gaze—a
slow once-over filled with male appreciation. Normally, she found that sort of male appreciation
annoying, but she saw something behind his brown-eyed gaze that spoke of a kindred spirit.
That, she couldn’t ignore.Find a smooth-talking Scotsman.“Oh, Cate. This isn’t the time or
place.”Meredith kicked off her shoes and dug her toes into the thick, wool carpet, grounding
herself in something tangible.Even though she had to confess Elliott was hot, she knew a
confirmed bachelor when she saw one. Handsome, sexy, emotionally unavailable. A trail of
broken hearts probably extended from Scotland to New York and beyond. She didn’t intend to
add her heart to a trail of tears. Not even if a distraction was what she needed.FROM THE
MOMENT Meredith had entered the library, Elliott’s eyes stayed fixed on her, and he had to
touch her. First her hand, then her hair. He had lied about the leaf. With horses, he could touch
and pat and rub when he met them, but with women, he had to be more casual, nonthreatening.
And she had responded with a breathy voice.The skinny black jeans stretched over slim, toned



legs and ass had turned him on. Bet she’s a runner. The contours of sculpted arms and
shoulders were visible beneath a white fitted sweater. She was a classical beauty with a ring on
her left hand that spoke in a blurry whisper, “Married.” It didn’t stop him from looking,
though.Small breasts didn’t appeal to him, but her other assets—he whistled—particularly her
full, glossy lips, held him spellbound. His hands twitched, feeling an urge to run his fingers
deeper into the silky strands of black hair that fell in waves to just below her collarbone. He was
a sucker for long, silky hair and shapely legs.Elliott leaned on his crutches and swallowed the
last of his drink. Silky hair, shapely legs.He set the crystal on the mantel next to Meredith’s glass.
With his index finger, he rubbed the rim where her glossy mouth had touched. Lip balm was a
staple carried with runner’s gear to keep lips soft and moist. Kissable lips. The taste of honey
was his favorite.Now that his heart rate resumed its normal rhythm, he reflected on Doc’s text
message.“If Galahad’s blood work comes back negative,” the vet had said, “he’ll be released
from quarantine and allowed to go home.”Home was where the horse belonged. Elliott couldn’t
relax until the Thoroughbred stood in his stall on the farm.He grabbed the shovel from the
fireside tools and buried the flame beneath a heavy layer of ashes. A shovelful of the fire’s
residue dampened the flames, but left a sexual spark for a leggy Californian with eyes the color
of Scotland’s deep blue water at sunrise. It might be worth delaying his departure from
Edinburgh a day or two to squeeze in a bit of romance.“Aye, a bit of romance.” He turned out the
lights and hobbled down the hallway, quoting Robbie as he shuffled, “O my Luve’s like a red, red
rose that’s newly sprung in June…”Chapter SixEdinburgh, Scotland – December 23ELLIOTT’S
CELL PHONE RANG, sending the god-awful Brady Bunch ringtone throughout the darkened
guest room. He knew every inch of the Fraser Clan Room. Louise had decorated the suite to
resemble his red, blue, and green tartan, and he had never slept in any of the other B&B guest
rooms. When she remodeled, she had updated the furniture but kept the same color scheme;
otherwise, he wouldn’t have come back. He didn’t like change.On the second ring, he shook the
damn phone as if that would restore its original programming, but the nauseating sound couldn’t
be blamed on the device. The fault fell solely on his goddaughter’s dry sense of humor.The
illuminated hands on his wristwatch pointed to seven o’clock. When he rolled over, he put
pressure on his wound. A rush of air hissed through his front teeth. “Damn.” He jabbed the
answer button on the phone. “Fraser.”A gasp, and then: “This is Alice.”Elliott scratched his head,
hoping that would peel away the confusion and pain. Why the hell is she calling me now? The
Highlands housekeeper never called unless there was a bloody problem. He sat straight up in
the king-sized bed. Another hot stream of pain surged through his leg.“I’m sorry to bother you.
Yer email didna tell me what time ye planned to leave for Fraser House. The water pipe we fixed
in the fall sprung another leak,” she said without pausing for a breath. “The plumber’s on his way.
I wanted ye to know before ye left Edinburgh.”The throbbing in his leg jumped to his head with
the vigor of a damn flea. “What kind of damage are ye talking about?”“Ye might need a new floor
in the kitchen.”He puffed up his cheeks then let his breath out in a burst of frustration.“That’s all I
can tell ye until the workmen get here.”“Ye didn’t mention the wine cellar.” The value of the



priceless wine collection could exceed the cost of repairing the entire six-hundred-year-old
estate. He shuddered, feeling his da rolling over in his urn.“We found the leak before it damaged
those old dusty bottles.”The din of money slipping through his fingers quieted. A chain of
unrelated events crept along the edges of his foul mood, threatening to destroy his holiday. First
Galahad. Now the castle. “Do what has to be done.” He grumbled as if he were a Scrooge-like,
miserly hoarder who hated to spend a pence to save a pound. The grumbling sounded like his
father. The pain in his leg inched up into his chest, sharp and heavy. “I’ll drive up
later.”Exasperated, he slumped against the headboard, considering his options. How in hell
could he have a peaceful holiday with a rattling jackhammer digging up the floor? Visions of
horses, construction workers, and leggy researchers jogged around the track in his brain. A wee
bit of romance might be more conducive to healing than dealing with those bastard contractors
Alice usually hired at a rate more than they were worth for the services they performed.Decision
made, he called Kevin. “We’re staying.”“What? Where?” Kevin asked, groggy with sleep.“Bring
my bags to the B&B. I’ll explain.”A muffled female voice said, “You don’t have to leave?”Elliott
held the phone away from his ear and glared at the instrument—the enemy, the bearer of bad
news. He tossed it across the bed.AFTER CHECKING EMAIL and showering, Elliott went in
search of Louise. He entered the Sinclair Clan Dining Room, calling her name, “Louise, where
are ye? Louise.”Meredith poked her head up over the end of a long table dominating the green
and light blue room. “She’s in the kitchen.”He stretched his neck, glancing beyond the tabletop
and the tacky orange and white chairs. “Do ye need help?”“I dropped my notebook and the clips
came undone.” Her voice held a steely thread of tension. “I’m trying to pick up the pages so they
stay in order.” Dozens of documents in plastic sleeves spread across the Oriental rug like fully
extended accordion bellows. “Shoot.” She swept the loose pages into the notebook and
slammed it shut. “He’s changed the slicks anyway.”Her cell phone rang, and she yanked the
phone off the table. With the notebook in one hand and the phone in the other, she hurried into
the front sitting room. Her voice trailed behind her. “I want to review them now, Gregory, not in a
half hour. I don’t care that they’re not the final slicks. I want to see the artistic direction. Email
them now.”Elliott eavesdropped as he poured a cup of coffee from the silver service on the
buffet. Although he still drank tea, Lou always had coffee ready. While Meredith’s call continued,
he glanced at the front page of The Edinburgh Evening News spread open on the table.
Hogmanay tickets? Attending the Concert in the Gardens would be a nice diversion, and maybe
even The Keilidh events. He’d see what plans Louise had made.Meredith returned to the dining
room with her cheeks wearing a lovely shade of pink. “I’m sorry. That was rude.” She glanced at
her phone as if considering whether she needed to make another apology. “I’m usually onsite
when there’s a big project in the development stage.”“I hope the problem’s resolved.”“Not yet.”
She returned to her seat and took a sip of coffee. “What do you do, Elliott?”He placed the coffee
cup on the table and sat across from her. “Manage a Thoroughbred operation in Lexington,
Kentucky.”She tilted her head, scrunched her eyebrows. “I thought you were from New York.”“No,
I flew in from New York.”She lined up the phone, pen, ChapStick, and highlighter in height order



on top of the binder.Elliott pinched his lips together, intrigued by her idiosyncrasies.“Lexington
claims to be the horse capital of the world. The city must have more horses than people,” she
said.“The claim’s based on economic impact of the industry, not on horse population.”She
regarded him while she fiddled with a spoon. Something glimmered behind her carefully veiled
eyes. “Do you race your horses?”“Yes.”“Do you win?”He threw her a crooked grin. “I always
intend to. Occasionally I don’t, but that doesn’t happen often. What about ye?” He nodded
toward her binder. “Do ye usually win?”“Like you, I always intend to.”Charlie’s Welcome blared
from his phone. He pulled the device from his shirt pocket. “My goddaughter and I accidentally
switched phones a few months ago. She downloaded ringtones for several of my contacts. The
music is always a surprise.”“Teenagers love those, don’t they?”“Teenagers, yes, but Kit’s twenty-
five. Excuse me. I need to take this call.” He pushed the answer button, “Fraser.” After telling the
caller to hold, he tucked the crutches under his arm and hobbled into the front sitting room
where he closed the door behind him. Experience told him that having a short conversation with
his father’s solicitor was impossible.Thirty minutes later, sitting in front of the narrow window
overlooking Great King Street, he stared off into the distance, seeing nothing in particular. He
circled his finger in the air. The lawyer couldn’t see Elliott give the wrap-up signal and, even if he
had, he’d continue to drone on. That was the kind of man he was, and he flunked Elliott’s
patience test.Since his father’s heart attack a few months earlier, Elliott had learned all he
needed to know about probate in Scotland. He was his father’s only child, only heir. Bottom line:
at its end, a man’s life should amount to more than a catalog of assets.He barged in on the
man’s soliloquy. “I’ll be there at two o’clock to review the documents.” He disconnected before
the long-winded solicitor had a chance to take a breath. With that stomach-churning business
disposed of, Elliott returned to the dining room to find Meredith gone.“Damn.”Louise’s familiar
clogs clomped across the hallway’s marble floor. “I heard that.” She kissed his cheek. “So what’s
put ye in such a dreadful mood?”“Da’s solicitor.”“Egads. If that’s how yer morning started, ye
better go back to bed. The day willna get any better.”“It had a god-awful start, then a delightful
reprieve.”She patted his belly. “Ye need breakfast. An empty stomach makes ye grumpy.”“If
anything can improve my day, breakfast carries the best odds.”“Sit. I’ll get yer plate.” She hurried
into the kitchen. “Did ye talk to Meredith earlier?”He braced the crutches against the wall and
returned to the chair he’d vacated. “Did ye see her go out?”“Which time? When she went for a
run before dawn, or when she left to go to the National Archives?”He grimaced, rubbing his
thigh. “I figured her for a runner.” He’d run several marathons, and he’d even done an Ironman
while in his thirties. Now he only competed in his dreams, or—more appropriately—nightmares.
He gave his thigh a final squeeze, then reached for the coffee cup.“What’d ye say?” Louise
asked.“Nothing,” he said in a voice that had lost its power. After a few sips of coffee, he asked,
“Why do ye think a beautiful woman would spend the holidays alone in a foreign country?”Louise
set a fresh pot of coffee and a plate loaded with bacon, sausages, mushrooms, tomatoes, fried
eggs, homemade scones, and haggis on the table. “Ask her.”He shook his head. “I might not like
the answer.”Louise sat and poured a cup of tea. “What’s the matter? Ye’re distracted.”He pushed



food around the plate. “It’s just the holidays.”Her discerning eyes studied him over the rim of her
cup. “Ye want to escape. That’s not easy for ye. Ye’d have to find a way through those
impenetrable walls ye constructed. Ye sure as hell canna go over them. Ye’re stuck, old boy. Ye
canna get out any easier than ye can let someone in.”He rubbed his chest, pretending to nurse
his wounds. “If ye weren’t a lesbian, I’d ask ye to marry me. Then I wouldn’t have to worry about
any damn walls.”She stuck a fork into his eggs and snatched a bite from his plate. “If I didna love
ye, I wouldna put up with yer black moods.”“Ye have to. Ye’re sleeping with my sister.”“Evelyn’s
not yer sister.”He gave a slight shrug. “Stepsister, sort of. And where the hell is she? I thought
she was coming in from London this morning.”“She’s delayed until late afternoon. She’ll be sick
she missed ye.”He drilled into the sausage. “I decided to stay through Christmas.”Louise pointed
toward Meredith’s empty plate.He wiggled his left-hand ring finger. “Didn’t ye notice what she
was wearing?”Louise waved him off. “She’s not yer type.”“This should be good. What’s my type?
I want to hear this.”“Petite, blue-eyed, blond-haired women with larger bust measurements than
IQs.” She elbowed him in the arm. “Tall, skinny, small-busted women have never turned ye on,
and ye know it.”He stopped eating and considered her observation before announcing, “Ye don’t
know what ye’re talking about. I’ve dated tall brunettes, even a couple of redheads.”Louse stuck
out her chest and shimmied. “And they’ve all had big boobs.”He rolled his eyes then tucked into
his breakfast again. “I’m not going to apologize for enjoying well-endowed women.”Louise’s
schoolgirl laughter twittered through the room. “Why aren’t ye leaving today?”“Last night ye told
me to spend the holidays with family.”“I didna think you were listening.” Her eyes brightened.
“That means ye’ll be here for the Hogmanay? Kevin will be here, too. He can have the room on
the other side of ye. If I’d known, he could have had the adjoining room instead of
Meredith.”Elliott wagged his brow. Louise swatted his hand with the backs of her fingers. “The
door’s double bolted.”“I’m bogged down with misfortune, and ye don’t care.”“Care?” she
squeaked. “Here’s a dose of reality. Meredith is married. That makes her off limits. And ye canna
even talk to yer father’s solicitor without tearing up. How the hell do ye think ye can stay at Fraser
House over the holidays?”“Kevin’s with me.”“He’s yer mini-me. He’ll be crying in his whisky right
along with ye.”Elliott took the last bite of haggis and pushed the plate away. “The lad’s gone back
to wine.”She threw up her hands. “Finish yer breakfast and go to work.”“What time does Evelyn
get back? Do ye want to go to Number One for dinner?”“How can ye think of dinner after eating
enough calories for an entire week?”He tossed his napkin onto the table. “I was in the hospital
for five days. I don’t eat that food.”“Because Kevin brings ye gourmet meals. If ye’re buying, I’d
love to go to dinner.”He scowled. “Don’t I always?”Louise pulled her phone out of her pocket. “I’ll
text Evelyn and call Gary at the restaurant. What time? Seven?”“Whenever he can seat us.”“I’ll
make a reservation for four. Meredith might join us.”“Oh, I’m sure she’d find two lesbians and a
broken down old Highlander very entertaining.”Louise shot to her feet, grabbing a dirty dish in
each hand. “The next time ye refer to yer age, I’m going to smack ye. Now get out of here so I
can clean up.”Elliott pushed away from the table. “I’ll be working in the library.”She clopped into
the kitchen. “Whatever makes ye happy.”Chapter SixChapter SixEdinburgh, Scotland –



December 23ELLIOTT’S CELL PHONE RANG, sending the god-awful Brady Bunch ringtone
throughout the darkened guest room. He knew every inch of the Fraser Clan Room. Louise had
decorated the suite to resemble his red, blue, and green tartan, and he had never slept in any of
the other B&B guest rooms. When she remodeled, she had updated the furniture but kept the
same color scheme; otherwise, he wouldn’t have come back. He didn’t like change.On the
second ring, he shook the damn phone as if that would restore its original programming, but the
nauseating sound couldn’t be blamed on the device. The fault fell solely on his goddaughter’s
dry sense of humor.The illuminated hands on his wristwatch pointed to seven o’clock. When he
rolled over, he put pressure on his wound. A rush of air hissed through his front teeth. “Damn.”
He jabbed the answer button on the phone. “Fraser.”A gasp, and then: “This is Alice.”Elliott
scratched his head, hoping that would peel away the confusion and pain. Why the hell is she
calling me now? The Highlands housekeeper never called unless there was a bloody problem.
He sat straight up in the king-sized bed. Another hot stream of pain surged through his leg.“I’m
sorry to bother you. Yer email didna tell me what time ye planned to leave for Fraser House. The
water pipe we fixed in the fall sprung another leak,” she said without pausing for a breath. “The
plumber’s on his way. I wanted ye to know before ye left Edinburgh.”The throbbing in his leg
jumped to his head with the vigor of a damn flea. “What kind of damage are ye talking
about?”“Ye might need a new floor in the kitchen.”He puffed up his cheeks then let his breath out
in a burst of frustration.“That’s all I can tell ye until the workmen get here.”“Ye didn’t mention the
wine cellar.” The value of the priceless wine collection could exceed the cost of repairing the
entire six-hundred-year-old estate. He shuddered, feeling his da rolling over in his urn.“We found
the leak before it damaged those old dusty bottles.”The din of money slipping through his fingers
quieted. A chain of unrelated events crept along the edges of his foul mood, threatening to
destroy his holiday. First Galahad. Now the castle. “Do what has to be done.” He grumbled as if
he were a Scrooge-like, miserly hoarder who hated to spend a pence to save a pound. The
grumbling sounded like his father. The pain in his leg inched up into his chest, sharp and heavy.
“I’ll drive up later.”Exasperated, he slumped against the headboard, considering his options.
How in hell could he have a peaceful holiday with a rattling jackhammer digging up the floor?
Visions of horses, construction workers, and leggy researchers jogged around the track in his
brain. A wee bit of romance might be more conducive to healing than dealing with those bastard
contractors Alice usually hired at a rate more than they were worth for the services they
performed.Decision made, he called Kevin. “We’re staying.”“What? Where?” Kevin asked,
groggy with sleep.“Bring my bags to the B&B. I’ll explain.”A muffled female voice said, “You don’t
have to leave?”Elliott held the phone away from his ear and glared at the instrument—the
enemy, the bearer of bad news. He tossed it across the bed.AFTER CHECKING EMAIL and
showering, Elliott went in search of Louise. He entered the Sinclair Clan Dining Room, calling
her name, “Louise, where are ye? Louise.”Meredith poked her head up over the end of a long
table dominating the green and light blue room. “She’s in the kitchen.”He stretched his neck,
glancing beyond the tabletop and the tacky orange and white chairs. “Do ye need help?”“I



dropped my notebook and the clips came undone.” Her voice held a steely thread of tension. “I’m
trying to pick up the pages so they stay in order.” Dozens of documents in plastic sleeves spread
across the Oriental rug like fully extended accordion bellows. “Shoot.” She swept the loose
pages into the notebook and slammed it shut. “He’s changed the slicks anyway.”Her cell phone
rang, and she yanked the phone off the table. With the notebook in one hand and the phone in
the other, she hurried into the front sitting room. Her voice trailed behind her. “I want to review
them now, Gregory, not in a half hour. I don’t care that they’re not the final slicks. I want to see the
artistic direction. Email them now.”Elliott eavesdropped as he poured a cup of coffee from the
silver service on the buffet. Although he still drank tea, Lou always had coffee ready. While
Meredith’s call continued, he glanced at the front page of The Edinburgh Evening News spread
open on the table. Hogmanay tickets? Attending the Concert in the Gardens would be a nice
diversion, and maybe even The Keilidh events. He’d see what plans Louise had made.Meredith
returned to the dining room with her cheeks wearing a lovely shade of pink. “I’m sorry. That was
rude.” She glanced at her phone as if considering whether she needed to make another apology.
“I’m usually onsite when there’s a big project in the development stage.”“I hope the problem’s
resolved.”“Not yet.” She returned to her seat and took a sip of coffee. “What do you do,
Elliott?”He placed the coffee cup on the table and sat across from her. “Manage a Thoroughbred
operation in Lexington, Kentucky.”She tilted her head, scrunched her eyebrows. “I thought you
were from New York.”“No, I flew in from New York.”She lined up the phone, pen, ChapStick, and
highlighter in height order on top of the binder.Elliott pinched his lips together, intrigued by her
idiosyncrasies.“Lexington claims to be the horse capital of the world. The city must have more
horses than people,” she said.“The claim’s based on economic impact of the industry, not on
horse population.”She regarded him while she fiddled with a spoon. Something glimmered
behind her carefully veiled eyes. “Do you race your horses?”“Yes.”“Do you win?”He threw her a
crooked grin. “I always intend to. Occasionally I don’t, but that doesn’t happen often. What about
ye?” He nodded toward her binder. “Do ye usually win?”“Like you, I always intend to.”Charlie’s
Welcome blared from his phone. He pulled the device from his shirt pocket. “My goddaughter
and I accidentally switched phones a few months ago. She downloaded ringtones for several of
my contacts. The music is always a surprise.”“Teenagers love those, don’t they?”“Teenagers,
yes, but Kit’s twenty-five. Excuse me. I need to take this call.” He pushed the answer button,
“Fraser.” After telling the caller to hold, he tucked the crutches under his arm and hobbled into
the front sitting room where he closed the door behind him. Experience told him that having a
short conversation with his father’s solicitor was impossible.Thirty minutes later, sitting in front of
the narrow window overlooking Great King Street, he stared off into the distance, seeing nothing
in particular. He circled his finger in the air. The lawyer couldn’t see Elliott give the wrap-up signal
and, even if he had, he’d continue to drone on. That was the kind of man he was, and he flunked
Elliott’s patience test.Since his father’s heart attack a few months earlier, Elliott had learned all
he needed to know about probate in Scotland. He was his father’s only child, only heir. Bottom
line: at its end, a man’s life should amount to more than a catalog of assets.He barged in on the



man’s soliloquy. “I’ll be there at two o’clock to review the documents.” He disconnected before
the long-winded solicitor had a chance to take a breath. With that stomach-churning business
disposed of, Elliott returned to the dining room to find Meredith gone.“Damn.”Louise’s familiar
clogs clomped across the hallway’s marble floor. “I heard that.” She kissed his cheek. “So what’s
put ye in such a dreadful mood?”“Da’s solicitor.”“Egads. If that’s how yer morning started, ye
better go back to bed. The day willna get any better.”“It had a god-awful start, then a delightful
reprieve.”She patted his belly. “Ye need breakfast. An empty stomach makes ye grumpy.”“If
anything can improve my day, breakfast carries the best odds.”“Sit. I’ll get yer plate.” She hurried
into the kitchen. “Did ye talk to Meredith earlier?”He braced the crutches against the wall and
returned to the chair he’d vacated. “Did ye see her go out?”“Which time? When she went for a
run before dawn, or when she left to go to the National Archives?”He grimaced, rubbing his
thigh. “I figured her for a runner.” He’d run several marathons, and he’d even done an Ironman
while in his thirties. Now he only competed in his dreams, or—more appropriately—nightmares.
He gave his thigh a final squeeze, then reached for the coffee cup.“What’d ye say?” Louise
asked.“Nothing,” he said in a voice that had lost its power. After a few sips of coffee, he asked,
“Why do ye think a beautiful woman would spend the holidays alone in a foreign country?”Louise
set a fresh pot of coffee and a plate loaded with bacon, sausages, mushrooms, tomatoes, fried
eggs, homemade scones, and haggis on the table. “Ask her.”He shook his head. “I might not like
the answer.”Louise sat and poured a cup of tea. “What’s the matter? Ye’re distracted.”He pushed
food around the plate. “It’s just the holidays.”Her discerning eyes studied him over the rim of her
cup. “Ye want to escape. That’s not easy for ye. Ye’d have to find a way through those
impenetrable walls ye constructed. Ye sure as hell canna go over them. Ye’re stuck, old boy. Ye
canna get out any easier than ye can let someone in.”He rubbed his chest, pretending to nurse
his wounds. “If ye weren’t a lesbian, I’d ask ye to marry me. Then I wouldn’t have to worry about
any damn walls.”She stuck a fork into his eggs and snatched a bite from his plate. “If I didna love
ye, I wouldna put up with yer black moods.”“Ye have to. Ye’re sleeping with my sister.”“Evelyn’s
not yer sister.”He gave a slight shrug. “Stepsister, sort of. And where the hell is she? I thought
she was coming in from London this morning.”“She’s delayed until late afternoon. She’ll be sick
she missed ye.”He drilled into the sausage. “I decided to stay through Christmas.”Louise pointed
toward Meredith’s empty plate.He wiggled his left-hand ring finger. “Didn’t ye notice what she
was wearing?”Louise waved him off. “She’s not yer type.”“This should be good. What’s my type?
I want to hear this.”“Petite, blue-eyed, blond-haired women with larger bust measurements than
IQs.” She elbowed him in the arm. “Tall, skinny, small-busted women have never turned ye on,
and ye know it.”He stopped eating and considered her observation before announcing, “Ye don’t
know what ye’re talking about. I’ve dated tall brunettes, even a couple of redheads.”Louse stuck
out her chest and shimmied. “And they’ve all had big boobs.”He rolled his eyes then tucked into
his breakfast again. “I’m not going to apologize for enjoying well-endowed women.”Louise’s
schoolgirl laughter twittered through the room. “Why aren’t ye leaving today?”“Last night ye told
me to spend the holidays with family.”“I didna think you were listening.” Her eyes brightened.



“That means ye’ll be here for the Hogmanay? Kevin will be here, too. He can have the room on
the other side of ye. If I’d known, he could have had the adjoining room instead of
Meredith.”Elliott wagged his brow. Louise swatted his hand with the backs of her fingers. “The
door’s double bolted.”“I’m bogged down with misfortune, and ye don’t care.”“Care?” she
squeaked. “Here’s a dose of reality. Meredith is married. That makes her off limits. And ye canna
even talk to yer father’s solicitor without tearing up. How the hell do ye think ye can stay at Fraser
House over the holidays?”“Kevin’s with me.”“He’s yer mini-me. He’ll be crying in his whisky right
along with ye.”Elliott took the last bite of haggis and pushed the plate away. “The lad’s gone back
to wine.”She threw up her hands. “Finish yer breakfast and go to work.”“What time does Evelyn
get back? Do ye want to go to Number One for dinner?”“How can ye think of dinner after eating
enough calories for an entire week?”He tossed his napkin onto the table. “I was in the hospital
for five days. I don’t eat that food.”“Because Kevin brings ye gourmet meals. If ye’re buying, I’d
love to go to dinner.”He scowled. “Don’t I always?”Louise pulled her phone out of her pocket. “I’ll
text Evelyn and call Gary at the restaurant. What time? Seven?”“Whenever he can seat us.”“I’ll
make a reservation for four. Meredith might join us.”“Oh, I’m sure she’d find two lesbians and a
broken down old Highlander very entertaining.”Louise shot to her feet, grabbing a dirty dish in
each hand. “The next time ye refer to yer age, I’m going to smack ye. Now get out of here so I
can clean up.”Elliott pushed away from the table. “I’ll be working in the library.”She clopped into
the kitchen. “Whatever makes ye happy.”Chapter SevenSolicitor’s Office, Edinburgh, Scotland –
December 23ELLIOTT MET WITH the solicitor in his law office on Dublin Street. The fixtures
and furnishings in the stuffy, dark office dated back to the beginning of the twentieth century.
Stacks of books and legal documents covered every dusty surface in the cluttered two-room
office suite. The dust made Elliott sneeze. The obtuse lawyer continued his earlier probate
recitation and never once inquired about Elliott’s health. Not that Elliott cared, but the lack of
social graces confirmed for Elliott that his father had hired the solicitor because of a low hourly
rate and not for legal competence or social skills.During the two-hour conference, Elliott missed
a dose of pain medication that soured an already bitter mood.He had loved his tight-fisted father,
but after reading through the estate documents, years of built-up resentment settled in Elliott’s
gut. He had known the extensive wine collection that dated back two hundred years was worth a
few million, but he hadn’t known the extent of his father’s stock portfolio. The man had been a
multimillionaire several times over yet had lived a pauper’s life. Elliott had had dozens of
arguments with the old man trying to convince him to sell a few bottles of wine to pay for the
annual upkeep on the castle, but his father always refused, saying it wasn’t his wine to sell. He
had inherited and added to the collection, and the cellar would remain intact for the next
generation. Now that Elliott owned the wine, he’d sell off every last bottle.The lawyer regaled
Elliott with stories of his father that he had heard dozens of time. So he tuned out the solicitor.
Instead of listening, he mentally drafted an outline of conditions for an estate sale at Christie’s.
The collection had caused too much dissention in the family. He’d call the auction house in
London to start working out the details.With a plan in place and an opening in the conversation,



Elliott escaped, leaving behind the solicitor with his ill-fitting toupee and droning voice.Elliott’s
leg burned with the heat of an iron poker sizzling in the fire. At his urging, David sped through
town, rushing back to the B&B. As soon as they entered the library, Elliott grabbed a small
medical kit from his briefcase and withdrew a syringe.David snatched the syringe from Elliott’s
hand. “Give that to me.”He set his teeth. “I can do it.”“Ye’ll stick the needle in yer dick.”He didn’t
have the energy to argue, so he lifted his kilt. When the needle punctured his skin, he flinched.
There was nothing gentle about David’s touch.David took a measure of the amount of
medication left in the bottle. He nodded as if putting the demarcation line to memory. “Do not do
this yerself.”Elliott knew how many syringes the remaining medication would fill. If he took the
drug as prescribed, the bottle could last a few days.David put the medical kit away. “Where’s
Kevin? The lad said he’d be here when we got back.”“He had lunch plans.”“He needs to get his
sorry ass back here.”Elliott snarled. “I don’t need a damn babysitter. Louise’s hovering is enough
to send me to the whisky bottle.”“So that’s yer excuse now?”Elliott rounded on his friend. “Don’t
ye have a crime to solve?”“No.”“Then go visit yer sister.”“She’s working.”“Then go write yer
memoir.”David clamped his jaw and gave Elliott a steely-eyed glare.Elliott’s lips twisted into a sly
smile. “Alice told me.”David’s chest rose as he took a deep breath. “If a lad can’t trust his mother
—”“She’s proud of what ye did in battle. Not many have earned the Victoria Cross. That’s an
honor unlike any other.”“Pride can get a man killed.” David’s voice went from brusque to
edgy.“Ye’re not on the battlefield now,” Elliott said.“Life’s a battlefield. Those who forget get hurt.”
David walked toward the door, saying over his shoulder, “I’ll be back to take ye to dinner. Get
some sleep. It’d be good for yer blood pressure.”Elliott waved David away. “Get out of here.” He
eased into the desk chair, booted up his laptop, and started through a long list of emails. In the
middle of a reply to one of the shareholders, his cell phone rang. “Fraser.”“You need to sit down,”
Doc said in a shaky voice.Stomach acid gathered at the back of Elliott’s throat. “What the hell’s
going on there?”“No easy way to say this.” Doc cleared his throat. “Galahad’s dead.”Sean and
Mary MacKlenna are dead. Your father’s dead. Galahad’s dead. A tsunami-like wall of shock
roared through his body, and his fist hit the desk. “We’re fooked. What the hell happened?”“I
don’t know yet.”“Maybe ye don’t, but somebody does. I want a conference call with everyone
who saw Galahad from the moment he got off the plane. Include the management staff. Work
with Allie to set up the call. Ye’ve got fifteen minutes.”He punched the end-call button and stared
at the phone gripped in his callused hand with its protruding blue veins. Hands like his father.
When had that happened? He dropped the phone, hating what he saw, but his hands itched to
lob his pain into the stratosphere.A Churchill Downs snow globe sat in the center of the desktop,
a visual reminder that he had lost his beloved Kentucky Derby winner.It’s my fault. I shouldn’t
have let Galahad leave the farm. He picked up the globe and tossed the glass ball back and forth
between his hands. Strike three. Ye’re out, laddie. Elliott drew back his arm and hurled the globe
toward the fireplace.The sound of shattering glass brought Louise rushing into the room. “What
the hell?” First, she glared at Elliott, then she glared at the fireplace where glycerin water sizzled
in the flame. Twin spires lay broken on the hearth.“Ye broke my globe? How could ye?” Tears



welled in her eyes. “I’ve had that snow globe for twenty-five years.” She picked up the twin spires
and silver-plated label, and clutched the pieces to her breasts. “Never,” she said, her voice
quivering, “have I known ye to throw a damn thing. Why this? Why now?”He set his elbows on
the desk and rested his forehead in the heels of his hands.She sniffed back her tears. “The way
ye’ve acted today is so unlike ye. What in God’s name has happened?”Silence lengthened as he
lowered the flame heating his temper until only a fine blue light remained. It wouldn’t take much
to turn up the heat again. He grabbed his crutches and joined her at the fireplace. Using the
broom hanging with the fireside tools, he began to sweep up the glass. “Galahad died in his
stall.”“What?”“My horse is dead. And I don’t know why.”She snatched the broom out of his hand.
“I’ll do that.”He took the spires and label from her, rolled the pieces over in his palm, checked for
damage, then slipped them into his shirt pocket. “I need a drink.” He splashed whisky into a
glass and tossed the drink back in a single swallow. “I’ve got a conference call in a few minutes.”
He hobbled back to the desk with a powerful swell of grief expanding inside his chest, building
pressure that wasn’t healthy for his heart or his stomach. “Galahad’s dead. I smashed one of yer
treasures. What else can happen?”His phone beeped with an incoming text message. With
heightened intuition, he knew he was about to find out.Doc sent a text message with an attached
picture of the horse lying flat out in his stall. Elliott gripped the phone in his hand, afraid he’d
throw it across the room, too. Later, after the call, he’d smash the messenger against the wall.
But what good would that do? A branding iron had seared the image of his dead horse into his
brain. Short of a lobotomy, the haunting picture would remain embedded in his memory.Why’d
Doc send this? I didn’t need to see a picture to believe Galahad’s dead.The phone rang. Elliott
glowered with distaste. The device had become evil incarnate, and he didn’t want to touch
it.Louise headed toward the door. “Take yer call, but please dinna break anything else.”He picked
up the phone with the tips of two fingers and stepped away from the other breakables on the
desk. “Fraser.”“It’s Doc. I’ve got Harrison, Peter, Jake, Allie, and Sandy here with me. We’re on
speakerphone.”Elliott had no time for niceties. “Were ye in the van with him from the airport,
Peter?”“Yes, sir,” the groom said. “I wouldn’t let nobody else go pick him up. He’s my horse.”“Tell
me what happened from the moment he got off the plane—” Elliott paused, scratching his
forehead. “Where’d he fly into? Lexington or Cincinnati?”“Lexington,” Peter said. “He was just like
always. Ears up, frisky. The groom on the plane said he cleaned up his feed. Didn’t see nothing
to be concerned about. Once he got home, he settled in just fine. I went in and out of the barn,
but I watched him real good. I was gone fifteen minutes. When I came back, he was down. I
sounded the alarm. Doc got there and said he’s dead.”“I was there when they put him in the stall,”
Doc said. “Drew some blood. But I told you that in my text.”“Where’s he now?” Elliott asked.“In his
stall. We’re waiting on the horse hearse to take him to the diagnostic lab for the autopsy,” Doc
said.“The shareholders will want to know what happened, and ye’re telling me he showed no
signs of being sick. He just up and died.”“That’s what we’re telling you,” Doc said. “They’ll run
more tests at the diagnostic center. We’ll get something more definitive.”A pause infiltrated the
conversation. Elliott pictured his team sitting around the conference room table with downcast



eyes. They’d been through worse. The last time he’d been at the table with them, grieving the
loss of Sean and Mary MacKlenna. Elliott took a deep breath. His staff needed direction. They
needed him focused on the farm, not on the burn in his leg, the ache in his heart, or the weight of
frustration.“I want a complete toxicology workup, Doc. And Harrison, notify the insurance
company. Sandy, I need a press release. Short and sweet. But don’t let it out until I’ve notified the
ten shareholders that their horse is dead. I’ll send an email and copy ye on it.”The marketing
director’s nails clicked against a keyboard as she typed.“Officially,” Elliott continued, “the
statement will read that Galahad arrived in good order from standing his second southern
hemisphere season in New South Wales. The morning of his death, he showed no signs of
illness or injury. He died in his stall at ten o’clock a.m. Necropsy results are unavailable at this
time.“Then, Sandy, say something about the brilliance of his best offspring ranking him as one of
the most important contemporary stallions. Close with we’re very saddened to lose him and that
he’ll be buried at MacKlenna Farm.”The clicking nails stopped. “Got it.”“Allie, send me a list of the
shareholders’ email addresses.”“It’s on its way,” his executive assistant said.“Peter, bulldoze a
trail from the barn to the center. We’ve got to get those test results.”“I’ll do what I can.”“I want
more than what ye can do.”“Yes, sir.”“Jake, I want a twenty-four-hour security guard posted at all
the barns. If that means we hire more guards, do it.”“Are you thinking—”“We’ll take that off-call.
Anything else?” When no one spoke up, Elliott disconnected.It took Jake, director of MacKlenna
Farm security, thirty seconds to call him back. “What’s on your mind?”“If someone wanted to hurt
the farm, killing Galahad would accomplish that.”“You think someone killed him?” The normally
unflappable security officer’s voice leapt half an octave.“Galahad was a sound horse. I’m
paranoid—”“And cynical—”“—enough to believe a wee bastard could have killed him,” Elliott
continued, ignoring Jake’s comment. “We’ll wait for the lab results, but prepare for the possibility
there’ll be another attack.”“Do you have somebody in mind?”“Yes—”“Not Gates. He’s been dead
for years.”“Maybe a family member or a cellmate. The police never recovered the fifty thousand
dollars he stole.” Elliott fell silent, his heart pounding. He’d never wanted to hurt anyone in his life
until Wayne Gates butchered his leg and came close to killing him and Kit. Elliott picked up the
letter opener sitting on the desk blotter but dropped it, afraid of the damage it could do if he lost
control again.“I’ll double the guards,” Jake said.“We should have a preliminary report in a couple
of days. If they find a genetic problem…” Elliott grew quiet as worry catapulted through him,
leaving him too shaken to stand. He collapsed in the chair. “If Galahad passed a defect to his
offspring, we might have a bigger problem.”“I’ll stay in contact with Doc and call you if I get any
news,” Jake said.Elliott tossed his phone on the desk and stared out the window. The last flicker
of sunlight retired beyond the horizon, leaving the holiday lights twinkling behind the falling snow.
Staying in Scotland seemed pointless. He removed the spires and the label from his pocket. The
crash had blunted the tips, but there were no cracks or breaks. The silver label engraved with the
104th Run for the Roses had a few scratches. A jeweler could buff them out. He slipped them
back into the pocket. For now, the pieces would remain there—a physical reminder of his
temper.Chapter SevenChapter SevenSolicitor’s Office, Edinburgh, Scotland – December



23ELLIOTT MET WITH the solicitor in his law office on Dublin Street. The fixtures and
furnishings in the stuffy, dark office dated back to the beginning of the twentieth century. Stacks
of books and legal documents covered every dusty surface in the cluttered two-room office suite.
The dust made Elliott sneeze. The obtuse lawyer continued his earlier probate recitation and
never once inquired about Elliott’s health. Not that Elliott cared, but the lack of social graces
confirmed for Elliott that his father had hired the solicitor because of a low hourly rate and not for
legal competence or social skills.During the two-hour conference, Elliott missed a dose of pain
medication that soured an already bitter mood.He had loved his tight-fisted father, but after
reading through the estate documents, years of built-up resentment settled in Elliott’s gut. He
had known the extensive wine collection that dated back two hundred years was worth a few
million, but he hadn’t known the extent of his father’s stock portfolio. The man had been a
multimillionaire several times over yet had lived a pauper’s life. Elliott had had dozens of
arguments with the old man trying to convince him to sell a few bottles of wine to pay for the
annual upkeep on the castle, but his father always refused, saying it wasn’t his wine to sell. He
had inherited and added to the collection, and the cellar would remain intact for the next
generation. Now that Elliott owned the wine, he’d sell off every last bottle.The lawyer regaled
Elliott with stories of his father that he had heard dozens of time. So he tuned out the solicitor.
Instead of listening, he mentally drafted an outline of conditions for an estate sale at Christie’s.
The collection had caused too much dissention in the family. He’d call the auction house in
London to start working out the details.With a plan in place and an opening in the conversation,
Elliott escaped, leaving behind the solicitor with his ill-fitting toupee and droning voice.Elliott’s
leg burned with the heat of an iron poker sizzling in the fire. At his urging, David sped through
town, rushing back to the B&B. As soon as they entered the library, Elliott grabbed a small
medical kit from his briefcase and withdrew a syringe.David snatched the syringe from Elliott’s
hand. “Give that to me.”He set his teeth. “I can do it.”“Ye’ll stick the needle in yer dick.”He didn’t
have the energy to argue, so he lifted his kilt. When the needle punctured his skin, he flinched.
There was nothing gentle about David’s touch.David took a measure of the amount of
medication left in the bottle. He nodded as if putting the demarcation line to memory. “Do not do
this yerself.”Elliott knew how many syringes the remaining medication would fill. If he took the
drug as prescribed, the bottle could last a few days.David put the medical kit away. “Where’s
Kevin? The lad said he’d be here when we got back.”“He had lunch plans.”“He needs to get his
sorry ass back here.”Elliott snarled. “I don’t need a damn babysitter. Louise’s hovering is enough
to send me to the whisky bottle.”“So that’s yer excuse now?”Elliott rounded on his friend. “Don’t
ye have a crime to solve?”“No.”“Then go visit yer sister.”“She’s working.”“Then go write yer
memoir.”David clamped his jaw and gave Elliott a steely-eyed glare.Elliott’s lips twisted into a sly
smile. “Alice told me.”David’s chest rose as he took a deep breath. “If a lad can’t trust his mother
—”“She’s proud of what ye did in battle. Not many have earned the Victoria Cross. That’s an
honor unlike any other.”“Pride can get a man killed.” David’s voice went from brusque to
edgy.“Ye’re not on the battlefield now,” Elliott said.“Life’s a battlefield. Those who forget get hurt.”



David walked toward the door, saying over his shoulder, “I’ll be back to take ye to dinner. Get
some sleep. It’d be good for yer blood pressure.”Elliott waved David away. “Get out of here.” He
eased into the desk chair, booted up his laptop, and started through a long list of emails. In the
middle of a reply to one of the shareholders, his cell phone rang. “Fraser.”“You need to sit down,”
Doc said in a shaky voice.Stomach acid gathered at the back of Elliott’s throat. “What the hell’s
going on there?”“No easy way to say this.” Doc cleared his throat. “Galahad’s dead.”Sean and
Mary MacKlenna are dead. Your father’s dead. Galahad’s dead. A tsunami-like wall of shock
roared through his body, and his fist hit the desk. “We’re fooked. What the hell happened?”“I
don’t know yet.”“Maybe ye don’t, but somebody does. I want a conference call with everyone
who saw Galahad from the moment he got off the plane. Include the management staff. Work
with Allie to set up the call. Ye’ve got fifteen minutes.”He punched the end-call button and stared
at the phone gripped in his callused hand with its protruding blue veins. Hands like his father.
When had that happened? He dropped the phone, hating what he saw, but his hands itched to
lob his pain into the stratosphere.A Churchill Downs snow globe sat in the center of the desktop,
a visual reminder that he had lost his beloved Kentucky Derby winner.It’s my fault. I shouldn’t
have let Galahad leave the farm. He picked up the globe and tossed the glass ball back and forth
between his hands. Strike three. Ye’re out, laddie. Elliott drew back his arm and hurled the globe
toward the fireplace.The sound of shattering glass brought Louise rushing into the room. “What
the hell?” First, she glared at Elliott, then she glared at the fireplace where glycerin water sizzled
in the flame. Twin spires lay broken on the hearth.“Ye broke my globe? How could ye?” Tears
welled in her eyes. “I’ve had that snow globe for twenty-five years.” She picked up the twin spires
and silver-plated label, and clutched the pieces to her breasts. “Never,” she said, her voice
quivering, “have I known ye to throw a damn thing. Why this? Why now?”He set his elbows on
the desk and rested his forehead in the heels of his hands.She sniffed back her tears. “The way
ye’ve acted today is so unlike ye. What in God’s name has happened?”Silence lengthened as he
lowered the flame heating his temper until only a fine blue light remained. It wouldn’t take much
to turn up the heat again. He grabbed his crutches and joined her at the fireplace. Using the
broom hanging with the fireside tools, he began to sweep up the glass. “Galahad died in his
stall.”“What?”“My horse is dead. And I don’t know why.”She snatched the broom out of his hand.
“I’ll do that.”He took the spires and label from her, rolled the pieces over in his palm, checked for
damage, then slipped them into his shirt pocket. “I need a drink.” He splashed whisky into a
glass and tossed the drink back in a single swallow. “I’ve got a conference call in a few minutes.”
He hobbled back to the desk with a powerful swell of grief expanding inside his chest, building
pressure that wasn’t healthy for his heart or his stomach. “Galahad’s dead. I smashed one of yer
treasures. What else can happen?”His phone beeped with an incoming text message. With
heightened intuition, he knew he was about to find out.Doc sent a text message with an attached
picture of the horse lying flat out in his stall. Elliott gripped the phone in his hand, afraid he’d
throw it across the room, too. Later, after the call, he’d smash the messenger against the wall.
But what good would that do? A branding iron had seared the image of his dead horse into his



brain. Short of a lobotomy, the haunting picture would remain embedded in his memory.Why’d
Doc send this? I didn’t need to see a picture to believe Galahad’s dead.The phone rang. Elliott
glowered with distaste. The device had become evil incarnate, and he didn’t want to touch
it.Louise headed toward the door. “Take yer call, but please dinna break anything else.”He picked
up the phone with the tips of two fingers and stepped away from the other breakables on the
desk. “Fraser.”“It’s Doc. I’ve got Harrison, Peter, Jake, Allie, and Sandy here with me. We’re on
speakerphone.”Elliott had no time for niceties. “Were ye in the van with him from the airport,
Peter?”“Yes, sir,” the groom said. “I wouldn’t let nobody else go pick him up. He’s my horse.”“Tell
me what happened from the moment he got off the plane—” Elliott paused, scratching his
forehead. “Where’d he fly into? Lexington or Cincinnati?”“Lexington,” Peter said. “He was just like
always. Ears up, frisky. The groom on the plane said he cleaned up his feed. Didn’t see nothing
to be concerned about. Once he got home, he settled in just fine. I went in and out of the barn,
but I watched him real good. I was gone fifteen minutes. When I came back, he was down. I
sounded the alarm. Doc got there and said he’s dead.”“I was there when they put him in the stall,”
Doc said. “Drew some blood. But I told you that in my text.”“Where’s he now?” Elliott asked.“In his
stall. We’re waiting on the horse hearse to take him to the diagnostic lab for the autopsy,” Doc
said.“The shareholders will want to know what happened, and ye’re telling me he showed no
signs of being sick. He just up and died.”“That’s what we’re telling you,” Doc said. “They’ll run
more tests at the diagnostic center. We’ll get something more definitive.”A pause infiltrated the
conversation. Elliott pictured his team sitting around the conference room table with downcast
eyes. They’d been through worse. The last time he’d been at the table with them, grieving the
loss of Sean and Mary MacKlenna. Elliott took a deep breath. His staff needed direction. They
needed him focused on the farm, not on the burn in his leg, the ache in his heart, or the weight of
frustration.“I want a complete toxicology workup, Doc. And Harrison, notify the insurance
company. Sandy, I need a press release. Short and sweet. But don’t let it out until I’ve notified the
ten shareholders that their horse is dead. I’ll send an email and copy ye on it.”The marketing
director’s nails clicked against a keyboard as she typed.“Officially,” Elliott continued, “the
statement will read that Galahad arrived in good order from standing his second southern
hemisphere season in New South Wales. The morning of his death, he showed no signs of
illness or injury. He died in his stall at ten o’clock a.m. Necropsy results are unavailable at this
time.“Then, Sandy, say something about the brilliance of his best offspring ranking him as one of
the most important contemporary stallions. Close with we’re very saddened to lose him and that
he’ll be buried at MacKlenna Farm.”The clicking nails stopped. “Got it.”“Allie, send me a list of the
shareholders’ email addresses.”“It’s on its way,” his executive assistant said.“Peter, bulldoze a
trail from the barn to the center. We’ve got to get those test results.”“I’ll do what I can.”“I want
more than what ye can do.”“Yes, sir.”“Jake, I want a twenty-four-hour security guard posted at all
the barns. If that means we hire more guards, do it.”“Are you thinking—”“We’ll take that off-call.
Anything else?” When no one spoke up, Elliott disconnected.It took Jake, director of MacKlenna
Farm security, thirty seconds to call him back. “What’s on your mind?”“If someone wanted to hurt



the farm, killing Galahad would accomplish that.”“You think someone killed him?” The normally
unflappable security officer’s voice leapt half an octave.“Galahad was a sound horse. I’m
paranoid—”“And cynical—”“—enough to believe a wee bastard could have killed him,” Elliott
continued, ignoring Jake’s comment. “We’ll wait for the lab results, but prepare for the possibility
there’ll be another attack.”“Do you have somebody in mind?”“Yes—”“Not Gates. He’s been dead
for years.”“Maybe a family member or a cellmate. The police never recovered the fifty thousand
dollars he stole.” Elliott fell silent, his heart pounding. He’d never wanted to hurt anyone in his life
until Wayne Gates butchered his leg and came close to killing him and Kit. Elliott picked up the
letter opener sitting on the desk blotter but dropped it, afraid of the damage it could do if he lost
control again.“I’ll double the guards,” Jake said.“We should have a preliminary report in a couple
of days. If they find a genetic problem…” Elliott grew quiet as worry catapulted through him,
leaving him too shaken to stand. He collapsed in the chair. “If Galahad passed a defect to his
offspring, we might have a bigger problem.”“I’ll stay in contact with Doc and call you if I get any
news,” Jake said.Elliott tossed his phone on the desk and stared out the window. The last flicker
of sunlight retired beyond the horizon, leaving the holiday lights twinkling behind the falling snow.
Staying in Scotland seemed pointless. He removed the spires and the label from his pocket. The
crash had blunted the tips, but there were no cracks or breaks. The silver label engraved with the
104th Run for the Roses had a few scratches. A jeweler could buff them out. He slipped them
back into the pocket. For now, the pieces would remain there—a physical reminder of his temper.
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